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Finally! Traps with Addressability. 
Only from MIDWEST CATV. 

It's here. The off-premise 
addressable trap system that saves 
the operator time and money. And 
provides the operator with more billing 
flexibility and better customer service. 
The Matrix System, exclusively 

from Midwest CATV, takes the 
electronics out of the residence and 
places it where the operator has easy 
access. Fewer service trips for the 
operator means more cost-efficiency. 
Providing the subscriber with channel 
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upgrades means better service from 
the operator. 

Traps for security. Addressability 
for control. Developed by Syrcuits 
International. Distributed only by 
Midwest CATV. 

For more information, give any of 
our salespeople a call. 

Patent Pending 
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Corporate Offices 
Charleston, WV (1 304 343-8874) 
Clarksburg, WV (1 304 624-5459) 
Outside WV (1 800 532-2288) 
Lafayette, IN (1 317 448-1611) 
Within IN (1 800 382-7526) 
Outside IN (1 800 428-7596) 
Ocala, FL (1 904 854-6511) 
Within FL (1 800 433-4720) 
Outside FL (1 800 433-3765) 
Pottstown, PA (1 215 970-0200) 
(1 800 458-4524) 
Virginia Beach, VA (1 800 468-6444) 
Within VA (1 800 421-2288) 
Outside VA (1 800 643-2288) 

A dIv,s,on Di MIciwest Corporauon 

More than supplies. Solutions. 



ALL GUTS= SUPERIOR ATTENUATION 

100% bonded construction increases 
mechanical strength and minimizes 

possibility of suck—out. 

Polyethylene enclosed air 
"THE PERFECT" dielectric 

— 93 % velocity of propagation. 

Medium density jacketing. 

Center conductor totally 
bonded to polyethylene. I 

Aluminum sheath totally bonded 
to polyethylene structure. 

NO FOAM TO 
DAMPEN YOUR SIGNAL 

Anyway you slice it, manufacturers of 
foamed cables have been scrambling to 
attain the superior attenuation characteris-
tics of MG The attempt means increasing our 
familiar MC' diameter of .500" to .565" or 
.625"; and our .750" must become .840" 
or .860" or .875 '.' 
You may still use MC2 in one size smaller 

than the old foamed diameters. Even more 
MC2 per duct, and easier handling. In aerial 

*bp   
Call or write for a free sample and brochure: 
TRILOGY COMMUNICATIONS INC., 2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, Mississippi 39208 

installations, the effects of wind and ice-
loading are reduced even further. 
And with the superior attenuation of MC2 

you don't have to clutter your lines with as 
many amplifiers - about 20 % fewer than 
with foamed cables. 

Low-loss MC2 is your gain in many ways. 

TRILOGY LEADS IN TECHNOLOGY 

COMMUNICATIONS INC. 

800-874-5649 
601-932-4461 
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27 Changing the rules 
Jones Intercable's innovative use of fiber optics in its Broward 
County, Florida system raised some eyebrows when it was 
announced. Bob Luff explains why Jones chose the path it took. 

Breathing new life into pay-per-view? 
By protecting PPV events from being taped on VCRs, Eidak Corp. 
hopes to bring movies to PPV sooner. Graham Stubbs describes 
how the system works. 

44 

About the Cover: 
A CAD (Computer Aided Drafting) 
drawing of Jones Intercable's Broward 
County, Fla. system shows how the 
MS0 plans to implement AM fiber 
optic electronics in the 800-mile system. 
Courtesy Jones Intercable. 

A long time coming 
The idea of bringing audio services to cable-TV headends isn't 
new, but this time it's got a new wrinkle. Will it work? At least 
three companies think it will. 

52 

A primer on implementing MIS stereo 
Joe Vittorio of Jerrold explains how to upgrade your system to 
stereo and how to avoid the pitfalls that exist.  

The complexities of system design 
With so many options available, getting good end-of-line 
performance is a study in trade-offs. David Fellows gives some 
pointers. 

58 
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Getting a handle on signal leakage 
If you do it right, leakage control is an everyday concern. A short 
guide to finding some leakage management software and its 
benefits are included here. 

76 

The aerial flyover with a twist 
Steve Biro of Biro Engineering talks about the merits of 
performing aerial leakage measurement with a helicopter. 

82 

Testing for leaks in components 
Want to know if the hardware you use leaks? John Gutierrez 
shows how you can build your own leakage detection chamber. 

87 
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NEXUS IRD-1 
,..- INTEGRATED RECEIVER /DESCRAMBLER 

VIDEO TUNE BAND 

C Ku 

4) • a II 
CHANNEL IF 
SELECT - OFFSET 

VIDEOCIPHER 
COMMERCIAL DESCRAMBLER CAPABLE 

smallest 
most cost-effective 
most reliable 

Commercial IRD 
Integrated Receiver Descrambler 

Now Available Off-The-Shelf 
Receiver covered by the famous NEXUS 5 YEAR WARRANTY.* 
VideoCipherR Module covered by General Instrument's Warranty. 

*Call or write for details. 

TEL: (206) 644-2371 Bellevue, WA. or (604) 420-5322 Burnaby, BC. FAX: (604) 420-5941 
WRITE: Nexus Engineering Corp., 7000 Lougheed Hwy., Burnaby, BC. V5A 4K4 
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Don't wony. 
With the FCC's Compliance 

Regulations, the way you seek, find 
and document cable leakage will 
be under careful scrutiny. It's going 
to take more technician time. It's 
going to take more administrative 
time. So, to play by the new rules, 
it's going to cost you. But if you 
don't play by them and get caught, 
it will really cost you. 
Welcome to that comfortable spot 

between a rock and a hard place. 
But wait, compliance is simply a 

function of locating, documenting 
and repairing leaks. And locating 
and documenting leaks is simply 
a function of the right equipment. 

Presenting the new Wavetek 
Cable Leakage Instrument (CLI) 
Series. 

The new CLM-1000: Amazing. 
If you had one instrument to buy 
to solve your leakage problems, 
this would be it. It measures field 

strength at any frequency from 50 
to 550 MHz. At any range from 9 to 
100 feet. And what it finds, it remem-
bers, so you've got foolproof recall 
to simplify your documentation. 

The end of calculated risks. 
With just the push of a button, 
the CLM-1000 takes precise meas-
urements. The dipole antenna 
receives signals as far as 30 meters 
and as weak as 201.1.V/m. All you do 
is approximate and input the dis-
tance between the antenna and the 
leak. The system automatically con-
verts the measurement to a 3-meter 
distance. No number crunching 
with conversion tables or formulas. 
No question about accuracy. All 
the information you need is dis-

played in an easy to read two-line 
LCD display, including analog level 
bar. Nine instrument stored setups 
simplify even the most complicated 
situations. 

As easy as 
rolling off a log. 
The CLM-1000 
contains a com-
plete logging 
system. At the 
touch of a 
button you 
can store all 
the measure-
ment data, leak location, date and 
time of measurement. Then you 
can print it out on site, or save it 
for downloading to your office PC. 

The CLM-1000 memory 
bank automatically 
provides a detailed 
log—just for the record. 

CLM-1000 digital readout takes guesswork and interpretation out of settings and readings. 



Be happy. 
It's easy. And so is retrieval, which 
cuts data tracking time to a mini-
mum. So you can say goodbye to 
recording errors. 

For the record, the CLM-1000 
is the most precise, versatile field 
strength meter you can buy. 

When second best will do. 
For instances when you don't 
need all the sensitivity, memory 
and documentation capabilities of 
the CLM-1000, Wavetek has two 
new very trustworthy hand held CLI 
receivers. The CLR-1 and CLR-4. 
Both almost operate themselves 
and are virtually goof-proof. 

CLR-1: One track mind. 
Designed for easy, near-field use, 
the CLR-1 can detect and verify 
leaks at a subscriber installation 
or an amp. It tunes into one cable 
channel and gives you a precise 
reading. Locator tone pitch and 

LED readout verify leakage level. 
No knobs, no needles. And no 
signal generator is required. 

All at a price that makes the CLR-1 
impossible to do without. 

The CIR-4: When there's more Igoing on. The CLR-4 covers the CATV spec-
trum, scanning four different 
channels simultaneously, or one 
at a time. It can tune channels 
2, 3, D, and R as well as others. 
An exclusive Wavetek lock-out 

feature prevents inter-
ference from strong com-
peting signals. LED's and 

locator tone pin-
point the leak 
source, quickly 
and precisely. 
And all this tech-
nology is yours 
for a remarkably 
low price. 

Frl t 

CLR-1 (right) and 
CLR-4 give you two 
very affordable and 
goof-proof ways to 
locate leaks. 

Let the CL111-1000 do 
the walking, since it 
can detect and meas-
ure leaks up to 100 
feet away. 

It's really just a matter of applying 
the right equipment. With Wavetek's 
new line of CLI's, you've got the 
right equipment. 
Make it easy on yourself. Call 

Wavetek at 1-800-622-5515 for 
more information and the name 
of your nearest rep. In Indiana call 
311-788-5965. Then, don't worry. 
Be happy. 

Compliance 
made easy. 
Although 
compliance is 
mandated by 
law, in the long 
run, everyone 
will benefit 
from it. And it 
doesn't have 
to be difficult. 
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IN PERSPECTIVE 

Innovation and cooperation pays off 
Our cover story this month concerns Jones Intercable's AM fiber project in 

south Florida. After reading the story, two things rushed into our minds, 
including: 1) the industry has finally rounded the theoretical corner and begun 
to implement lightwave technology and; 2) it pays to think in ways no one else 
has. 

Bob Luff may be right. The Jones Cable Area Network fiber model may be 
looked back upon as the turning point in the fiber/CATV question. But that 
remains to be seen. What is obvious, however, is that the industry has indeed 
embraced the future that fiber optic technology represents. 

There are those who believe that 
CATV has taken to fiber because the 
baffling regulatory environment may 
not "protect" the industry from telco 
involvement much longer. Some say 
operators were forced to adopt the 
technology because Wall Street de-
manded it. Whatever the motivation, 
the end result will certainly be positive 
for the industry and its subscribers. 

It's been a long 18 months since 
American Television and Communica-
tions' Jim Chiddix and Dave Pangrac 
went public with their idea about a 
fiber optic backbone. Numerous theo-
retical papers about the technology and 
its benefits have been written and 
delivered at the major cable conventions. 
And every time a supplier developed 
new fiber optic hardware designed for 
CATV, immediate and intense atten-
tion was paid to what the supplier had 
to say. 

But now we can start to look past the theoretical and scan the horizon, where 
stories about system implementation are taking place. At long last the industry 
will get beyond the hype and hoopla and talk about real-world tests and 
methods. 
And give credit to the Jones engineers who have taken the fiber backbone 

concept one step further and made it a mini-system of its own. By using a novel 
approach, the first truly redundant trunking application is taking shape. 
Engineers have talked about the idea of system backup for years; at last it's here. 

We're certain that as other engineers and system designers fully grasp the 
capabilities fiber can bring we'll all be hearing and reading about unique 
approaches to common obstacles. We've moved beyond the question of whether 
or not fiber will work (it will), now the issue is clearly architectures and 
economic comparisons between fiber and more traditional technology ap-
proaches. 
We applaud the free exchange of ideas between ATC, Jones and others that 

led to the use of fiber in Broward County. We think more of that has to occur 
to keep this industry looking forward to the day when a full range of broadband 
services can be delivered to the subscriber. The sky's the limit—so let's start 
flying. 

We also want to acknowledge the return of Kathy Berlin to the pages of 
CED. Kathy has taken the role as managing editor and will bring new, 
insightful input to the magazine. With her keen eye and fresh perspective, we're 
certain she'll help make this publication better and even more interesting. 
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Addressable 
Control 
just got a 
whole lot 
simpler. 
control software brings all the 

security, features, and unbeat-

able value of cable's best 

addressable settops within reach 

of the small and mid-sized 

system. é& Using an IBM PC-AT 

personal computer, OASIS duplicates every function 

(including business system interface) of Oak's proven 

proprietary software developed for large users of its 

Sigma and TotalControl addressable systems. ?a. And 

when you couple OASIS with Oak's Sigma addressable 

decoders you'll open the gates to a host of new revenue 

opportunities: advanced store-and-forward IPPV, MIS 

,IBM; 
I 0.9 

11111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111 
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stereo on all channels, software controlled channel 

mapping, self diagnostics, and a myriad of user features 

designed to appeal to even the most jaded subscriber. 

But part of what makes OASIS such good news is not 
what it has, but what it doesn't have: 

?a, No dual entry of data—all inputs and set-ups can 
be done on your business system terminal. 

?a, No expensive computer maintenance contracts — 
it uses a PC. 

?a, No special computer room — any office will do. 

ia No special wiring — plugs into standard wall 
outlets. 

ea' No highly skilled computer operators — normal 
operating mode is fully automatic. 

?a. No special interfaces — works with your business 
computer or business system services (Cable Data, 
CMS, ISD, etc.). 

And it's no mirage. 
OASIS is available now from Oak Communications. 

Give us a call for a no-obligation demonstration. Let us 

show you how simple addressability can be. 

At last. 

CDA 
16516 Via Esprillo es, San Diego, California 92127 el' 619/451-1500 

K. Communications Inc. 
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SPOTLIGHT 

Graham Stu b bs 

Stubbs part of 
cable's beginning 
With thoughts of optical wavelengths 

as a transmission medium, it's difficult 
to imagine that technology 20 years 
ago focused on developing converters 
and amplifiers. Graham Stubbs, execu-
tive vice president for Eidak Corpora-
tion, began his cable career when 30 
channels were a technological problem 
and Jerrold was still in the microwave 
business. 

"At that time there was, in some 
ways, more excitement in the indus-
try," says Stubbs. "The engineer had 
more freedom. Since there were fewer 
engineers and fewer companies, it was 
easier to take risks." And take them 
he did. From being involved with the 
basic design of two-way filters and 
amplifiers, to developing the first ad-
dressable converter, Stubbs has been 
involved with many of the major "firsts" 
in the cable industry. 
Born in England, Stubbs was work-

ing for Associated Electrical Industries 
in Leicester in 1967 when he accepted 
a position with General Instrument's 
Jerrold Division as a microwave engi-
neer. Deciding the risk was worth it, 
Stubbs packed up his wife, two daugh-
ters and $300 in savings and moved to 
the United States. "I never regretted 
the move to the States and never 
regretted the move into cable," says 
Stubbs. "I really enjoy it." 

After Jerrold got out of the micro-
wave business, Stubbs transferred over 

to work on two-way amplifiers. About 
a year later, Jerrold decided it wanted 
to get into converter development and 
appointed Stubbs manager of the engi-
neering department. Stubbs actually 
did some of the circuit development 
himself, including design of a double 
balanced mixer. "At that time," says 
Stubbs, "it was difficult to get the 
distortion performance of a converter 
to be anything like the rest of the cable 
system. If you put all the signals 
(which might be 30 at that time) into 
the converter, you would find the same 
type of distortion within the converter 
that was happening within the cable 
system. Generally speaking, this lim-
ited the range of signals you could put 
into the converter. 
"What was novel about the Jerrold 

converter," he continues, "is that it 
was so tolerant of the range of signal 
levels." Stubbs feels he left his mark 
on the converter business in that the 
circuit practice developed for the dou-
ble balanced mixer is pretty much in 
use even now. 

A second beginning 

'Ibn years after starting with Jer-
rold, Stubbs was approached by Oak 
Communications to head up the engi-
neering department for both subscrip-
tion television (STV) and Oak's cable 
equipment. Stubbs accepted the posi-
tion of vice president of engineering 
and was responsible for developing the 
first addressable converter. 
"The way that came about," says 

Stubbs, "is Oak had developed an 
addressable system for STV that I was 
supposed to get up and running. We 
turned around and applied that kind 
of technology and experience to an 
addressable converter." And the reac-
tion of the cable industry? "The reac-
tion was to move very fast toward 
addressability," says Stubbs. "But what 
also happened was the entire industry 
tried to develop those converters and 
the technology too quickly and, almost 
without exception, the various manu-
facturers who entered it had problems, 
including Oak." 

Regardless of the difficulties, Stubbs 
says Oak's introduction of the address-
able converter prompted the relatively 
rapid deployment of addressability in 
the cable industry. According to Stubbs, 
nine years have produced an address-
able product that has made significant 
gains in reliability and flexibility of 
the addressing system. 

While at Oak, Stubbs, the holder of 
five U.S. patents in addressability and 
scrambling, helped develop the Sigma 
concept of encryption. "As with any 
technology," says Stubbs, "we were 
looking for better ways to do things. 
We felt the earlier scrambling systems 
were possible to defeat." Using the 
airline concept of "you can watch the 
movie but can't hear the sound unless 
you have headsets" Stubbs and others 
concentrated on putting a hard form of 
security on the sound channel instead 
of the video channel. "We came up 
with digitized encrypted audio for a 
scrambling system," says Stubbs. "And 
we embodied that in the Sigma sys-
tem." 

Stubbs worked on perfecting the 
Sigma product for several years until 
he felt there were limited opportunities 
for growth. He then left Oak to become 
vice president of engineering for Linear 
Corp. in Carlsbad, Calif. At Linear, 
Stubbs managed the new product inno-
vation and development for passive 
infra-red, supervised wireless and digi-
tal security systems. While working for 
Linear, he set up a consulting business 

While at Oak, Stubbs 
helped develop the 
Sigma concept of 

encryption. 
in cable. It was during this time that 
Dick Leghorn, president of Eidak Corp., 
contacted him and Stubbs began con-
sulting part time for Eidak. 

New technology 

Eidak is a service that provides 
non-recordability for pay-per-view (PPV) 
transmission. It consists of modifying 
the PPV signal before it is transmitted 
so that it can be watched, but not 
recorded, by the consumer. After con-
sulting for Eidak 18 months, Stubbs 
felt there was enough activity with the 
company to go with Eidak on a full-
time basis. 

Stubbs says Eidak is positioned to 
be a key part in cable's future by 
providing an essential element for PPV 
viewing[an earlier release date from 
the movie studios. "The studios tell 
us that this service is exactly what 
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POWER GUARD 
POWER SUPPLIES 

EXPERIENCE 
Power Guard's 
founder, Jerry 
Schultz, has been 
manufacturing 
standby power 
supplies since 1974. 

EFFICIENCY 
Power Guard 
started the move to 
high efficiency in 
1985 when we 
shipped our first 
90% efficient power 
supply. 

MODULARITY 
Power Guard 
products are 
completely modular 
and entirely field 
serviceable. 

VALUE 
Power Guard 
delivers highly 
efficient, top quality 
products at 
competitive prices. 

WARRANTY 
Reliability and 
experience are the 
reasons Power 
Guard's 5 year 
warranty is the 
industry's longest 
warranty.* 

COMMITMENT 
Power Guard is 
100% committed to 
being number one 
in standby power 
supplies! 

CALL 1-800-288-1507 FOR PRICING AND INFORMATION. 

1.11.1111-1. POWER GUARD 
3808 PEPPERELL PARKWAY • P.O. BOX 2796 

OPELIKA, ALABAMA 36801 
1-800-288-1507 • (205) 742-0055 

*This is a limited warranty. 
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GAIN MORE 
SIDE REACH AND 
BETTER LINE 
ACCESS WITH 
THE NEW. 

ThL-29EA 

Boom-tip-mounted bucket puts your 
operator two feet closer to that hard-to-reach 

splice. And it provides line access from 3 sides of the bucket, 
eliminating expensive rotators. 

Positive hydraulic bucket leveling gives a solid, stable work platform, 
leading to increased productivity and greater worker satisfaction. 

A "cat-track" carrier system for 
control, air and hydraulic lines means 
less maintenance, more "up-time." 

The VERSALIFTTEL-29EA can 
be mounted on any 10,500 dual rear 
wheel chassis with 60" C.A. and can 
be tailored to meet any aerial work 
requirement. 

See your VERSALIFT Distributor 
for complete specifications, pricing 
and a demonstration! 

It's TIME to 
check out VERSALIFT! 

o 
TIME 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

P.O. Box 20368 Waco, Texas 76702-0368 
(817) 776-0900 TELEX (910) 894-5218 FAX (817) 776-7531 

SPOTLIGHT 

they've been looking for for a number 
of years," says Stubbs. "It is not aimed 
at subscription television such as HBO 
or Showtime, but rather at bridging the 
gap between the cable industry and 
movie studios." 
As executive vice president of Eidak, 

Stubbs is excited about his new role 
within the company. "My position is 
focusing on business and team interac-
tion rather than actual technical devel-
opment—I get a kick out of the people 
aspect," he says. 

Stubbs has always enjoyed working 
with people in the industry, especially 
on new product design. "Whether it 
was Jerrold, Oak or Eidak," he says, 
"what I really enjoyed was being part 
of a business and development team 
that was putting things together. A lot 
of development work is team effort and 
I wouldn't take sole credit for any of the 
products developed. And whenever you 
look at technology development, you 
look not only at the engineering team 
that did it, but in some cases, the 
business people who had the guts to pay 
for it." 

You've come a long van/ 

Cable technology has come a long 
way since those early days and so has 
Stubbs. However, being a part of those 
early developments has not made him 
want to sit back and quietly watch. "I 
think cable is going to mature in terms 
of growth and I think the industry is 
on the right track with fiber," he says. 
"And I think it's long overdue for an 
entity like Cable Labs to come into 
place and start to channel the dvelop-
ment of technology and the application 
of technology." Feeling that engineers 
will benefit by having a central focus 
for technology development, Stubbs 
hopes this will reverse a current trend 
of spending less on technology. 
As for himself, Stubbs is enthusiastic 

and ready to go with the technology 
Eidak offers. "One of the things about 
Eidak is I'm at a place that has a key 
part in a dynamic business. It's in the 
home entertainment industry and as 
HDTV and other forms of television 
format develop, a company like Eidak 
will have a part in the control technol-
ogy," says Stubbs. "I feel good about 
the direction of cable and the opportu-
nity for me to play a role in it." 
Twenty years have made a difference 

in cable technology but it hasn't changed 
Stubbs' plans—he was an integral part 
of cable's beginnings and he intends 
on being a key part now. um 

—Kathy Berlin 
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Take your signal from Sony. 

Sony's FSR-1100 satellite video receiver delivers a clear signal you 
can depend on. For CATV, SMATV, broadcast or business television, 

the FSR-1100 is the most reliable, flexible, high performance 
commercial satellite receiver available for the money 

Whether you're operating on the Ku or C band, Sony's FSR-I100 
receiver provides the superior video and audio reception viewers 

expect. The FSR-1100's unique adjustable detector bandwidth allows 
quality reception even under adverse signal conditions. And its 
advanced operating features make it easy to use 

When you choose the FSR-1100 you're choosing Sony quality Sony's 
unsurpassed experience and commitment to excellence in pro-
fessional broadcast and industrial video equipment coupled with 
Midwest's outstanding support and service make a winning 
combination that can't be beat. Get the picture? You will if you take 
your signal from Sony. 

For more information about the Sony FSR-1100, call one of our sales 
representatives today. 

SONY® is a trademark of Sony. 

MIDVIEST 
Communications Corp 

One Spern Drive 
Edgewood. KY 41017 

1-800-543-1584 
In Kentucky 60&,-331 -8990 
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Wsuould you like an easy 
way to increase cable 
bscribership? To just-

ify rate increases? To maximize 
profits? Call the Augat 
BROADBAND ENGINEERING 
Upgrade Hotline. Find out how 
easy it is to add channels at a 
modest cost with upgrade elec-
tronics. 

EXPERT ENGINEERING 
ADVICE OVER THE PHONE. 
Sherwood Hawley, BROADBAND 
ENGINEERING Applications 
Manager, can advise you over the 
phone how your current equipment 
can be upgraded to handle your 
subscribers' demands for more 
channels. He'll point out the "do's 
and don'ts" of upgrading. He'll 

even provide you with a cost 
estimate for your system's upgrade. 
All in about 15 minutes. You end 
up with nothing to lose and a per-
formance advantage to gain. 
GAIN SUPERIOR ENGINEER-
ING PERFORMANCE WITH 
BROADBAND ENGINEERING 
UPGRADE ELECTRONICS. 
BROADBAND ENGINEERING 
originated the concept of upgrade 
electronics 14 years ago to extend 
the life of your CATV equipment— 
without the unnecessary expense 
and headaches of system rebuild-
ing. You can still be confident of 
the technical superiority and relia-
bility of our products and advice. 
And we back up our upgrade 
electronics products with a one-
year warranty. 

For a common sense, cost-effec-
tive approach to higher profits and 
longer life for your current system, 

ask for Sherwood Hawley at 
Augat Communications Group, 
P.O. Box 1110, Seattle, WA 98111. 
Call (206) 932-8428 or toll free 
1-800-327-6690. 

KEEPING UP WITH 
THE DEMANDS 

OF CABLE SUBSCRIBERS 
MAKES A If" OF CENTS. 

ITEA 

MEWO  
(XV 

WERE AUGAT COMMUNICATIONS GROUP. WE TIE IT ALL TOGETHER. .WITH EASE. 
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FRONTLINE 

So where are 
the cable guys? 

There are more committees and 
meeting groups in the telecom-
munications industry than any other I 
know about. At least, that's how I feel 
about it in my day-to-day work. The 
truly alarming thing about these com-
mittees is that so many of them work 
on issues or projects that have an 
impact on the cable TV business. 

Sometimes they are well aware of 
this impact and have at least tried to 
understand how we as an industry will 
react. More often, however, these groups 
are ill-informed or otherwise lacking 
in information about our world. It's not 
surprising, therefore to find ourselves 
so often running around in the panic 
mode to quickly fix, inform or undo 
some technical outcome that has been 
worked on for months or even years. 

BTSC a poor example 

Examples of this "brinksmanship" 
are depressingly easy to find. The 
four-plus-year effort of the broadcast 
and consumer electronic industries to 
develop and implement a stereo TV 
standard is a case in point. The commit-
tee structure was well-known in the 
broadcast world. The BTSC (Broadcast 
TV Standards) parent committee of the 
EIA (Electronic Industries Associa-

By Wendell Bailey, Vice President 
Science and Technology, NCTA 

tion), working with the NAB (National 
Association of Broadcasters) and the 
subcommittee on MTS (Multichannel 
TV Sound) issued what was to be a final 
report on the lengthy and thorough 
deliberations. 
The only problem was that only 

one-and-a-half pages covered cable TV 
systems and equipment out of the 
entire two-volume set, and these pages 
contained several factual errors about 
our technology and its use. 
A major effort funded by the NCTA 

was organized and set in motion. 
Luckily, a major flap over several other 
issues developed, and a new set of 
certain tests was ordered. This allowed 
the cable industry to be more accu-
rately represented in the final standard. 

The real problem 

The issue I want to raise, however, 
is not BTSC itself, but the underlying 
reasons why we found ourselves ex-
posed to big trouble in this way. The 
four-plus years of work done by the 
broadcaster was accomplished with 
virtually no cable television industry 
input whatsoever. Even though we had 
repeatedly been told to attend any and 
all deliberations on the subject, we, as 
an industry, reacted in a manner often 
called "raging apathy." 
The battle over the current BTSC 

standards was waged a couple of years 
ago. lbday, alas, there are a bewilder-
ing array of special interest groups 
representing several industries. These 
groups work through countless com-
mittees and task forces on things that 
are going to have an impact (either 
positive or negative) on our industry. 

What committees? 

Some of these groups are worth 
knowing about. The FCC, of course, has 
its advisory committee on advanced 
TV. This committee works through 
several subcommittees and working 
groups which involve almost 500 peo-
ple. The NAB is working on HDTV 
proponent testing through the ATTC 
(Advanced Iblevision lbst Center). The 
NAHB (National Association of Home 
Builders) is working on its "Smart 
House," a system of wiring and control 
that will be of interest to CATV. Not 
to be outdone in committee-dom, the 
EIA has its own groups, such as the 
CEBus (Consumer Electronics Bus), 
which is also working on an in-home 
wiring scheme. The EIA also has the 
R4 committee, which works on issues 

affecting both TV sets and cable con-
verters. 

Let's not forget the SMPTE (Society 
of Motion Picture and TV Engineers), 
which does its share of work on HDTV 
production standards as well as digital 
studio and other issues. The SCTE (our 
own Society of Cable TV Engineers) 
has several curriculum committees for 
the very important BCT/E certification 
program. The SBE (Society of Broad-
cast Engineers) has its own certifica-
tion program along with its associated 
committees. There are groups con-
cerned with electro-magnetic radiation 
from antennas (as in microwave) and 
the ever popular (and important) NEC 
(National Electrical Code) and NESC 
(National Electrical Safety Code) com-
mittees. 

Cable input needed 

All of these groups desperately want 
and need input from our industry. They 
are working on issues which have a 
direct impact on some part of our 
business. To date, the cable television 
industry has not been successful in 
providing the people to produce the 
necessary time and effort to do the job. 
We need help! The engineers or manag-
ers who attend these meetings do not 
have to be the decision makers (it's nice 
if they are) for their company. They 
just need to understand their own 
business well enough to know when the 
discussions are lending to issues which 
could have an impact on CATV. They 
must also be able and willing to speak 
up, when needed, and not let inappro-
priate activities continue without com-
ment. 

In almost all of the committees and 
groups mentioned above (and others), 
the "other guys" have out-gunned us 
with participation. The telcos lead the 
list of companies who put people to 
work on the issues. The big three 
networks (NBC, CBS, ABC) also do a 
good job and the consumer electronics 
industry is no slouch where its business 
is concerned. Cable participation is, 
frankly, slim and the issues are getting 
more numerous and more difficult. The 
potential impact on our business multi-
plies every day. 
I suggest you examine your com-

pany's interest in one or more of these 
groups (and others) and see if you can 
find a way to help yourself by helping 
the entire industry. We will all benefit 
from this type of intelligent investment 
in our future. • 
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CAPITAL CURRENTS 

FCC looking at 
telco/cable rule 

For almost 20 years, the role of 
telephone companies in the provision 
of cable television service has been 
clearly defined by federal law. While 
telephone companies are permitted to 
construct and provide transmission 
facilities to franchised cable operators, 
they may not themselves provide video 
programming, either directly or through 
an affiliate, to cable subscribers. Now, 
however, the FCC has tentatively de-
cided to recommend that Congress 
eliminate the ban and allow telephone 
companies to operate as programmers 
and cable operators over their own 
facilities. 

Reasons clear 

The reason for the prohibition has 
always been clear. Iblephone compa-
nies, as monopoly providers of basic 
telephone transmission services sub-
ject to rate-of-return regulation, have 
unique incentives and abilities to enter 
the cable television business in an 
anticompetitive manner. Specifically, 
they can use their control of poles and 
other essential facilities to discrimi-
nate against unaffiliated cable opera-
tors. And they are likely to cross-
subsidize their cable business by shift-

By Michael Schooler, Deputy General 
Counsel, NCTA 

ing costs properly attributable to that 
business to their regulated rate base 
for basic telephone service. 
Nobody disagrees that the telephone 

companies still have the means and 
incentives to engage in anticompetitive 
conduct. But the FCC believes that it 
can now develop non-structural "safe-
guards" that can effectively detect and 
prevent discrimination and cross-
subsidization—something that has 
never been done before. The FCC also 
suggests that if it can effectively pre-
vent anticompetitive conduct, there 
will be great benefits from allowing the 
telephone companies to provide cable 
service. 

Widespread opposition 

The FCC has put its proposal out for 
public comment, and it has drawn 
widespread opposition. Virtually no-
body (except the telephone companies) 
believes that the FCC's accounting 
rules can prevent cross-subsidization, 
nor do many share the FCC's faith that 
it can adapt its still evolving and 
untested "Open Network Architec-
ture" rules to prevent telephone compa-
nies from discriminating against unaf-
filiated programmers and packagers 
seeking access to integrated broadband 
networks. 

It's not only cable operators who 
recognize the dangers of eliminating 
the prohibition. Other competitors in 
the video marketplace—broadcasters, 
in particular—understand that repeal 
of the law would allow the telephone 
companies to dominate all aspects of 
the television marketplace. Moreover, 
the broadcasters are concerned that the 
FCC's safeguards might themselves 
radically affect broadcasting and the 
video marketplace. 

Newspaper publishers oppose elimi-
nation of the prohibition because they 
want to preserve the cable operator as 
an alternative to the phone company 
for the delivery of data and teletext. 
Public interest groups, such as the 
Consumer Federation of America, op-
pose repeal not only because of the 
anticompetitive effects in the video 
marketplace but also because tele-
phone ratepayers would end up footing 
the bill for the construction and opera-
tion of broadband facilities for cable 
service. And a number of state regula-
tors oppose repeal because they have 
had experience trying to regulate phone 
companies and understand that the 
FCC's safeguards are wholly inade-

quate. 

Where are the benefits? 

The FCC has grossly overstated the 
potential benefits of cross-ownership, 
too. First, the FCC suggests that tele-
phone companies might provide head-to-
head competition for cable operators 
where no such competition now exists. 
Even where there's only one cable 
operator, that operator generally faces 
competition from broadcasters, video 
stores, TVRO retailers, MMDS services 
and other competitors in the video and 
entertainment businesses. 
But besides that, the reason that 

there's generally only one cable opera-
tor in a community has nothing to do 
with whether or not telephone compa-
nies are allowed to be cable operators. 
There's no scarcity of potential non-
telco cable operators in a community. 
If cities allowed—or if economic condi-
tions permitted—additional franchises, 
there would be additional head-to-head 
competition with or without the phone 
company. And, as an economic analysis 
commissioned by NCTA shows, there's 
no apparent reason to expect any 
unique efficiencies on the part of phone 
companies. 

No economic sense 

The FCC also maintains that allow-
ing telephone companies to provide 
video programming will somehow in-
crease their incentives to construct 
common carrier facilities for broad-
band communications and will hasten 
provision of all sorts of unspecified new 
non-video services. 
But that makes no economic sense 

unless the Commission's proposed safe-
guards turn out not to work, so that 
telephone companies are able to deny 
other video programmers comparable 
access to their facilities and to subsi-
dize the premature construction of 
broadband facilities with ratepayer 
revenues. 
At bottom, what seems to be motivat-

ing the FCC is an ideological belief 
that all restrictions on entry by poten-
tial competitors are bad. That belief 
has caused the Commission to con-
clude, in its Further Notice of Inquiry, 
that there is no downside to eliminat-
ing the telco/cable cross-ownership pro-
hibition when, in fact, the risks of 
anticompetitive behavior and of ad-
verse effects on the video marketplace 
are enormous. • 
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WESTEC 

FAST TURNAROUND—EMERGENCY SERVICE— 
EXCHANGES AVAILABLE—SPARES IN STOCK 

Manufacturing 
Modification 
Repair 

HUGHES 

• SOLID STATE SOURCES 
• UPCONVERTERS 
• TRANSMITTERS 
• RECEIVERS 
• REBUILT KLYSTRONS 
• KLYSTRON 
POWER SUPPLIES 

WESTEC COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
14405 N. Scottsdale Road, Scottsdale, Arizona 85254 

(602) 948-4484 FAX: (602) 998-8701 
Microwave Service (800)666-4441 

Reader Service Number 10 



FROM THE HEADEND 

Degradation 
accumulation 
methods 

Last month's column (January 1989) 
presented a summary of industry rec-
ommended practices on video perform-
ance. Unfortunately, because of an 
editorial error at CED, all of the 
greater-than (>) and less-than (<) 
signs in the column were reversed. 
Nonetheless, by mentally reversing the 
signs, in a single chart we were able to 
compare the recommended perform-
ance parameters of RS-250B, NTC-7, 
HBO, and the NCTA. 

Harder than it looks 

At first glance, some of the perform-
ance requirements might seem quite 
easy to meet. And in fact, for a single 
piece of equipment, such requirements 
are somewhat trivial. The difficulty 
increases significantly, however, as 
you begin to daisy-chain equipment. 
In our CATV environment, it isn't at 
all unusual to have as many as seven 
pieces of equipment in the system 
which may cause an accumulation of 
classical video distortions. 

Appendix 1 of EIA Standard RS-
250B addresses the issue of "Accumu-
lation of Performance Degradations." 
This section is meant as a tool to help 
predict the aggregate performance of 

By Chris Bowick, Engineering Dept. 
Manager; Scientific-Atlanta 

an overall system, based upon the 
performance of each individual compo-
nent in the system. 

Looking at a CATV system 

Consider a typical CATV applica-
tion, for example. Such a system might 
consist of an exciter, as well as an 
encoder for scrambling at the uplink. 
At the headend, we might have a 
satellite receiver, scrambling decoder, 
modulator, and a sync-suppression scram-
bler. And, finally, in the home, we 
might have a baseband set-top termi-
nal where demodulation and remodula-
tion of the signal must again occur. 
Each of these devices may individually 
contribute to certain video distortions. 
The overall, or end-to-end performance 
is therefore a function of each device 
in the system. 
The performance of each device con-

tributes directly (though typically not 
in a linear fashion) to the video per-
formance that we provide to our cus-
tomers. Of course, there are many other 
devices in the system which might 
affect overall video performance, espe-
cially S/N performance, but I have 
mentioned those to which are typically 

can happen to video performance 
through a system consisting of the 
seven individual boxes described above. 
Note that the performance specifica-
tions listed for each component are 
representative of those that might be 
found from a cross-section of various 
manufacturers and cannot be attrib-
uted to any particular manufacturer. 
The Table therefore simply gives a 
rule-of-thumb prediction of an arbi-
trary system's end-to-end video per-
formance. One can certainly choose 
higher performing devices than those 
shown in the Table. But the numbers 
listed for each component are certainly 
not out of line, based on a review of 
industry data sheets. 

Calculations simplified 

Based on the predictions given in the 
Table, it's a wonder that the picture is 
even watchable (of course in some 
cases, we might argue that it isn't 
watchable). The point being that good 
end-to-end performance is what we are 
all shooting for, but we must realize 
that the aggregate end-to-end perform-
ance is a function of each component 
in the system. 

Video Performance Accumulation Spreadsheet 

Parameter 

Diff Gain (%) 
Diff Phase (Deg.) 
CIL Delay (ns) 
C/L Gain (IRE) 
Line lime (IRE) 
Field Time (IRE) 
Short Time (IRE) 
CIL Intermod (IRE) 
Weighted S/N (dB) 

RS-25013 Rule-of-Thumb 
(Not including Distribution Plant) 

Device Total Method 
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 

2 2 5 3 3 3 5 12.4 3/2 Power 
1 1 5 3 3 3 5 11.7 3/2 Power 

25 25 100 50 50 25 75 150.0 RSS 
1 1 5 1 3 1 5 7.9 RSS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3.2 RSS 
1 1 3 2 1 1 3 12.0 Linear 
4 1 3 2 2 2 4 7.3 RSS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3.7 3/2 Power 

65 65 60 65 60 65 53 50.8 RSS 

Note: Field Time Distortions might be correctable via downstream clamping. See January 1989 column 
for definition of accumulation methods. 

attributed specifications for video dis-
tortions on their data sheets. There-
fore, the distribution plant, while con-
tributing significantly to overall S/N 
performance of the system, is not listed 
as a major contributor to the classical 
video distortions, and is therefore not 
included in the chart. 

A graphic illustration 

The attached Table, developed on 
Lotus, outlines quite graphically what 

In order to make the calculations 
simple, the equations were developed 
on a Lotus spreadsheet. That way, any 
parameter in the spreadsheet can eas-
ily be changed, and the calculations are 
performed automatically, creating an 
excellent system planning tool. I highly 
recommend the spreadsheet approach, 
especially for playing "what-if' games. 
Note, however, the predictions of RS-
250B are meant only as an estimate 
and don't necessarily provide results 
that match reality exactly. • 
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To show all the products we make, we'd need a lot more roo 
If you'd like to see our entire amplifier product line, write to: C-COR Electronics Inc., CO 
60 Decibel Road, State College, PA 16801. Or call: 1-800-233-2267, On Pennsylvania, ELECTRONICS INC We' re Out To Give You 
Call 1-814-238-2461). But be prepared. You'll have to give us a lot of room. 

Reader Service Number 11 
The Best Reception In The Industry. 
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Wherever you are in the world of communica-
tions, chances are ¡SS Engineering is behind the 
scenes forming part of the link. Over the years, 
we've grown from a small, single-product company 
to a major force in the communications industry, 
linking the lives of millions of people every day. 

In fact, ¡SS Engineering has become the pio-
neering leader in practical, affordable agility. Our 
demodulators, modulators, and satellite receivers 
set the pace in agile communications equipment. 
What's more, you can count on our delivery and 
warranty to be the best in the industry. That's 
because, during our growth, we've remained 
committed to our basic core technology. 

¡SS' space-saving components lead the way in 
practical, affordable agility. 



Your Connecting Link. 

Our strategy has been to enhance and refine 
our specialized product lines in innovative ways. 
This provides you with the security of knowing that 
our manufacturing is on time, so your order will 
arrive when you need it. And when it does, it will 
be backed by a team of technical professionals, 
experienced in the areas of product engineering, 
field support, sales, and marketing. As a matter of 
fact, we're so confident about our product quality, 
we offer every customer a three-year warranty on 
all of our CA TV and broadcast equipment. 

So, whatever markets you serve- cable 
television, broadcast, local area networks, national 
paging systems, corporate or government commu-
nications, shipboard video systems, research 
laboratories, or security systems, you can count 
on ISS Engineering to be your connecting link. 

For more information, please call or write to: 

ISS Engineering, Inc. 
1047 Elwell Court, 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 

West: Toll-free (800) 227-6288 or (415) 967-0833 
East: Toll-free (800) 351-4477 or (205) 853-6919 
FAX # (415) 967-0772 

'SS 
Engineering, Inc. 
We Simply Bring Communications Down to Earth. 
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Now in stereo. 
A stereo generator ought to 
do more than just light the 
MTS indicator on a sub-
scriber's television set. 

It ought to provide clear 
channel separation, a crisp 
audio signal, and reliable 
performance. 

It ought to have advanced 

features like built-in commer-
cial insertion, a 4.5 MHz out-
put and an AGCL circuit. 
And a real DBX® noise 

suppression system instead 
of an imitation. 

It ought to save precious 
rack space. And it ought to 
save money. 

Communications 
SATCOM Division 

P.O. Box 92151 
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151 
Telephone: (800) 243-1357 
In California: (800) 824-7766 
(213) 532-5300 • Telex: 67-7173 

Represented in Canada by, 
DGH Communication Systems Ltd. 
Scarborough. Ontario • 416/499-474e, 

Fortunately, one stereo 
generator does all that. And 
more. The new CSG-60 from 
Standard Communications. 
The CSG-60 is almost half 

the cost of conventional units 
when you purchase them 
two at a time in the con-
venient side-by-side rack 
mount. It has features found 
only on much more expen-
sive units. And because it's 
from Standard, you can 
count on set-it-and-forget-it 
reliability. 
To get the full story on the 
CSG-60, contact the SAT-
COM Division for the 
Standard represen-
tative near you. 

DBX is a registered trademark of DBX. Inc. 
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RETURN PATH 

Flawed premise 
I cannot comment on the final con-

clusion of Gary Moore's article (One 
Final Thought, CED December 1988, 
p.136). However, there are significant 
errors and omissions in the presenta-
tion which would need consideration 
in an objective analysis. 

In his second paragraph, Gary has 
forgotten or is not aware of how CATV 
systems are actually constructed. Most 
CATV systems are constructed on a 
trunk and distribution basis. To a first 
approximation, the signal-to-noise per-
formance is determined by the trunk 
and the distortion performance by the 
distribution. It is assumed that the 
cascade limitation of four applies to the 

mately eight miles of distribution; or 
at 60 subscribers per mile, 480 sub-
scribers. This configuration could be 
legitimately criticized on the basis of 
being too efficient in distribution. This 
criticism could be countered by the 
probability that more than one trunk 
cascade would emanate from the hub. 
At any rate, the number of subscribers 
that could be served from a hub is 
significantly more than Gary's "gener-
ous" estimate of 100. 
I agree with Gary that the ultimate 

conduit to the subscriber for all com-
munications and information services 
will be a single fiber connected to a 
switched network. The switched net-
work eliminates the need for much 
subscriber terminal equipment and 
allows authorizations and changes to 

development at several locations. 
The signal delivered to the sub-

scriber is light. Presently, all television 
sets and most communications equip-
ment require electrical radio frequency 
input. This situation will exist for the 
foreseeable future. Consequently, each 
subscriber will require an optical to 
electrical converter, offsetting to some 
unknown degree the advantage of the 
switched system in reduced subscriber 
terminal equipment. 

Present practice of providing fiber 
from the master "headend" to the hubs 
is certainly salutary and could be 
compared to the present telco practice 
of using fiber interexchange. It appears 
that it is much too early to make 
meaningful technical and economic 
comparisons and the experimentation 

should be continued. 
The switched fiber 

system appears to be 
the ultimate vision. 
When and in what de-
tailed form it will come 
are difficult to predict. 
Telcos may force it 
sooner rather than 
later. 

EJ. Bias 
Baldwinsville, NY 

900' 

Additional 
Trunk Outputs 

HUB 

A = Trunk and 
Bridger Amplifier 

L = Line Extender 
Amplifier 

900' 900' 

TRUNK 

Distribution cable per section = (4) (2700) = 10,800• 
Distribution cable for four section cascade = (4) (10,800) = 

43,200' = 8 ml. 

To Three 
identical Sections 

Fleur. 1. Idealized CATV Distribution System 

trunk. This leads to the configuration 
of Figure 1 where each of the four trunk 
amplifiers can feed up to four distribu-
tion cascades. 

Examination of Figure 1 shows each 
trunk cascade could service approxi-

be made under cover at the hub without 
a truck roll. However, much of the 
equipment required is not in commer-
cial production. For example, there are 
no optical "central office" switches 
although I am sure they are under 

Bits of bytes 
With respect to some 

of the nomenclature 
used in Daniel Carni-
corn's "Broadband 
MAP" article in the 
December issue (p.84), 
in the second para-
graph, he refers to a 
"10-mb (megabyte)" 
network. In fact, "mb" 
would be the abbre-
viation for millibit (i.e., 
1/1000th of a bit!); mega-
byte would be abbrevi-
ated as "MB." In any 
case, an IEEE 802.4 
network can operate at 
10 megabits per second 
(Mbps). Similarly, the 
other networks should 
indicate a speed in 
terms of Mbps. 

Gary C. Kessler 
Gary Kessler Associates 

The blame for that error properly lies 
with CED's editorial staff. —Ed. 
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GEOMAX-10: 
10 Channel Modular 

Headend Processing System 

INTRODUCING 
SPACE 

TECHNOLOGY 
FOR 
YOUR 
RACK. , 

If equipment space in your rack is a problem, make room for the 
Geomax-10. This breakthrough in packaging technology equals the perfor-
mance of conventional head ends 10 times its size and twice the price 
Each Geomax-10 is custom designed, assembled, burned-in and 

rigorously tested to your specifications; providing up to 10 modular AGC'd 
amplifiers and modulators. In each 3.5 inch high rackmount case. 

RELIABLE POWER 
Continuous, steady operation is ensured by the Geomax-10's low power 

consumption of just 35 watts and 
automatically switched-in standby 
power supply. Each individual 
amplifier and modulator module 
uses only 1 watt of power. 

LOW INPUT, 
HIGH OUTPUT 

Our enhanced amplifier design 
allows input levels as low as OdB 
to provide the clearest of pictures with full output and AGC. The superior 
hybrid push-pull output amplifier module produces an undistorted 60dB 
output with 10 channels. 
Reader Service Number 40 

The Geomax-10, it's Modular! 

Conventional 10 Channel Off-Air 
Processors and Modulators 

EASY TO INSTALL, EASY TO USE, 
INEXPENSIVE TO SHIP 

Our completely modular approach, coupled with ultra lightweight con-
struction (25 lbs. for a complete 10 channel unit) makes the Geomax-10 one 
of the easiest head end processing systems to use and install. 

Field channel changes are as easy as plugging in a new module. 
And installation couldn't be quicker. Just plug in the input and output 

cables. You're done. 
EVEN MORE GOOD THINGS 
IN THIS SMALL PACKAGE 

The Geomax-10 delivers all this performance and much more. Our sales 
representative can show you how this compact powerhouse can dramati-
cally improve your operation. 
So if you only have room for the best equipment with no room to spare, 

get the Geomax-10. It's a small wonder in the space race. 

[1:1 !IACOM INC PICO MACOM, INC. 
A Subsidiary of Pico Products, Inc. 

12500 Foothill Boulevard • Lakeview Terrace, California 91342 
818/897-0028 • Outside CA 800/421-6511 



FIBER OPTICS 

The Broward Cable Area 
Network fiber model 

j
ones Intercable's 800-mile Broward 
County, Florida fiber upgrade will 
perhaps be recorded in the history 

books as the turning point in the cable 
industry's inevitable embracement of 
fiber optic technology Why? 
The unique system—coined Cable 

Area Network (CAN) by Glenn R. 
Jones—uses a new hybrid fiber/coax 
architecture which represents a pro-
found step forward for the cable indus-
try. Broward County, Florida, now 
stands as the country's largest deploy-
ment of AM fiber optic technology in 
the cable industry 
today, with more 
than 1,700 fiber   
miles, 82 transmit 
AM lasers, and 50 
strand-mounted op-
tical receivers. The 
new hybrid multi-
fiber/coax design pro-
vides the first-ever 
route diversity and 
signal path redun-
dancy features in   
the majority of the distribution plant. 
This CAN fiber/coax design reduces 
traditional amplifier cascades such that 
the average subscriber is served by no 
more than five! This greatly improves 
the coax plant noise, distortion, picture 
quality and outage performance be-
yond that ever achieved in any large 
coax-only cable system to date. 
The model can be overlaid on nearly 

any cable system at time of rebuild or 
upgrade, providing tremendous in-
creases in channel capacity, picture 
quality and reliability at a cost compa-
rable to traditional coax/microwave 
rebuilds or upgrades. 
The intent of this article is to discuss 

in some detail the motivation, assump-
tions and difficult decisions that led to 
the development of this Cable Area 
Network model. 

promise, we have at present an expan-
sion limitation of 550 MHz. There is 
no practical equipment on the market 
today that would allow a full system 
design beyond 550 MHz. Many sys-
tems, due to initial design spacings or 
other considerations, are already ex-
pansion limited to considerably less 
than 550 MHz. In fact, a great number 
have already reached their practical 
limit with nowhere to go but a complete 
and difficult-to-finance rebuild. Where 
is our future? 
A goal of the Jones CAN fiber model 

amount of distortion and noise intro-
duced by each amplifier becomes quickly 
unmanageable with 750-MHz or 1-GHz 
amplifier designs after a handful of 
amplifiers. Cascading only one, two, 
three or maybe as many as five 750-
MHz or 1-GHz amplifiers is realistic. 

Therefore, if a practical fiber/coax 
design could be found today that made 
economic sense on its own, and in 
addition, would pave the way for the 
system to expand beyond its existing 
"natural band-width limitations"— 
perhaps 750 MHz, 1 GHz or beyond, 

this surely would 
be a fiber/coax de-
sign worth pursu-
ing. 
The CAN concept 

would also better 
position the indus-
try going forward 
regarding new oppor-
tunities that may 
require consider-
able additional band-
width (upstream 

• 

Political, competitive consequences 

As a preface to the Jones CAN 
fiber/coax model, it has been disturbing 
that as an industry with so much 

The model can be overlaid on nearly any cable 

system at time of rebuild or upgrade, providing 

tremendous increases in channel capacity, picture 

quality and reliability. 

By Robert A. Luff, Group VP Technology, 
Jones Intercable 

was to insure that our design would 
position our fiber systems to grow far 
beyond 550 MHz when necessary with-
out triggering a complete rebuild. En-
couraged by ATC's theoretical paper of 
a fiber hub concept that could perhaps 
reduce the remaining coax amplifier 
cascades to as low as only three amplifi-
ers, we saw for the first time the 
potential to break the 550 MHz or less 
limitations on our systems at a fraction 
of the price of a complete rebuild. 
A full analysis of the 550 MHz issue 

comes down to cascade length. There 
is nothing inherently wrong with drop 
cable. It can easily pass 750 MHz or 1 
GHz, given the typical short distances 
of normal drops. There is nothing 
wrong with trunk or feeder hardline 
cable. Both can easily pass 750 MHz 
or 1 GHz. Passive devices can be 
upgraded to 750 MHz by simple and 
inexpensive substitution of higher tech-
nology tap plates; 1 GHz performance 
can be accomplished by slightly more 
expensive tap changeout when new 
generation 1 GHz taps become avail-
able in the future. 
The problem is trying to cascade 30 

or 40 trunk amplifiers. The small 

and downstream). 
Such a development would not only 

save the industry billions of dollars in 
"brick wall" limited expansions but 
would have a monumental impact on 
cable's ability to compete with telcos, 
DBS, MMDS, VCR rentals, etc. and 
embrace new or expanded services such 
as HDTV, data, etc. Cable could have 
within its sights a reliable and inex-
pensive 1 GHz retrofit of existing plant 
at a fraction of the cost of anyone 
starting from scratch. 

FM vs digital vs AM 

A year ago there were only a handful 
of cable engineers seriously exploring 
the use of fiber technology in the cable 
industry. Only one, or perhaps two 
manufacturers had equipment. During 
1988 many theoretical papers were 
written on the future of cable and fiber 
and other than a few short point-to-
point FM links between air conditioned 
rooms, a few limited AM fiber links 
were built, mostly in labs. 

Perhaps the most important conclu-
sion was that nearly every cable engi-
neer agreed that while FM fiber tech-
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nology was available, and resulted in 
high-quality performance, it is clumsy 
and expensive because it requires chan-
nel-by-channel baseband video to FM 
electronics at the transmit site. And 
worse, channel-by-channel FM-back-to-
AM electronics is required at each 
receive site. Such receive sites require 
several 19-inch racks of equipment, a 
moderately large building with air-
conditioning, back-up generators, fuel 
tanks, parking lots, security, etc. As a 
result, aggressive rollout of FM based 
fiber technology into residential neigh-
borhoods is obviously impractical now 
or in the near future. 

Digital technology may develop 
within the decade, 
but it suffers the 
same bulk and ex-
pensive modulation 
conversions at both 
the transmit and re-
ceive ends as FM. 

Accordingly, the 
cumbersomeness of 
FM and digital fi-
ber technologies cor-
rectly caused a fo-
cus on AM fiber 
technology, which although not fully 
fine-tuned can without question handle 
the most efficient media conversion 
from traditional coax (RF) to fiber 
(light) and back again. While more 
improvements are forthcoming, effi-
cient CATV fiber systems can be de-
signed and built today using AM fiber 
technology. 

removed from the equation, the re-
maining "hand-picked" DFB lasers 
compared to the near 100 percent FP 
production yield results in FP lasers 
appearing to average slightly improved 
overall performance. Also, by handpick-
ing FP lasers, the actual one-on-one 
performance difference is difficult to 
measure, in our experience. 

Advances slow In coming? 

For the better part of the year, 
manufacturers of both laser designs 
have been engaged in making their 
laser designs perform better in AM 
applications by a concentrated effort 

The Broward System 

With this in mind, the Jones Engi-
neering Department set out to explore 
different cable/fiber configurations that, 
while using the basic Fabry-Perot laser 
technology, might nonetheless stumble 
upon a design technique or application 
that would result in superior perform-
ance—something like HRC or feedfor-
ward where basic performance limita-
tions were solved—not by hoping for 
some breakthrough by physicists in 
improving the basic design of transis-
tors, but by clever application or circuit 
configurations of those very same lim-
ited transistors. 

Jones has decided to focus its attention on the 
Fabry-Perot laser because we feel its performance 

is suitable today for our multi-fiber model. 

The laser and channel capacity 

Even though nearly all agree that 
AM fiber technology is the "safe 
money," AM fiber technology has trouble 
at present carrying more than 30 to 40 
channels the distances necessary to 
traverse cable franchise distances. The 
problem is the laser itself, not the 
optical fiber or receiver, which are both 
operating at or near theoretical limits 
today and are economically priced. The 
tough and only issue is the laser 
performance. 

There are two basic lasers suitable 
for AM applications—the Fabry-Perot 
(FP) and the Distributed Feedback 
(DFB). While the DFB lasers have a 
slight linearity advantage, they are 
also several times more expensive than 
the FP lasers. Actually, as an average, 
the FP lasers out-perform the DFB 
lasers. This is because perhaps only 50 
percent of DFB laser production is 
useable at all for AM performance 
requirements. When the rejects are 

to improve laser linearity. But linearity 
is certainly not a new design property. 
Since both the lasers were first devel-
oped, physicists around the world have 
been working on making each laser 
more linear. So it is with no surprise 
that just because the cable industry 
"suddenly in 1988" desires a more 
linear and higher output light power 
device, improvements this past year 
have been "slow in coming." 

While breakthroughs can occur at 
any time, a more likely scenario, in our 
opinion, is that there will be only small 
incremental improvements to both 
Fabry-Perot and DFB laser designs 
over a longer period of time. And, in 
our judgment, neither laser type will 
necessarily improve any faster than 
the other. 

Thus, Jones has decided to focus its 
attention on the Fabry-Perot laser 
because we feel its performance is 
suitable today for our multi-fiber model 
and because its cost is already lower 
than DFB lasers by nearly one-third. 
As a result, many more FB lasers can 
be designed into a given system for the 
same budget as DFB laser technology. 
Further, the lower cost FP laser will 
allow the cable industry to bring the 
very real benefits of fiber much closer 
and sooner to the end subscriber, which 
we believe is very important in our 
competitive era and with HDTV just 
around the corner. 

First we needed 
a real system—not 
a theoretical one— 
to develop our 
model. Most impor-
tantly, we needed 
a real design with 
a real bill-of-mate-
rials with real 
quotes from vendors 
to compare against 
traditional coax/ 
microwave system 

upgrade costs. (All engineers have at 
one time or another awakened from a 
dream remembering a perfect solution 
but when we attempted to apply it in 
the first real situation it suddenly fell 
apart!) And secondly, we needed a 
budget to actually build the result of 
our efforts so that this would not just 
be another theoretical paper. 
The Broward County cable system 

was perfect on both counts. Jones had 
just purchased the 800-mile, 35-
channel system and, after careful re-
view, had established a budget based 
on traditional coax and microwave 
solutions to bring it up to a modern 
54-channel addressable system. 
Broward County is located north of 

Miami and immediately west of Ft. 
Lauderdale. The franchise stretches all 
the way west to the Florida Everglades. 
Broward County is one of the fastest 
growing counties in the country. The 
system, while very well maintained by 
the previous owners, was limited to 300 
MHz and already had excessively long 
cascades. Any upgrade, even with feedfor-
ward/power-doubling technology would 
have required AML microwave to re-
duce cascades to a manageable limit. 
However, such a design direction would 
have, in our opinion, caused poor 
subscriber service, considering the heavy 
rain and power failures caused by daily 
violent storms common to this area of 
the country during most of the year. 
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NO SIGNAL SHOULD 
HAVE TO GO 

THROUGH ALL OF THIS 

It's well known that line amplifiers 

directly diminish CATV signal quality. Yet 

today's cable distribution systems rely 

upon an architecture in which signals must 

pass through as many as 60 amplifiers 

before they reach a subscriber. 

No signal should have to go through all 
of that. 

Catel's TransHub fiber optic cable 

distribution system offers superior clarity, 

economy and flexibility while greatly 

reducing the number of amplifiers per 

cascade. 

TransHub is an active multichannel 

audio and video processing hub combining 

fiber optic transmission and state-of-the-

art signal processing techniques to 

increase systems capability and 

significantly reduce costs. 

TransHub's system architecture 

effecively eliminates the number one 

problem associated with conventional 

cable television distribution systems: long 

casades of line amplifiers. 

By reducing the number of amplifiers 

per cascade, TransHub allows the brilliant 

signal characteristics of glass fiber to 

extend "deeper" into distribution systems. 

The TransHub marks the first step in 

an exciting evolution for the industry—an 

evolution that will eventually bring about 

total fiber-to-the-home cable systems. 

When it comes to fiber optics for 

cable television, there's only one clear 

choice—Catel. Call Catel today at 

1-800-225-4046 or (415) 659-8988 (in 

California). 

o 
CATEL 

THE CLEAR CHOICE IN FIBER 
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An analysis of fiber 

A quick analysis indicated that the 
$1.5 million for high powered AML and 
the $500,000 difference between con-
ventional upgrade modules and feedfor-
ward modules, plus repowering costs 

and the subscriber outages caused by 
repowering might be best spent on a 
possible fiber solution. 
A fiber project budget—not to exceed 

these identified "savings"—was estab-
lished at $2.1 million ($1.5 million + 
$500,000 + repowering). 

And, finally, the upgrade had to be 
completed by summer 1989, which 
meant that if the system was to be built 
with fiber, it had to be built with 
equipment ready or nearly ready today, 
not with specification sheets for equip-
ment actually scheduled for first deliv-
ery in six months. 
With desire, system, budget, and 

time frame in place we were ready to 
actively develop our fiber model. 
A CAD (Computer Aided Drafting) 

system was purchased, the system was 
walked out and digital base maps 
created. The CAD system allows differ-
ent design concepts to be efficiently 
tested and compared. In fact, to date, 
32 different fiber/coax design models 
have been totally or partially tested 
and compared against the traditional 
coax/microwave only upgrade alterna-
tive. 

This powerful tool has allowed the 
Jones engineer, through trial and error 
at first, and as patterns evolved, to 
refine the system to a profound fiber/ 
coax model. This model will serve as a 
guide for others in rebuilding limited 
capacity outage-prone systems. Fiber 
is the missing link in establishing a 
highly efficient, cost effective hybrid 
fiber/coax plant blend. 

RISER-BOND 
INSTRUMENTS 

Model 1210 
TIME DOMAIN REFLECTOMETER 

CABLE FAULT LOCATOR 

• SUPERTWISI LIQUID 

CRYSTAL DISPLAY 

• AUTOMATIC DISTANCE 

CALCULATION 

• WAVEPORM/DATA 

PRINTER STANDARD 

• RECHARGEABLE MCAD 

BATTERIES STANDARD 

• TESTS ALL TYPES OP 

METALLIC PAIRED CABLE 

• LIGHTWEIGHT, COMPACT 

AND RUOOED PACKAGING 

• EASY TO OPERATE 

395 
Complete 
For more Information or to place an order call or write: 

Reader Service Number 16 

—RISER-BOND 505 16th STREET P.O. BOX 188 

AURORA, NEBRASKA 68818— 

INSTR UMENTS 402-694-5201 

BROADBAND CATV/LAN DESIGN 
PC SOFTWARE 

ELIMINATES THE CALCULATOR DRUDGERIES 
OF BROADBAND CABLE DESIGN! 

It 

4 IL-
tz, 

_I I 

111111111111 
AT LAST! AN AFFORDABLE PC SOFTWARE TOOL FOR 
DESIGNING CATV, MDU's, OR LANS! (MAP/TOP-IEEE 802.7) 

SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS OVER OTHER PROGRAMS! 

PRE-CONFIGURED DATABASE USING POPULAR MFGRS 
OR ADD YOUR OWN USING THE BUILT-IN EDITOR! 

I
•Designs 1-600 ME? •FWD/REV RF Signal Simulation •"What If?' 
Capability •User Defined Single Cable Splits •Dual Cable "'Speed 
Keystrokes *Auto Branch Recalculation After Insertion/Deletion •Prints 
BOM and Signal Analysis "'Auto Tap Value Selection Using Port/Drop 
Specification •Global Repacement of Components *Change Cable Sire 
Anytime User Friendly •Many More Features. 

BROADBAND SYSTEM ENGINEERING Ver 3.2 $1595.00 
FOR IRM Pt, XT, AT 6 P0/2 AND COMPATIBLES, 256K, HARD DISK RECOMMENDED. 

USE OUR 14 DAY EVALUATION WITH ELECTION TO PURCHASE. 

CornNet Engineering Co. 
3310 Western Dr. 

Austin, TX 78745 

512/892-2085 

American Express Cards Welcomed 
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At Integral, Fiber Optics is "Old Hat"! 

When you're ready for fiber optic 
cable-in-conduit, look no further than 
Integral. While Fiber Optics may be 
new to the CATV industry, it's "Old 
Hat" to us. We've been manufacturing 
Cablecon® Fiber Optic Cable-in-
Conduit for more than 3 years now, 
and it's already in use in CATV "back-
bone" and transportation trunk line 
applications. 

Integral has been in business for 
nearly three decades. Our involvement 
in the CATV industry began in 1980 
and for the last four years, we have been 
considered the leader in the industry. 
Our Cablecon Cable-in-Conduit 
and empty duct are used in 

Now from Integral... 

LIMADUK 
A slick solution 
for cable pulling! 

ir-p corporation 

more CATV underground plant instal-
lations than any other polyethylene 
duct. We are one of the largest com-
mercial purchasers of underground 
coaxial cable in the United States. 

Integral's Cablecon Fiber Optic 
Cable-in-Conduit provides the opti-
mum solution for your underground 
plant installation needs. Our tough 
polyethylene duct provides unmatched 
protection from the elements, rough 
terrain, aggressive environments, and 

people. And, Cablecon 
allows easy replace-
ment of coax or 
fiber optic cables 
in the event 

that it should become damaged and 
need repair or replacement. 

Integral can provide Cablecon pre-
assembled fiber optic cable in duct with 
cable purchased by you or Integral. It's 
readily available on standard 2KM or 
3KM reels, and can even be purchased 
on reels up to 18,000'. Or, install Inte-
gral's empty duct with pre-installed 
pulling member and simplify your 
future cable installation. Either way, 
you'll save money, time, and tempers. 

If you're ready for fiber optics, 
you're ready for Integral. 

CALL 1-800-527-2168 TODAY 

06 Integral 
90 Corporation 

P.O. Box 11269, Dallas, TX 75223-0269 
(214) 826-0590 
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SYSTEM LOADING 

UP TO 72 CHANNELS 
4 FIBERS 

UP TO Sa CHANNELS 
3 FIBERS 

UP TO 38 CHANNELS 
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The Jones model 

The heart of the Jones Cable Area 
Network model is based upon the 
understanding that AM laser technol-
ogy is the correct technology but that 
a breakthrough that would allow 80 or 

more channels per fiber with distances 
necessary to traverse a total franchise 
may be a long time coming. Thus, a 
multi-fiber solution, with fewer chan-
nels per fiber (laser) is being pursued 
and optimized now for the long haul 
while relying on existing customer-

friendly coax for the last part of the 
link to the subscriber. 

It was found that by reducing the 
number of channels per fiber, perform-
ance improved to very usable levels 
(see Graph 1). While such a technique 
caused the need for multiple fibers and 
lasers, the savings resulting from this 
technique by being able to use the less 
expensive Fabry-Perot laser more than 
offset the additional fiber and lasers 
link cost. 

While this may be hard to grasp at 
first, the reduction of channels per 
laser also increases maximum usable 
path distance. Such "windfall" path 
distance is converted into path splits; 
that is, each inexpensive Fabry-Perot 
laser may serve up to four separate 
receive sites. In the end, the always-
limited budget dollars in a complete 
fiber upgrade result in many more fiber 
benefits realized by the systems' sub-
scribers by using the multi-fiber and 
less expensive Fabry-Perot laser ap-
proach. 

Channel per fiber mix 

Various channels per fiber designs 
were tried in the Broward model. A 
number between 12 to 18 channels/ 

y 1'. c_S..11E£ruut o el liodaÉ£1, Line. 

"We Meet Your Specifications" 

• Cable 
• Distribution 
• Headend 
• Drop Materials 

1-800-826-4710 Toll Free 
419-394-7890 Corp. 
419-394-5308 FAX 

Call 
Speckman! 

\14A, 

ONE 
CALL 
DOES IT 
ALL! 

• Safety Equipment 
• Strand and Hardware 
• Hand Tools 
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800-826-4710 
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Crystal Stability from Automation Techniques Inc. 

The GLR 500CH and Dual CH 
Commercial Satellite Receivers 

Model GLR 500G el Get the features you need in the finest 
American-made product on the market! 

Model Dual 500CH Save dollars and space with two receivers 

on the panel. Features easy-set tuning, 

Famità • 

• Descrambler ready 
Signal Type undamped. de-emphasized NTSC. composite output 
De-emphasis CCIR REC 405 1 
Signal Leant I von p-p ,•10% 
Chrommanco-Lurnenanco <1 25 nsec maximum 
Differential Gain <5% p-p max (10-90 APL) 
Differential Phase 454 p-p max (10-90 APL) 

• Dual Conversion (950 - 1450 MHz) 

• Crystal Synthesized 

• 70 MHZ Loop on back 

$33900 

$61900 

• Rack Mount 

• 3," High 

• Low Threshold Performance 

• Duality Video with Crystal Stability 

• Relative Power Meter 

• Thurnbwheel Tuning (GUI 500CH) 

• Switchable LNB Power 

• MADE IN USA 

WE MAKE TECHNOLOGY AFFORDABLE 

•W--m AUTOMATION TECHNIQUES INC.  
1575 N 105 E Avenue • Tulsa. OK 74116 • (9181 836-2584 (Oklahoma) • 800-331-5997 
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You've invested in standby power. The payoff is system reliability. But your investment could be 
short-circuited if your batteries aren't up to the challenge. 

Car batteries and boat batteries are fine—for cars and boats. But often they require expensive, time 
consuming maintenance. More importantly, they can present serious safety and liability problems by giving 
off dangerous gases. Also, their short life doesn't offer an attractive return on your investment. An inexpen-
sive two year battery costs much more in the long run than a slightly more expensive battery that lasts five 
years or more. You don't need an electronic spreadsheet to figure out you'll get a better ROI. 

If your standby system is filled with low-quality batteries about to fade like the October '87 Dow, here's 
a hot tip for a better business plan: invest in Johnson Controls Dynasty Gel Cell batteries. You'll maximize 
your investment with their solid, reliable and maintenance-free performance. At Alpha Technologies, our 
job is to back you up. And we can do that with Johnson Controls Dynasty Gel Cells. 

CONT 
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ALPHA TECHNOLOGIES 
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3767 Alpha Way Bellingham, WA 98225 206-647-2360 FAX: 206-671-4936 
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From The Company With 
A Vision For Cable. 

Over the 40-year history of the CATV industry many 
technological changes have occurred. Comm/Scope has 
always stayed ahead of those changes with innovative new 



products. What was true in the past is still true today and our 
commitment to the industry means that it will still be true 
tomorrow. From drop cable to trunk and distribution cables. 
Even fiber optic cables. We've got it all. We are ' fhe CABLE 
in CABLE TV. ' 

For more information about Pill, QR, Cable Guard, Super 
Trunk, Drop Cable, Optical Reach or any of our great line 
of products, call us today 800/982-1708 (800/222-6808 
in NC). 

()Comm/Scope Inc. 
THE Cable in Cable TV 

1 II 
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Converter C/N 
Cable System C/N 

Total Cable C/N 
Cable System CSO (2nd.) 

Cable System CTB 

Fiber C/N 
Fiber CSO 
Fiber CTB 

Subscriber C/N 
Subscriber CSO 
Subscriber CTB 

-55.00 dB. 
-52.47 dB. 
-50.55 dB. 
-65.00 dB. 
-55.00 dB. 

-52.00 dB. 
-65.00 dB. 
-65.00 dB. 

-49.22 dB. 
-61.99 dB. 
-52.61 dB. 

Worst problem—cable ready sets 
have 6 dB. NF instead of 11 like 
converters 
Cable ready C/N approx. 52 dB. 

Figure 2 

fiber proved optimum. Average laser 
performance (getting better) and cost 
per laser (getting lower) suggest the 
optimum number of channels/fiber may 
increase in the future. This model 
would gracefully embrace such a devel-
opment by simply requiring one or 
more fewer fibers in future designs. 

It was fortunate that Catel Iblecom-
munications Inc., a long-time leader in 
FM fiber technology, had for somewhat 
different reasons already begun devel-
opment of a multi-fiber AM technology 
solution. In a very short period of time, 
Catel engineers were able to demon-
strate a working laboratory prototype 
of the then nearly-perfected Broward 
hybrid fiber/coax design. 

Catel made a significant improve-

ment over the initial Jones concept by 
keeping the channels per laser within 
an octave. The Fabry-Perot laser's 
second order performance is slightly 
poorer than the DFB laser and can be 
a limiting design factor. By keeping 
channels on a single FP laser within 
an octave, the second order beats can 
be easily filtered out by a simple RF 
passive filter placed at each receiver 
right after conversion from light to RF, 
but before combining with the other 
fiber signals. These bandpass filters 
also reduce the noise bandwidth such 
that after combining, noise is nearly 
equivalent to a single laser path, not 
four. 
Not only was the manufacturer's 

technology input invaluable, but its 

ability to accurately attach a price to 
the hardware allowed both technology 
and cost optimization as well. Accord-
ingly, a final channel/laser plan was 
proposed by the manufacturer (See 
Figure 1). 

Critical to the design were the over-
all system design specifications listed 
in Figure 2. While we desire better 
performance in some areas, we are 
aware that since we began this project, 
laser performance has improved some-
what and costs have reduced. We are 
confident that by the time the project 
concludes, better performing lasers will 
be available routinely or alternately 
premium lasers will be available at 
more reasonable prices. Only a few 
links are actually designed to the limit 
of these worse-case figures, which in 
reality are better than the measured 
actual coax performance, given the 
present extraordinarily long amplifier 
cascades present in the system. 

Path diversity and redundancy 

The Jones Cable Area Network model 
provides for the first-ever route diver-
sity and signal redundancy through 
the long-haul portion of the CATV 
distribution network. 
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PUT YOUR VIDEO SIGNALS ON A HIGH FIBER DIET. 
Fed up with bulky coax? Had your fill of 
soft video transmission? Slim down and 
sharpen up with the PCO 5000. A fiber 
optic video transmission system designed 
to do wonders for your image no matter 
what your application: Video teleconfer-
encing, surveillance, studio or on-location 
broadcasting. 

What's more, with two high fidelity audio 
channels, it sounds just as good as it looks. 

All of which makes the PCO 5000 literally 
picture perfect for transmitting broadcast 
quality audio, video and data simul-
taneously over distances of up to 100 Km 
and more. 

In addition the PCO 5000 features: 
• High sensitivity and wide dynamic range 
• EIA RS-250B short haul performance 
• 19" rack chassis with dual power supplies 
• Front panel modular design for user-

friendly operation and flexible system 
configuration 
Let us show you the shape of sharper 

video systems to come. One that's high in 
fiber. And very healthy for your business. 
Call PCO today. 818/700-1233. 
PCO, Inc. 20200 Sunburst Street, 

Chatsworth, CA 91311. 

WORKING TOGETHER FOR SOLUTIONS THAT WORK.  tui 
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Now ..You, too, can have 

Powerful 
Friends in 
High Places 
To upgrade your Jerrold STARLINE® 20 amplifiers 
and I-Series line extenders, simply "drop-in" new 
Jerrold power doubling modules. No respacing, no 
replacement of housings, no big rebuild costs. Put new 
powerful friends—SJPA power doubling trunk modules 
and JLP power doubling line extender modules—into 
your existing housings, even if they are in high places. 

A high gain automatic trunk module, the Jerrold SIPA-450/27 
uses the latest generation of hybrid IC technology for optimum 
performance. Its new die casting affords dramatic improvement in 
heat dissipation and is compatible with all earlier versions of the SJ 
series chassis and housing. The SIPA provides 27 dB of operating 
station gain with a bode slope control for flat output levels 
(sloped output levels are optional). 

Jerrold ILP Series line extenders offer power doubling at 450 MHz and 
550 MHz, making them ideal for rebuilds, upgrades and new builds. 

It makes good sense to upgrade with power doubling modules from the 
original manufacturer of your equipment. For more information, contact 
your Jerrold account representative or call or write Jerrold Division, 
General Instrument Corporation, 2200 Byberry Road, Hatboro, PA 19040. 
(215) 674-4800. 

GENERAL 
INSTRUMENT 

JERROLD 
. . . where innovation is a tradition 

Reader Service Number 24 



FIBER OPTICS 

FIBER HUB CONFIGURATION 

HEADEND 

• 

• SIGNAL 

FIBER PATH 

-.oil  e ale- -0118 I 111110»-
4 4 4 41> > » 

Reversed trunk amplifiers prevent continuous 
coax back-up signal path from headend 

Figure 3 

Other fiber/coax models tend to run 
the fiber actually overlashed to the 
trunk it is enhancing and 50 percent 
of the trunk amplifiers are turned 
around to save fiber receiver costs. Two 
issues are created in this scenario: 
should the path meet some unforeseen 

catastrophe, such as the pole being 
knocked down, then both fiber and coax 
plants are broken and the plant is 
down. Also, a natural existing redun-
dant signal path from the headend to 
the end of the system (original coax 
trunk run) is spoiled by turning ampli-

fiers around and backfeeding from 
receiver nodes (see Figure 3). 
The Jones design defines a parallel 

fiber path several blocks removed, 
creating the significant benefits of path 
diversity at a very small increase in 
cost. Perhaps the greatest difference 

JONES FIBER CONFIGURATION 

JONES RED 
FIBER/COAX 

FIBER PATH 

Figure 5 

Route diversity with 
signal redundant 
RF output 
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FIBER OPTICS 

JONES FIBER CONFIGURATION 

HEADEND 

FIBER PATH 

1110--
Pill> 

COAX PATH 

JONES REDUNDANT 
FIBER/COAX HUB 

JONES REDUNDANT 
FIBER/COAX HUB 

Existing coax trunk used as 'free' path 
diversity and signal redundancy feature 

Figure 4 

from previous models is that the coax 
trunk amps are never turned around 
in the Jones model (see Figure 4). This 
maintains the present headend-to-end-of-
system coax path which is used as a 
"free" redundant signal path "pro-
tecting" the primary fiber path. 

Pew-

At approximately each fifth ampli-
fier, four fibers are pulled from the 
fiber trunk (parallel path but several 
blocks away) and run over to the 
existing trunk amplifier location. The 
four fibers terminate in a strand-
mounted fiber receiver housing (ap-

proximately the same size as a coax 
trunk housing) which actually contains 
four optical receiver modules—one for 
each fiber (see Figure 5). The converted 
light to RF outputs of each fiber is 
filtered for second order as explained 
earlier and combined into a simple 

You & Cable Link 
See us at the Texas show 

booth# 210 

(614) 221-3131 
Cable Link, Inc. Your source for CATV equipment 
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OORTEL 
CORPORATION 

"CATV in a new light" 

Leading the 
industry in fiber 
optic links for 

• AM Distribution 
Systems (550 MHz) 

• FM Distribution 
Systems 

• Satellite Antenna 
Remoting (L-Band 
and C-Band) 

For more information, 
contact us at: 

(818) 281-3636 

2015 W. Chestnut Street 
Alhambra, California 91803 
Telex: 752434 
Fax: (818) 281-8231 
Reader Service Number 26 

FIBER OPTICS 

four-input passive combiner. Its single 
output is a sum composite of the four 
individual fiber channels. This signal 
is amplified by a standard hybrid and 
the resulting output level is identical 
to the output of the traditional ampli-
fier it now replaces. 
The unique signal redundancy capa-

bility comes from using the available 
RF signal from the last previous ampli-
fier of the cascade that previously was 
connected to the replaced trunk ampli-
fier input. This connector is simply 
disconnected from the old amp input 
housing connector and reconnected to 
the alternative "B" input of the optical 
receiver housing. 
Each optical re-
ceiver has a simple 
circuit to determine 
lack of recovered 
RF signal. Should 
any event take 
place (receiver fail-
ure, cut fiber, laser 
malfunction) that 
would cause lack of 
recovered RF sig-
nal in any or all 
optical receivers, 
the A/B switch in-
ternal to the optical 
receive housing 
would be triggered 
and the input switched from the pri-
mary fiber path to the coax input from 
the previous amplifier. 

Status monitoring 

The worst result that could happen 
with a fiber element malfunction in the 
long haul portion of the system is 
reverting back to a coax feed from the 
adjacent CAN. Since this would not be 
noticed by subscribers, it was necessary 
to develop a status-monitoring system 
that would signal that the station was 
in the backup condition. 
As it turned out, more time was 

spent on this design consideration than 
practically any other issue because the 
most direct return path is fiber. How-
ever, status monitoring on fiber return, 
while not actually difficult, has not 
been done before in the CATV industry. 
The result was employment of an 
inexpensive digital laser in each re-
ceiver that simply signals a digital 
address and the switch condition. We 
were very reluctant to make the proc-
ess and circuitry any more complex 
than this because in our experience the 
most dependable working amplifier or 
receiver can be made less so by a 
complex status-monitoring system. Ac-

commodations have been made for 
"advancements" in this area over 
time, should the need and proven 
design be demonstrated in the future. 

Outage control 

The long haul path redundancy to 
the approximate five-amplifier Cable 
Area Network cell will have a profound 
positive impact on not only better 
controlling future system outages but 
to ensure that any outage is limited to 
CAN cell boundaries. Such limited 
outages may make switchboard over-
load a thing of the past. 

This unique ar-
chitecture has an-
other important 
benefit during in-
itial construction. Af-
ter module upgrade 
replacement has 
been completed in 
the CAN cell, fur-
ther nuisance out-
ages, common dur-
ing a rebuild, can 
be eliminated. If the 
fiber backbone is 
constructed all the 
way to the last opti-
cal receiver in a 
particular trunk 

run and the cutover from coax to fiber 
started at the end CAN cell and 
progressively continued back toward 
the headend, then a subscriber will see 
a one-time brief (30-second) interrup-
tion during the entire system upgrade. 
The sequence will go like this: The 

optical receiver will be installed and 
connected to its four fibers and checked 
out. If all is well, the output connector 
from the coax amplifier will be un-
screwed from the coax amplifier and 
immediately screwed into the fiber 
receiver output. Subscribers on this 
last five-amplifier cascade will be in-
terrupted only during this brief connec-
tor changeover. Once connected to the 
optical receiver output, these subscrib-
ers would now be, worse case, only five 
amplifiers from the headend and would 
immediately receive the positive bene-
fits of fiber while the rest of the system 
is being similarly converted without 
further interruption to them for the 
rest of the system changeover. 
The next step would be to disconnect 

the input from the coax amplifier and 
reconnect it to the "B" or coax redun-
dant input on the fiber receiver. Now 
the last five-amplifier cascade is fully 
protected by the former coax signal. 
Each five-amplifier chain from the end 

Status monitoring on 

fiber return, while not 

actually difficult, has 

not been done before 

in the CATV industry. 
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Apicture is worth a thousand words. 
Even so, we would still like to take the time to discuss our 

BA-6000 Multi-Vendor Compatible addressable converter. 
The complicated connections of a converter, IPPV sidecar, VCR 

switcher, splitters, switches and many, many, many jumpers make 
for a crowded television settop and a confused subscriber. Pioneer 
believes simplicity leads to subscriber satisfaction. 

The BA-6000 addressable converter is advanced, yet simple to 
operate. Pioneer's unique VCR Filter' module allows subscribers 
to record a pay program while watching a basic channel, or vice 
versa. At a fraction of the cost, the VCR Filter Te makes cable connec-
tions the way they should be—simple. 

You even can offer the benefits of IPPV without further cluttering 
a subscriber's television settop. The BA-6000 offers an integrated 
IPPV module, eliminating the need for an add-on unit. 

Call (800) 421-6450 to discover exactly how to untangle your 
subscribers. 

Pioneer BA-6000. The Choice is Yours. 

terface 

PIONEER* 
PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS OF AMERICA, INC. 

600 East Crescent Ave. • Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458 
(201) 327-6400 • Outside New Jersey (800) 421-6450 ©1988 
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FIBER OPTICS 

back to the headend is done similarly. 

The multi-fiber solution 

Colleagues and manufacturers who 
have only heard bits and pieces of the 
Jones Cable Area Network fiber/coax 
model generally focus on the "ineffi-
ciency" of multiple fibers. They say 
(and are generally correct) that fewer 
is better and one would be best! As 
engineers, we have all been condi-

tioned to using the fewest parts neces-
sary for the objective. The question 
is—what is the objective? 

If the objective is simply to deliver 
cable television signals to the home, 
then yes, maybe a single fiber solution 
is what we should tirelessly work 
toward. However, we believe very 
strongly that cable TV signal transpor-
tation will be but one usage of the 
massive capacities we will generate 
with fiber technology. Whether or not 

FACTORY DIRECT 
PRICING DELIVERS! 
Telsta's "Sweet Deal" Package can put a new 
1989 A-28 van-mounted Telsta on the road for 
you with no hassle or headaches and at the 
lowest factory direct prices. 

You'll get the most wanted lift in the CATV 
industry—fully equipped and ready-to-go. 

You'll get fast delivery because we have 
chassis in stock at five locations across 
the country. 

You'll get the strongest warranty in the 
industry backed by the strength of 
Telsta's nationwide network of parts 
centers and fleet of mobile service 
technicians. 

And you'll get your Telsta direct 
from the factory with no third-party 
markup, no dealers, no aggrava-
tion. Pick up the phone and call 
our toll free direct sales line now. 
Then relax because it's that 

easy. Reader Service Number 28 

CALL TOLL-FREE: 1-800-521-5351 

Utility version also available. Call for your special price. 

A LIFT 
ABOVE THE REST 

General Cable Company 

P.O. Box 666, 5600 West 88th Ave 

WestminSter, Colorado 80030 

Phone: 303/427-3700 
Facilities in Hayward, CA, Frederick, MD; Whom, GA, Muncie, IN 

A Unit of Penn Central Industries 
Prices slightly higher in California. Prices good tor 1989 chassis only. All prices FOB Telsta plant excluding taxes and registration. 

we ultimately carry all cable-TV enter-
tainment signals on a single fiber, I see 
the day when multi-fiber bundles enter 
a single strand-mounted CATV optical 
receiver housing. In these housings 
will be various color-coded optical re-
ceiver modules: Green for CATV; white 
for local government; blue for data 
services; orange for telephone. 

In other words, regardless of how 
many CATV channels we can engineer 
per fiber, the future of CATV is new 
broadband services. Diversification or 
differentiation of services on different 
fibers is a prudent way to proceed to 
insure minimal cross-service regula-
tory issues and separation of costs 
while allowing for different optimum 
technologies (AM, FM, digital) for 

Regardless of how 
many CATV channels 
we can engineer per 
fiber, the future of 
CATV is new 

broadband services. 

different services. Maintenance require-
ments would also be enhanced by 
keeping future services on separate 
fibers. Multi-fibers and lasers are a 
concept that clearly makes sense and 
is independent of the CATV channels/ 
laser developments. 
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CableVision. 
No one's been more farsighted in designing fiber 
optic cable than Siecor. As a result, our cable design 
is virtually the same today as it was nearly ten years 
ago. In the same time span, many of our competitors 
have redesigned their cables two and three times or 
more. And guess what? Their cables now look 
amazingly like ours. 

One reason our design hasn't changed—and 
the reason it's so widely imitated—is simple. We 
anticipated the craftsman's most important needs. 

In doing so, we introduced stranded loose 
tube design which groups fibers in tubes. This way, 
it provides the best protection during stripping 
and splicing. And makes fibers easy to identify 
and manage. 

Furthermore, we designed a cable that's 
friendly to fiber—protecting it from environmental 
stress. And finally, we allowed for changing fiber 
optic technology. Our cable carries multimode or 
single mode signals at any transmission rate. It 
transmits at all wavelengths. And it accommodates 
the use of evolving splicing techniques. 

The fact is, no better cable has come along 
in the last ten years. And no cable can prepare 
your system better for the future. 

So talk to the company with the vision to 
see what's ahead in fiber optics. Call 704/327-5998. 
Or write Siecor Corporation, Literature Department 
(CO) TV-1, 489 Siecor Park, 
Hickory NC 28603-0489. SIECOR 
Reader Service Number 29 



PAY-PER-VIEW 

Copy Pr 

rte issue of non-recordability is a 
critical strategic factor for the fu-
ure of the pay-per-view (PPV) busi-

ness. If PPV is to flourish, the cable 
industry must have the option of deliv-
ering certain movies and events in a 
way which protects against unauthor-
ized VCR copying. This protection is 
the key to regaining the first home 
release of hit movies and specials—a 
position which the cable industry lost 
when cassette stores decisively dis-
placed pay cable in the post-theatrical 
release sequence. Without at least 
simultaneous release with home video, 
the PPV movie business could well 
disappear. 

Closing the window? 

lbday, movies typically appear on 
PPV four to six weeks after home video. 
Moreover, absent non-recordability and 
as further protection for the home video 
market, several studios have indicated 
they are considering slipping the PPV 
window an additional 30 or more days; 
the Video Software Dealer's Associa-
tion (VSDA) is on record as advocating 
a 120-day delay. The implications of 
such a slippage are significant. The 
value of the PPV product is diminished 
as it becomes "stale," thus negatively 
impacting buy rates. Also, delayed 
PPV windows begin to encroach on 
subscription TV windows, causing both 
consumer confusion and dissatisfac-
tion. 
The way for cable to reverse the 

current PPV window slippage is to 
deploy a reliable, secure copyguard 
system to be used for selected early 
release program material. Only with 
such a system in place will the studios 
consider moving up the window—a 
move critical to the growth, indeed the 
survival, of PPV. 
The task of creating a televison 

signal which can be viewed using 
standard television receivers but which 
nevertheless is effectively immune to 
video cassette-recording is a difficult 
one. It is not intuitively obvious that 
it is even possible; the idea faces the 
objections, on the surface, that if a 

By Graham Stubbs, Executive Vice 
President, Eidak Corporation 

otection: what's in 
tore for PPV 

• Non-recordability of PPV signals 
• Movies 
• Live events 

• Secure at all points in the system 

• No new hardware in the home 

• Ease of installation; no local system 
maintenance or operation 

• Cable system transparency including 
addressable descramblers 

• Compatibility with large population of 
TV receivers of differing makes and 
models 

television receiver can display a pic-
ture, then recordable signals must 
exist somewhere within the set—or if 
a picture is displayed on the television 
screen, then surely a camcorder ought 
to be capable of recording it. 

Under scrutiny 

The Eidak® copy protection system 
does indeed work, and as will be seen, 
also deals effectively with those objec-
tions. It has been subjected to the 
scrutiny of NCTA's engineering com-
mittee, and is in field test operation in 
Viacom's Milwaukee Cablevision sys-
tem. 

Goal: to avoid copying of PPV movies and 
events in the home 

1. Make the cost of piracy as high as 
possible 
• No simple modifications to 
subscriber equipment 
• No inexpensive "stabilizing" device 

2. Leave no unprotected gaps in the 
system 
• No unprotected signals at the 
headend 

3. Make attempted piracy traceable 
• Add fingerprinting at critical 
system locations 

4. Control the system hardware 
• All operational headend hardware 
under centralized control 

5. Put no hardware in the subscriber's 
home 
• The calMsignal is already 
Eidakizecrenn 

Copy protection for cable PPV has 
some unique requirements—especially 
as compared with the techniques ap-
plied to some videocassette recordings 
to deter videocassette duplication. A 
majority of homes equipped to receive 
PPV programming are also equipped 
(i.e., have a VCR) to copy it. By 
comparison, relatively few homes are 
equipped (i.e., have two VCRs) to 
duplicate rental video tapes. Thus, the 
potential for copying PPV movies is far 
greater than that for copying of tapes. 

If copy protection is to be useful in 
cable, it has to be effective—i.e., it 
must not be easy to circumvent. The 
security considerations to prevent un-
authorized copying are comparable to 
those of scrambling techniques used to 
prevent unauthorized viewing. 
An ideal copy protection for cable 

PPV must have the following charac-
teristics (see Table 1). The Eidak® copy 
protection was designed from the be-
ginning to meet these cable PPV re-
quirements. 

Security 

As compared with cable (or satellite) 
scrambling systems, this system for 
copy protection has the singular advan-
tage that no unique device is distrib-
uted for home use—and thus there is 
no device which can be modified or be 
tampered with. The signal alteration 
is by its nature, very difficult (and 
expensive) to restore to a recordable 
form. The security objectives for the 
Eidak® system are listed in Table 2. 
The non-recordable characteristics 

of the Eidakized' signal are main-
tained all the way through the televi-
sion receiver circuitry, and in the 
displayed image. Beyond the satellite 
uplink, at no point in the signal 
distribution system is there a usable 
recordable signal. For a movie, desig-
nated at the satellite uplink to be 
distributed in a non-recordable form, 
the only way that it can pass through 
a cable headend for viewable distribu-
tion requires it automatically to be 
copy protected at the headend. 

How it works 

The Eidak® system produces an 
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Its About Time 
You Discovered How Affordable 
A Zenith IPPV System Really Is. 

And if you'll hang on just a minute, 
we'll tell you why. 

Because Zenith offers you more 
than just the next generation of secure 
and reliable full-featured addressable 
converters.We also offer the lowest 
cost IPPV system you can buy. 

Take Zenith's Phonevision, our 
tested and proven ANI system. Phone-
vision works with any rotary or touch-
tone phone and our Z-TAC, PM or 
PayMaster decoder. Speaking of our 
PayMaster decoder, for around $40 it's 

the most affordable way to start profiting 
from PPV events. And with Zenith's 
new Auto Dialer, subscribers can make 
requests with their remote control. So 
ordering events is quicker and easier 
than ever. 

But if an affordable two-way IPPV 
system is what you're waiting for, Zenith 
offers you PM-Pulse, a converter with 
store-and-forward IPPV built-in, for 
under $100. Plus, there's the affordable 
Z-TAC with built-in Z-View, an 
advanced two-way baseband system 

with real-time communication. 
So why waste another minute? 

Zenith has the IPPVsystem for you: 
store-and-forward, real-time, two-way 
or telephone. For more information 
contact Zenith CATV Sales at 1000 
N. Milwaukee Ave., Glenview, IL 
60025. Or call 312-391-7701. 

cable 
products 

The quality goes in before the name goes on. 

Reader Service Number 30 
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PAY-PER-VIEW 

altered television signal which all 
known videocassette recorders will fail 
to properly record but which is dis-
played normally on television receiv-
ers. 
The technique involves changing the 

synchronizing signals being received 
by the television receiver or the vide-
ocassette recorder. The alteration en-
tails changing the video rate by adding 
or deleting lines from fields. It is 
achieved in such a way that the 
all-electronic scanning system of a 
television receiver or video monitor can 
track the signal, but the mechanical 
scanning head of a VCR cannot. 
The standard NTSC signal as used 

in the United States (and approxi-
mately 60 percent of all television 
transmissions throughout the world), 
involves 525 horizontal sweeps of the 
signal for each pair of vertical sweeps 
of the signal (i.e., during each frame). 
During each pair of the vertical sweeps, 
vertical synchronizing signals are trans-
mitted which control the vertical posi-
tioning of a spot on a television re-
ceiver. 

In the case of the videocassette 
recorder, these vertical synchronizing 
signals also control the rotation of a 
scanning drum in such a fashion that 
the scanning heads follow precise paths 
diagonally across the tape during re-
cording and playback. A proper pattern 
of varying the timing of vertical syn-
chronizing signals can be made to 
severely perturb videocassette record-
ers while, at the same time, it will 
present acceptable signals on televi-
sion receivers. 

Techniques to achieve non-record-
ability, based on a similar principle of 
frame rate disturbance, have been 
described before'. What is new in the 
Eidak® system is careful timing of 
these frame rate variations in order to: 

TABLE 3 

Method of Operation 

Video Signal Modification 

• Change instantaneous vertical time-
base approximately -±- 3 percent 

• Add/delete lines from fields maintaining 
interlace 

• Number of lines per field varies with 
time in a pattern designed to optimize 
disruption of VCR recording and playback 

• Average number of lines per frame is 
maintained at 525 

• Standard individual line timing chroma 
phase, etc. 

• Active picture lines location adjusted 
within the field to maintain the picture 
location on television display 

Film 
Lab 

The EIDAK System 

Answer Pnnt 

Movie 

ac 

Cable TV( 
Headend 

EIDAK Data  Disk 

o '«eg 

EIDAK 
Processor 

VideoCipher 
Scrambler 

r Coe;r1iv0'<eng 
Ce ,oe 

To Standalone 
Cable TV Systems 

PPV Uplink 
Facility 

Downlink 
Cable Headend 

Movie 

Standalone 
Cable TV 
Headend 

Cable Subscribers 

VideoCipher is a registered trademark of General Instrument Corporation 

Figure 1 

EIDAK 

O Data 
Dilr 

EIDAK 
Processor 

Cable 
Scrambler 

/fY\ 

Cable Subscribers 

• Be effective with a wide range of 
VCRs 
• Avoid visible TV receiver display 

artifacts 
• Achieve compatibility with ad-

dressable scramblers/descramblers. 

Frame rate varied 

The vertical time base (i.e., frame 
rate) is varied up to ± 3 percent by 
adding or deleting up to 10 lines per 
frame in a time-varying pattern de-
signed to disrupt effective recording. 
Care is taken to add or delete lines in 
pairs in order to maintain interlace 
during the changing patterns of lines. 
The location of active picture lines is 
adjusted dynamically within the field 
in order to keep the displayed picture 
centered in the vertical axis on the 
television screen. This centering com-
pensation is generally accurate to within 
about -± 1 line. 

In order to mask even this slight 
artifact, the time varying pattern is 
normally applied only at discrete times, 
quite often at scene changes; analysis 
and identification of the exact timing 
of these patterns is normally handled 
by analysis of a movie prior to trans-
mission, and creation of a data time 

track. For the live events, this process 
can also be performed in real time. 
The Eidak copy protection process 

is normally applied at the cable headend, 
and controlled through the satellite 
feed. The video signal received from the 
satellite decoder is first processed to 
extract control information which in-
cludes timing profiles referenced to 
time code. The composite video signal 
is sampled (at 4X color subcarrier) and 
stored in digital field memory—up to 
eight frames of memory are used. The 
stored fields are read out of memory at 
a rate corresponding to the required 
modified field rate, and are re-
associated with appropriately modified 
synchronizing signals. 

What about addressable converters? 

An important part of this process is 
the creation of a vertical-reset timing 
signal for the addressable scrambler. 
Cable scramblers in general (Jerrold, 
Oak, Scientific-Atlanta, Zenith, etc.) 
provide signaling at vertical field rate, 
and scrambler circuits are typically 
implemented using line counting to 
determine field location. The scram-
blers undergo a minor modification in 
order to receive and utilize a vertical 
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At Triple Crown Electronics we make Hotel Pay TV really pay for you. Some 
other companies offer to share or even take over the entire system and the 

resulting revenues. We prefer to help you 
to develop and operate your Hotel 
properties for yourself, the way you wish, 
generating your own profit. 

Triple Crown's experience in Hotel Pay 
Television began over two decades ago. 
We have earned credibility in a market 
which is still new to most. We don't 
pretend to be system operators, we instead 
concentrate our efforts on the custom 
design and manufacture of complete 

systems which interface with the operator's varied program sources and 
methods of operation. With this flexibility you can control between 1 and 15 
Pay channels, preview times, schedules, billing 
data, access restrictions, etc. We offer you 
In-Room-Checkout, Maid Control, Message 
Service, and many other features to satisfy the 
most demanding Hotel customer. 
As a leading manufacturer of Cable TV head 

end and distribution products, as well as Hotel 
Pay-Per-View equipment, we can supply total 
system electronics, or interface with any part of 
your existing cable installation. 
Realize the true potential of your Hotel Properties . . . call Triple Crown. 

ate-

TRIPLE CROWN  4ELECTRONI CS 
4560 Fieldgate Dr. (416) 629-1111 
Mississauga, ON. L4W 3W6 1-800-387-3205 
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PAY-PER-VIEW 

field reset signal from the Eidak 
processor. (In the case of remote opera-
tion, this is achieved using an Eidak @-
provided device which develops this 
trigger from incoming Eidakized" 
video.) In every case, once the address-
able scrambler is properly synchro-
nized with the Eidakizedsm signal, the 
subscriber descramblers work properly 
with the scrambled signal, and require 
no modification. 
The modified video frame rate char-

acteristic of the Eidakized" signal is 
preserved all the way through the 
system, including within the television 
receiver itself. Signals used for deflec-
tion and applied to the CRT control 
guns are still non-recordable. Further-
more, although the eye of the viewer 
perceives no flicker, the CRT phosphor 
is illuminiated in the same time vary-
ing manner; when an attempt is made 
to make a recording from the TV screen 
with optical conversion using a camera, 
an annoying artifact in the form of a 
horizontal bar, with vertical move-
ment, disrupts the recording. 

Tests have been made with a wide 
variety of video tape recorders, from 
professional one-inch models to 8mm 
camcorders. The servo characteristics 

TABLE 4 

Effect on VCR 

• Receiving head drum is normally ser-
voed to vertical sync to mask head 
switching 

• Because of its rotational inertia the 
spinning drum cannot slew fast enough to 
follow changes in vertical sync rate 

• Servo loses lock and miswrites video 
on tape 

• Net result is intermittent break-up of 
picture on playback/head switching arti-
facts 

vary from recorder to recorder; the 
Eidak ® method permits an appropri-
ately wide variation of time varying 
patterns. 

System configuration 

Analysis of a movie to determine 
optimum profile timing typically oc-
curs prior to transmission. A data file 
is created which associates this infor-
mation with the movie videotape's time 
code track. When PPV movies are 
distributed by satellite to cable 
headends, this data is transmitted over 
the satellite link simultaneously with 
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the video transmission, and is used in 
the cable headend's Eidak ® processor 
to create the actual time profiles and 
profile generation. For live events, the 
timing analysis is automated in real 
time. A scrambling overlay is also 
applied at the satellite uplink; which 
can only be removed by Eidak cable 
headend processors. The scrambling 
overlay assures automatic copy protec-
tion by cable affiliates and eliminates 
the possibility of unauthorized taping 
at downlinks. 

In the case of standalone PPV cable 
systems, the data control fucntions are 
integral with the Eidak ® processor. 

Testing 

Absent thorough testing and verifi-
cation, the introduction of copy-
protected signals into cable PPV sys-
tems would introduce an element of 
technical uncertainty because of the 
differences, however slight, between 
the Eidakized" signal and NTSC video. 
A thorough test program has been 
designed to assess the tolerance of 
systems (and TV receivers) to the 
modified signals. It includes work car-
ried on in design, simulation, and 
consumer research facilities, in con-
sumer electronics distribution outlets, 
and field tests conducted at operating 
cable systems. 
The test objectives were: 
• Laboratory: signal quality (in-

cluding system-unique artifacts; opera-
tion with each of the addressable 
scrambler/descrambler systems used 
in cable; a selection of new and old TV 
receivers representing a wide range of 
signal processing technologies and 
VCRs; simulated cable distortions. 
• Consumer electronics stores: 

operation with a large number of 
television receivers, including state-of-
the-art models and projection sets; 
attempted recordings with a variety of 
VCRs. 
• Consumer research laboratory: 

consumer reaction to TV receiver dis-
plays both of Eidakizedsm signals and 
attempted recordings of copy protected 
signals. 
• Cable system field tests: opera-

tion with headend equipment; opera-
tion throughout cable plant; evaluation 
with a large number of subscriber-
owned receivers; subscriber reaction to 
Eidakized' program material; hub 
distribution including FM microwave 
and AML. 
As expected, these tests resulted in 

some new knowledge and helped opti-
mize the system. 
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Eidak Processor Block Diagram 
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Conclusion 

The Eidak system addresses the 
need for cable-compatible copy-
protection technology with the degree 
of security necessary to assure early 
access to PPV movies and events. It 
has been shown to work with the 
wide range of equipment and opera-
tional constraints found in cable sys-
tems. 

Tests have been made 
with a wide variety of 
video tape recorders. 

Copy protection fills the one remain-
ing technological gap in the cable 
industry's PPV infrastructure—it is a 
key strategic factor in the future develop-
ment of PPV. 
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Scientific 
Atlanta 

8500, 8550 & 8580 

addressable 
converter 
repairs 

• Repair cost $16.95 plus parts 

• Ninety day warranty on parts 
and labor 

• Repaired with Scientific Atlanta 
parts only 

• 10-15 working day turnaround 
time 

Call for quotes on Distribution 
and Headend Equipment repairs. 

800-346-3083 
MA A Midwest 
%AA+ CATV Engineering 

1818 Went Street Mishawaka, IN 46545 

but our tools are here to stay! 
• Made in the U.S.A. 
• Proven in the field for durability 
• Hand-crafted from precision parts 
• Service-oriented manufacturer 
Reader Service Number 33 

O cable prep. I BEN HUGHES COMMUNICATION ',ROGUE 

207 Middlesex Avenue 
Chester, CT 06412-0373 
(203) 526-4337 FAX: (203) 526-2291 
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Jerrold's New "S" Series Headend Equipment Offers 
A Wide Spectrum Of Capability For Small System Budgets. 

I
ntil now, it's been almost impossible for small cable operations to get 
superior performance without spending a small fortune. That is, until 
now. We, at the Jerrold Division of General Instrument, are introduc-
ing a new line of headend equipment that performs on par with the 

larger cable TV systems at costs that are in line with limited budgets. 

Small Systems Built To Meet Large Demands 

With this totally new series, you can now equip your headend with 
frequency agility from 50 to 450 MHz, affording 60 channel capability. A full 60 
dBmV output is standard on the S450P, Frequency Agile Heterodyne Processor 
and S450M, Frequency Agile Modulator to allow for combining without 
amplification. All units have been designed to make optimal use of limited 
headend rack space. For example, the S450M, S450P, and S890D, Frequency Agile 
Demodulator are each only 13/4" high so that they take-up only one EIA rack unit. 
They all have front panel controls that make in-field modifications without 
removine the unit from the headend rack. 

The S1450R-VCII, C/Ku Switchable Satellite Receiver integrates a 
unique modular VideoCipher® II descrambling module that eliminates up 
to 7" of rack space. Switchable to either C or Ku band, the S145OR accepts signals 
from 950 to 1450 MHz. Jerrold's S14 SOR offers the premium performance required 
for large cable TV systems while offering affordability for small systems. 

SPACE-AGE PERFORMANCE 
AT A DOWN TO EARTH PRICE 
Maximum Capability, Minimum Cost 

We also offer 48 hour in-warranty replacement on all "S" series prod-
ucts. And as an option, Jerrold also offers a convenient headend pre-pack service. 

All of this gives more capability than ever before to systems on a budget. 
For more information about Jerrold's all new "S" series of headend equipment, 
get in touch with your Jerrold Account Representative or contact Jerrold Division, 
General Instrument Corporation, 2200 Byberry Road, Hatboro, PA 19040, 
(215)-674-4800. More than ever before, it pays to go with the leader. 

JERR 
. . . where innovation is a tradition 



S450M • Frequency Agile from 50 to 450 MHz 
Frequency Agile Modulator 

S890D 
Frequency Agile Demodulator 

• Front Panel Controls 

• Accepts VHF, UHF And All Cable 
Channels To 470 MHz For Standard. 
HRC and IRC Frequency formats 

• 60 dBmV Output 

• BTSC Stereo Compatible 

• Sub-Band Option Available 

• MPX Output for BTSC 
Stereo Decoding 
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S450P • Accepts VHF, UHF And All Cable 
Frequency Agile Heterodyne Processor Channels To 450 MHz 

• 450 MHz Output Capability 
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• 60 dBmV Output 
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Satellite Receiver 

Available Early 1989 

• 950 to 1450 MHz Block 
Conversion Input 

• Digitally Synthesized Video 
And Audio Tuning 

• Integrated VideoCipber® H 
Descratnbling Module 

• "C"/"Ku" Band Stvitcbable 

GENERAL 
INS'. !, A 
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DIGITAL AUDIO 

Audio over cable: 
the hype begins (again) 

id all the hype 
and furor sur-
rounding the 

advent ofhigh defini-
tion and improved 
definition televi-
sion, a quiet revolu-
tion is taking place. 
Just as consumers 
are seemingly anx-
iously awaiting the 
dawning of im-
proved video, so too 
are they anticipat-
ing improved audio. 

Just as improved 
video is perceived 
as a possible strong 
source of additional 
revenue for cable-
TV operators, so are 
audio-only services. 
The idea isn't at all 
new (witness the 
failed Studioline pro-
ject of a few years 
back), but many be-
lieve its time has 
finally come. 

The contenders 

At least three com-
panies are counting 
on the explosive 
growth and popu-
larity of digital pro-
gramming from com-
pact discs to drive 
the audio-over-ca-
ble market, includ-
ing International Ca-
blecasting Uchnolo-
gies (ICT), Digital 
Radio Labs (DRL) and industry heavy-
weight Jerrold, with its Digital Cable 
Radio service. Meanwhile, several other 
already existing services believe the 
analog tape format, properly pro-
grammed and delivered, is just as good 
and doesn't require additional hard-
ware in the home. 

It could be that both are correct. 
Jerrold and ICT are the most boister-

ous and well-known firms with a 
digital format. Both companies have 
exhaustively researched the market-

place and believe digital audio "radio" 
is something subscribers want and will 
pay money to receive. 

In fact, Jerrold has been market 
testing its Digital Cable Radio service 
since July in Willow Grove, Pa. (a 
Comcast system), Deland, Fla. (Ca-
blevision Industries) and Sacramento 
(Scripps-Howard). In each system, 150 
subscribers were given prototype tun-
ers to place with their stereo equip-
ment. According to Dave Del Beccaro, 
Jerrold's vice president of new business 

development, those 
subscribers have 
praised the system's 
performance. "The 
satisfaction level 
seems quite high," 
says Del Beccaro. 
Ninety-seven per-
cent of the listeners 
say the sound has 
met or exceeded 
their expectations; 
88 percent say the 
overall service did 
the same and 68 
percent say the 
DCR tuner is their 
"most used" stereo 
component. More im-
portantly, Del Bac-
caro says DCR 
didn't cannibalize 
pay-TV subscribers, 
so the revenue 
gained by offering 
DCR is fully incre-
mental. 

Subtle differences 

The differences be-
tween Jerrold's Digi-
tal Cable Radio, 
ICT's CD/8 service 
and Digital Radio 
Labs' system are sub-
tle, but important. 
All three vary 
slightly in number 
of formats they plan 
to offer and 
headend delivery 
methods. Jerrold an-
ticipates delivering 

eight to 10 "basic" formats and per-
haps an additional eight or 10 "niche" 
formats that may carry an additional 
monthly charge. ICT says its research 
shows 12 to 16 formats would be best. 
DRL plans to deliver 16 channels of 
sound, plus graphics for the television. 

Jerrold plans to transmit its "chan-
nels" of music discretely in 600 kHz 
"bites" that operators can pick off and 
send down their systems. ICT and 
DRL, conversely, have planned to send 
their signals disguised as a 6 MHz-wide 
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The Sound Of Your Future. 
It's Hear Today! 

The Learning MTS-2B BTSC Stereo Generator 

P.X1•411. 

" "zt 

11•11.• • 

.» ; 

Simply The Best Value In Stereo TV Audio: 
More Standard Features! 

• Typical frequency response flat out to 15 KHz 
• True Automatic Gain Control (AGC) eliminates routine 

level adjustments 
• Stereo synthesizer for ad insertion or mono services 
• Your choice of VU-type or LED metering 
• Bessel-null test-tone for simple, accurate installation 
• Baseband & 4.5 MHz outputs standard (41.25 MHz 

available) 
• Typical stereo separation greater than 30 dB 
• Compact, rack-mount design—Just 1.75 inches high 
• dbx® licensed companding (true BTSC format) 

Learning: Cable Audio Specialists Since 1970. 
Eighteen years of revolutionary advances, technological 
innovations, and superior craftsmanship have made 
Learning the most respected name in cable audio. 

Representing nearly two decades of research,develop-
ment,and hands-on practical experience,the Learning 
MTS-2B embodies our traditional dedication to 
electronic excellence. 

Dollar for Dollar, Your Best Buy! 
Compare our sound performance, features, and price. 
We think you'll agree. Nothing else comes close. 

For the Sound of the Future—Call (714) 727-4144 

LEANIINI3 INDUSTRIES 
• 1 

180 McCormick Avenue, Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
Also Available Through Major Cable Distributors 

dbxe is a registered trademark of dbx. 
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FM PROCESSORS 

FM SYSTEMS, INC. 
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DIGITAL AUDIO 

video channel. The obvious drawback 
to that approach is that cable operators 
would have to give up a video channel 
to offer the service. (However, ICT has 
announced its plans to develop a nar-
rowband transmission scheme that 

ICT's principal officials hail from 
successful marketing backgrounds. Presi-
dent and COO 'Ibm Oliver came from 
HBO, where he was senior vice presi-
dent; Vice President of Marketing and 
Consumer Technology Thomas Shemo 

Digital Radio Laboratories Inc's Model DF1000 

would work like Jerrold's.) 
Another bone of contention between 

the three nascent services is quality. 
ICT claims to deliver "CD quality 
audio" all the way to the subscriber. 
So do DRL and Jerrold. ICT says it will 
use 16-bit sampling that delivers 2 Hz 
to 20 kHz frequency response, 96 dB 
dynamic range and 96 dB signal-to-
noise. DRL quotes the same numbers. 
Jerrold, though, uses an 18-bit decoding/ 
encoding process de-
veloped by Dolby 
Labs. 

More hardware 

Each of the serv-
ices requires an ad-
ditional "tuner" 
box placed in the 
subscriber's home. 
Both Jerrold and 
ICT have desig-
nated "target" 
prices for the units 
in the $50 to $75 
range. DRL will of-
fer two models, ac-
cording to President Norm Hogarth. 
The basic model will be offered to cable 
operators while the full-featured model 
will be offered for sale directly to 
consumers. 

Executives from all three services 
agree that commercial-free music en-
tertainment, with as few interruptions 
as possible, will make the services 
popular with listeners. With so many 
similarities between the services, it 
may turn out that the "winner" is 
determined by marketing prowess. 

came from The Boston Consulting 
Group; and Vice President of Commu-
nications Molly Seagrave also came to 
ICT from HBO. 
Along with the personnel came the 

same marketing approach HBO used 
when it entered the cable industry, 
says Oliver. Unlike Jerrold, which 
hopes to stay out of the programming 
side of the business and provide hard-
ware instead, ICT plans to count on 

others to provide 
the hardware and 
technology and con-
centrate instead on 
pooling the technol-
ogy and program-
ming and deliver-
ing it over cable. 

With so many 

similarities between 

the services, it may turn 

out that the winner' 

is determined by 

marketing prowess. 

Forging alliances 

Along that line, 
ICT has announced 
agreements with 
Marantz and AT&T 
for hardware and 
marketing support. 
The Marantz pact 

will result in integration of ICT's 
patented data compression and trans-
mission technology (called DM, for 
Digital Modulation) into Marantz tun-
ers. Although detailed time schedules 
have yet to be determined, Oliver 
expects the units to be available in 
about one year. The agreement with 
AT&T's American 'franstech Division 
calls for Transtech to develop a pro-
gram to identify likely subscribers of 
the audio service. 
Under this agreement, American 

Reader Service Number 36 
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Let MUM® deliver REgAl 
for your next rebuild! 
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REGAL is the quality name in system & drop passives. When planning 
your next rebuild remember that only Anixter has a complete line 

of Regal taps, splitters, and matching transformers in stock. 

• Immediate inventory 
• 600 MHz bandwidths 
• Tap housings use double polyurethane 
coated 360 aluminum alloy 

• Tap "F" ports are cadmium plated 
machined brass for minimum corrosion 
• Full use of P.C. boards insures 
consistency 
• "F" ports compatible with EZFm* connector 

ANIMA 
CABLE TV 

WEST-ANAHEIM: (714) 779-0500, (800) 854-0443; DENVER: (303) 373-9200, (800) 841-1531: SEATTLE: (206) 251-6760, (800) 426-7665; MIDWEST-CHICAGO: 
(312) 364-7000, (800) 544-5368; CLEVELAND: (216) 526-0919, (800) 321-8068; DALLAS: (214) 446-7337, (800) 231-5006; IRON MOUNTAIN, MI: (906) 774-4111, 
(800) 624-8358; SKOKIE, IL HDOTRS: (312) 677-2600: EAST-ATLANTA: (404) 995-5110, (800) 241-5790; LONG ISLAND, NY: (516) 293-7788, (800) 645-9510; 
NEW JERSEY: (201) 328-0980, (800) 631-9603; TAMPA: (813; 626-7115, (800) 282-9164: CANADA-CALGARY: (403) 250-9646: MONTREAL: (514) 636-3636; 
TORONTO: (416) 625-5110; VANCOUVER: (604) 321-5885. 

In an emergency, weekends and holidays or after 5 PM. call toll free 1 (800) 323-8166. 
CORPORATE OFFICES, ANIXTER CABLE TV, 4711 Golf Fload, Skokie, IL 60076, (312) 677-2600 1989 Anixter Cable TV 

*EZFTM is a registered trademark of Raychem. Reader Service Number 37 



DIGITAL AUDIO 

Transtech will design a proprietary 
system as part of its Customer Develop-
ment Identification (CD/ID) program. 
It will use a multivariate computer 
model to locate and identify prospective 
music-oriented customers who are heavy 
purchasers of audio equipment and 
pre-recorded music. 

Locating subscribers 

The program is being designed to 
locate, by specific name and address, 
the music-oriented subset of each cable 
system's subscriber base, which could 
average out to be as high as 50 percent 
of all cable subscribers, according to 
Shemo. The computer sort will match 
the characteristics of prospective audio 
service subscribers against household 
demographic, psychographic and pur-
chase behavior indices acquired from 
such sources as audio/stereo magazine 
subscriptions and stereo component 
warranty card information. 

After these prospective customers 
have been targeted, ICT will work with 
cable operators to develop and imple-
ment marketing campaigns aimed at 
these specific customers, said Shemo. 
Shemo has said, in a news release 

issued about the agreement, that al-
though "two-thirds of all cable susrib-
ers are interested in CD music despite 
the cost, in the CD/ID target group, the 
interest is fully 90 percent". 

Despite the fact that ICT's service 
isn't up and running yet (a basic, 
six-channel service is set for launch 
this spring; CD/8 will be up in the 
summer), the company's market re-
search seems to show a bright future. 
Fully one-third of all cable subscribers 
in any given market have expressed 
interest in such a service (that number 
doubles in homes where CD players 
already exist), according to Shemo, and 
they say they're willing to pay about 
$7.50 per month in addition to paying 
upwards of $100 for a tuner. 

In addition, the lift potential is 
extremely high, says Oliver. Seven 
percent of all cable non-subscribing 
homes approached about the service 
say that if such an audio service was 
available on cable, they'd reconsider 
their decision not to subscribe. That 
number is twice the lift generated by 
HBO, Oliver says. 

Jerrold's research shows similar re-
sults. In fact, in the system test-beds, 
the service is getting between 5 percent 
and 9 percent penetration at $6.95 per 
month. So, with these services offering 
to equally split the revenues with cable 
operators, a system with 10,000 sub-
scribers taking the audio service could 

ICT's DM-100A tuner 

generate an additional $35,000 cash 
per month. Jerrold is so convinced of 
market acceptance, it is now telling 
operators that all capital costs can be 
recouped within 18 months, says Del 
Baccaro. 

What will it cost? 

What costs are necessary? In the 
headend, a single rack-mounted piece 
of equipment and a personal computer 
will be needed. In Jerrold's case, the 
rack unit will consist of a series of cards 
that may cost about $500 each (you'll 
need a card for each audio channel), 
according to Del Baccaro. Jerrold's 
system will work with any addressable 
controller, while ICT's technology is 
proprietary. 
DRL hopes to launch its service in 

the Los Angeles area initially some-
time in the third quarter of '89. says 
Hogarth. Although no announcements 
have been made yet, Hogarth says he's 
talking to numerous cable operators in 
the L.A. area. 
But is all the additional hardware 

necessary? Jeff Hansen, general man-
ager of Galactic Radio, Jones Interna-
tional's audio service that utilizes tra-
ditional analog tape technology, doesn't 
think so, 

Galactic Radio offers 10 audio chan-
nels and reportedly will have 1.35 
million subscribers in nearly 80 cable 
systems by March, says Hansen. Among 
the offerings are six different formats 
of music, three radio "superstations," 
and a non-music reading service chan-
nel for the visually impaired. Opera-
tors are charged 2 cents per subscriber 
per month for the service, but can sell 
two minutes of commercial time per 
hour. (Galactic Radio offers 56 minutes 
of music per hour; the other two 
minutes are for national ad spots.) 

Proven technology 

Galactic Radio was started in 1987, 

and at that time, digital methods of 
delivery were considered but ruled out 
because the technology wasn't proven, 
says Hansen. "The last thing we 
wanted to do was go on a satellite with 
an unproven technology and ask the 
operators to act as an R&D site," he 
says. 

But Hansen isn't blind, either. 
"We're very much aware of the move-
ment toward CD's," he says. Which is 
why large portions of Galactic Radio's 
source material comes from compact 
discs. 

But, importantly, Hansen says his 
research shows that consumers are 
more concerned about how a service is 
programmed, not about the technology 
used to deliver it. 

Galactic Radio organized four lis-
tener focus groups and, after playing 
identical musical selections from tape 
and from CD, asked the participants 
to identify which selection was the 
"highest quality" Almost exactly half 
the respondents selected the CD selec-
tion as best, while the other half 
selected the analog tape or couldn't tell. 
"I think that says a lot," says Hansen. 
"It tells me that high-quality analog 
(methods of transmission) is just as 
good as digital." 

Additionally, the focus group mem-
bers said they had little or no interest 
in investing in additional stereo hard-
ware. "We found that the subscribers 
were not interested in another tuner 
and didn't want to pay for it," says 
Hansen. 

In fact, cable operators should assess 
whether they would want to inventory 
another tuner and be responsible for its 
maintenance and repair, Hansen says. 

Regardless of the approach, one thing 
seems clear: Cable subscribers are 
becoming more knowledgeable and de-
manding about audio and cable opera-
tors apparently won't be left out when 
it comes to new revenue possibilities. • 

—Roger Brown 
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Positive seal. And zero  leakage: 

Having trouble finding the 
dependability you need in an 
"F" connector?1RC has the 
answer. 
Our new Snap-N-Sear "F" 

Connector is triple sealed for 
maximum environmental pro-
tection. This means a significant 
reduction in naintenance and 
increased life of subscriber 
drops. 

There's no crimping—Snap-
N-Seal ¡ust snaps on. A 360-
degree compression on the 
cable jacket ensures a complete 
radial seal, eliminating the 
moisture mig-ation experienced 
on traditional "F" connectors 
--RF leakage is virtually 
eliminated. 

We've taken care of another 
of your headaches, too. The 
front seal on our Snap-N-Seal 
eliminates the problems that 
rubber boots can cause because 
of inconsistency of port lengths 
on mating equipment. 

Installation is a snap. A con-
venient tool is required for 
cable preparation and con-
nector installation. 

For detailed information on 
how you can reduce mainte-
nance and increase subscriber 
drop life, call or write LRC 
Electronics. 
Snap-N-Seal is a trademark 
of ÁLJGATILRC Electronics. 
*Seid for performance data. 

For more information call or 
write: LRC Electronics, Inc., 
901 South Avenue, RO. Box 
11 - , Horseheads, NY 14845. 
Phone 607/739-3844. 
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MTS STEREO 

Upgrading your CAW system 
for MTS stereo 

e popularity of 
stereo-TV has r 
grown steadily 

since the de facto 
standard for MTS 
broadcasting was 
established in 1984. 
The penetration of 
stereo TVs into 
America's homes 
has actually been 
growing at a faster 
pace than the much 
heralded VCR did 
(see Figure 1). This 
new development in 
home entertain-
ment will greatly 
impact the CATV 
world, much like 
the VCR did not too 
long ago. In fact, it 
will probably im-
pact the CATV 
industry even more 
than the broadcast 
industry, since ca-
ble has a greater 
amount of late re-
lease movie, special-event and concert 
programming with higher quality audio 
tracks. 

Headends being upgraded 

Recognizing the growing market de-
mand for stereo TV, cable operators 
across the country have begun to 
upgrade their headends for MTS stereo 
carriage of satellite TV channels. The 
growing population of VideoCipher II 
descramblers in CATV headends makes 
the reception of stereo TV signals fairly 
straightforward for system operators 
since a stereo output capability was 
included in the VC II design. 

However, the system operator will 
have to purchase and install an encoder 
for each satellite service he or she 
wants to provide MTS audio on before 
their subscribers can enjoy the en-
hanced programming. Since there are 
currently more than 25 satellite serv-

ices transmitting at least some of their 
programming in stereo, a cable system 
operator will need to carefully plan for 
both the capital outlay and the mount-
ing space required to upgrade to stereo. 
When adding a stereo encoder to a 

By Joe Vittorio, Applications 
Engineering Group, Jerrold Division 
of General Instrument 

STEREO TV PENETRATION 
vs VCR GROWTH 
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channel, an opera-
tor faces several con-
siderations which 
might effect the in-
stallation—such as 
whether or not the 
channel will be 
scrambled or if com-
mercial insertion 
will be required. 
This article will 
briefly review the 
various considera-
tions that typically 
affect the installa-
tion of a stereo en-
coder and will de-
scribe the most com-
mon wiring configu-
rations. 

What's required 

Inputs.A stereo-
TV encoder basi-
cally converts the 
baseband left and 
right audio signals 

  provided by the pro-
grammer into a multiplexed signal, 
which is fed to a modulator for broad-
cast on the desired channel. On Vide-
oCipher II descrambled channels, the 
audio inputs for the stereo encoder can 
be obtained at the rear panel of the 
VC II as left and right baseband audio 
outputs. For a non-VC II channel the 
left and right audio signals will gener-
ally be obtained through a subcarrier 
system specific to that service. 

Further, some programmers have 
recently begun to transmit additional 
audio information to take advantage 
of the Second Audio Program (SAP) 
capability which is part of the MTS 
format. This audio signal can be ob-
tained through a separate subcarrier 
system and then multiplexed by the 
encoder for reception simultaneously 
with the MTS stereo signal. This SAP 
channel is primarily being used for 
bilingual applications. And finally, 
video from the VC II (or satellite 
receiver if the service is not scrambled) 
will have to be looped through the 
stereo encoder so that the MTS signal 
can be synchronized to the horizontal 
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Under $95,000! 
MICRO-BEAM® 5-Watt Transmitter, 

3 Receivers, 60 Channel System...Installed. 

For cost-effective multi-shot systems, MICRO-BEAM® 
allows you to economically consolidate system 
equipment to a single headend. 1, 2, 5 & 10-watt 
high performance patented CARS-Band microwave 
systems can be designed in a variety of hub 
configurations - no matter what your system needs 
may be now or in the future. 

And for smaller, single path applications, a 1-watt 
MICRO-BEAM® transmitter and receiver can deliver 
60 channels for under $35,000. 

All MICRO-BEAM® Systems are: 
• Fully weatherized for tower mounting 
• Rigorously tested and computer 

monitored for1000 hours 
• In-stock, giving you the fastest lead time 

in the industry 
• Backed by a 24-hour, 7-days a week 

technical and warranty service.* 
'Continental U.S. Only. 

The MICRO-BEAM® standard equipment and 
service package comes complete with everything 

you need to make your system operational 
(excluding antennas and towers), so you won't have 
to worry about "high cost" options. 

For more information on how you can make your 
cable system more profitable, contact: 
Jim Crownover, MICRO-BEAM® Sales Manager. 
See us at the Texas Cable Show Booth No. 430. 

ellinillellifastei Division of Avnet, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1416, Industrial Park Drive, Smithfield, N.C., 27577 (919) 934-9711 

Prices subject to change without notice. 
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Do you have a 
passion for excellence? 

111.111. 4111. ilBaL  

Are your technical personnel—the people who 
have front-line customer contact—obsessive about 
customers? Do you encourage them to do whatever   
it takes to provide extraordinary quality of service? 

If so, CED wants to recognize your efforts and your 
employees. Each month, at least one technical 
person in CATV will receive the CED "Passion for 
Excellence" award. Here are the rules. 

We want to recognize front-line customer contact 
personnel. We want to know how they've shown 
unusually high quality of service to your cus-
tomers. We want a picture and some biographical 
details. We want you to make the recommendation 
today. Send your nominations to: 

CED Passion for Excellence 
600 South Cherry St., Suite 400 

Denver, CO 80222 

Your stars deserve to shine. 
Recognize them. Now. 



MTS STEREO 

scanning rate of the video. 
Outputs. Most stereo encoders today 

include both a composite baseband and 
a 4.5 MHz output signal to allow for 
interfacing with many different models 
of modulators. Some manufacturers 
have also included a 41.25 MHz IF 
output signal to provide even greater 
flexibility for those cases where a 4.5 
MHz interface isn't available in the 
modulator. The selection of which out-
put signal to use depends on various 
factors, including whether or not the 
channel will be scrambled (on the cable 
system) and what model of modulator 

the encoder will be interfaced to. 
Other factors include downstream 

signal processing applications such as 
FM supertrunk or microwave trans-
mission. Generally, the manufacturer 
should be consulted if you run into an 
application that is not covered in the 
encoder installation manual. 
When considering a stereo upgrade, 

one of the most common questions 
asked concerns the compatibility of the 
modulator with MTS encoded signals. 
Since the MTS signal is much broader 
in bandwidth than a standard audio 
signal, there is concern as to the 
pass-through capability of the modula-
tor. Interfacing to the modulator at 4.5 
MHz or 41.25 MHz usually eliminates 
this concern, but isn't always possible. 
If the composite baseband output has 
to be used, the major modulator manu-
facturers have stereo compatible (wide-
band) audio modules available for field 
upgrade. 

Bringing it all together 

A basic installation might entail 
wiring the stereo inputs to the encoder, 
connecting the 4.5 MHz encoder output 
signal to the modulator and then 
connecting the scrambler and the modu-
lator together (see Figure 2). Adding 
commercial insertion raises a few more 
issues to consider. Generally, the video 
will be switched ahead of the encoder 
and the commercial audio brought to 

the "B" or auxiliary input on the 
stereo encoder. The "on-air" output 
would switch an A/B contact and, if 
required, a stereo/mono contact on the 
encoder for automatic switching con-
trol at the time of insertion. 

Further, if the channel is time shared 
between two program services (one 
during the day and another at night, 
for instance) with the alternate service 
audio wired to the auxiliary input, 
than the insertion video and audio 

switching will have to be done up-
stream of the encoder. Wiring dia-
grams for each of the above situations 
can usually be acquired from the 
encoder manufacturer upon request. 

SAP audio 

With the advent of bilingual broad-
casting by several programmers (nota-
bly HBO and Cinemax), additional 
consideration will have to be given to 

kets tte leliVVAND'uniyersal remote 

We've Prolonged The Careers 
Of Many Of The Biggest Names 

On Television. 
You have a lot of money tied up in converters and remotes. 

Estimates put the total industry investment at over $2 billion. 
You want to get the best possible return from your equipment. 

And Cable Exchange can help. 
Were four companies merged into one that offers you the 

complete service you need to enhance the value of your converters 
and remotes. We keep them in top shape, extending their useful life. 
We offer low-cost replacements and refurbished units. And we find 
a market for your old equipment at replacement time. 

Cable Business Associates repairs and refurbishs converters. 
BC Cable Products manufattures and distributes dedicated 

t remotes. 

-,.4.. ,..LIDievl Relete...i.0c-
- A Cable Exchange ys, sells ahétecIanges this equipment 
. throui a vast network industry sources. 

Make more n-ey from your convergaríci rerriae. equipment ri 
, Call us. 1-800-4 -2567. We have the proper channels 
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CfltBAEXCHMIGE, - o st Otero A rfr ue, Suite 700 
Englewood, C 80112 
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MIS STEREO 

the reception and retransmission of 
SAP program audio. The SAP audio is 
received via a QPSK digital audio 
sub-carrier receiver which provides a 
baseband signal for the encoder SAP 
input (see Figure 2). The major encoder 
manufacturers offer a SAP option kit 
for field upgrade if you are upgrading 
existing units. 

Upgrading to MTS stereo should not 
be a painful task. Detailed wiring 
diagrams, such as that shown in Figure 
3, can be obtained from Jerrold and 
some of the other encoder manufactur-
ers upon description of your require-
ments. Careful advance planning of the 
interfaces required for each channel 
being upgraded will make the task 
easier to carry out. 

Testing 

After completing the wiring connec-
tions to the encoder and the associated 
interface products, a functional test 
should be carried out to assure that the 
entire audio path is functioning prop-
erly. Test the encoder according to the 
instructions provided by the manufac-
turer, using, as a minimum, the follow-
ing equipment: 
• a low distortion audio oscillator, 
• 25 MHz or better dual channel 

oscilloscope, 
• MTS compatible converter, 
• good quality MTS decoder, and 
• reasonable quality stereo head-

phones. 
Be sure to test for video related buzz. 

Note that video related buzz does not 
indicate a defective stereo encoder (if 
the encoder was designed correctly) nor 
is it a function of MTS encoding. This 
buzz is primarily due to either or both 
of the following conditions: 
• overmodulation of the video sig-

nal, or 
• improper balance of the video 

chopper modulator. 
Contact the manufacturer for assis-

tance if you are not sure how to adjust 
the balance of the video chopper circuit. 
Also, if the channel is being scrambled, 
check that the scrambler timing is set 
correctly as this might also cause some 
buzz. 

If you are using a baseband or 
volume control converter for your test-
ing, be sure to adjust the volume 
control for optimum stereo pass through 
or separation (i.e. unity gain). The 
latest volume control converters have 
a quick method for finding the unity 
gain point (touch "F," then "Mute" 
keys on the Jerrold Impulse 7000 for 
example) when required. • 
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VAltede 
On December 28, 1988, our Anixter 
wiring systems subsidiary hit the $1 billion 
annual sales mark for the first time 
in its 31-year history. When tel acquired 
Anixter in December 1986, its sales were 
$656 million. 

Samuel Zell 
Chairman 

This milestone was achieved because of 
a terrific partnership of Anixter suppliers 
and employees who continue to prove 
that serving customer needs is their 
mission. 

Congratulations and continued success, 
and thank you Anixter customers! 

Rod Dammeyer 
President 

Two North Riverside Plaza, Suite 1950. Chicago, Illinois 60606 • (312) 902-1515 • FAX (312) 902-1573 • TELEX 9021573 
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LANwatch 

Allen-Bradley introduces 
broadband ISObridge 
Allen-Bradley, a subsidiary of Rock-

well International, recently announced 
it has developed the ISObridge for 
interconnecting various Ethernet and 
IEEE 802.3 subnetworks over a MAP/ 
IEEE 802.4 broadband network. 
Key features include: the capability 

to "learn" the location of devices on a 
network or be forwarded to another 
network; extension of the distance and 
bandwidth usage found in an isolated 
IEEE 802.3 network (distance and 
bandwidth utilization is extended up 
to 12 miles); and hardware and soft-
ware transparency. Because the ISObr-
idge operates at the data link layer, it 
is both hardware and software trans-
parent, enabling users to interconnect 
Ethernet networks from various ven-
dors. 
The product provides up to three 10 

megabits-per-second (Mbps) data chan-
nels in the three 12-MHz MAP/IEEE 
802.4 channels on the broadband cable. 
Because 802.3 and Ethernet subnet-
works can be interconnected to the 
MAP broadband channel, the ISObr-
idge can interconnect multiple applica-
tions. For example, TOP stations on 
an 802.3 subnetwork could communi-
cate with MAP nodes on the 802.4 
broadband channel. For more informa-
tion, contact Allen-Bradley, (800) 223-
5354. 

Zenith ships PC bus card 

Zenith has announced it has begun 
to ship its new PC bus adaptor card. 
Called the Z-LAN 4000C, the card is 
designed around the same architecture 
as the company's Z-LAN 500 broad-
band PC network, but it operates at a 
speed of 4 Mbps. 
The device features an on-board 

co-processor which results in perform-
ance improvements. It conforms to the 
OSI reference model and supports 
NETBIOS, which also resides on the 
card. This reduces the PC memory 
requirements, enabling the card to 
perform a remote program load for 
diskless PCs. 
The 4000C is being marketed di-

rectly to large end-users and through 
VARS, system integrators and OEMs. 
The list price of $895 includes software 
and a frequency-agile modem. Delivery 

takes 60 days. Call Zenith for more 
information, (312) 391-8000. 
Alantec of Fremont, Calif. recently 

introduced a high-speed Multi LAN 
switch (MLS), nicknamed a "backbone 
in a box." The MLS is capable of 
interconnecting as many as 16 LANs 
while providing filtering and network 
management features. 
The product is based on the com-

pany's SmartBus architecture that en-
ables fast packet switching among 

NaCom announced 
another in a string of 

successful major LAN 
cabling installations. 

LANs in a single building or between 
LANs connected via fiber optic links 
at distances up to 10 Km (6.2 miles). 
The unit allows transfers between LAN 
segments to travel at 160 Mbps. 
The MLS, which operates on the 

MAC layer, offers some features not 
generally found on bridging products 
operating on that layer. These include: 
the ability to alter the routing among 
LAN segments from a central manage-
ment station and to set access control 
features that filter packets based on 
protocol type, source or destination 
address, packet length, broadcast identifi-
ers, or even TCP/IP connect requests 
on a per segment basis. It also provides 
the central management station with 
real-time statistics and a complete 
audit trail of archived activity. 

Prices for the MLS start at $9,800 
and comes standard with Ethernet AUI 
connectors. The product is available in 
three configurations with four, eight 
or 12 ports. For more information, call 
Alantec, (415) 770-1050. 

NaCom's on a roll 

NaCom announced another in a 
string of successful major LAN cabling 

installations. This one was for TRW's 
Defense Systems Group in Redondo 
Beach, Calif. The $700,000-plus con-
tract involved installation of dual cable 
broadband LAN cabling systems in 
seven U.S. Air Force Logistics Com-
mand military buildings at Tinker Air 
Force Base (Oklahoma City) and Kelly 
Air Force Base (San Antonio). 
The work was part of the Air Logis-

tics Center Local Area Network (ALC 
LAN) project sponsored by the Air 
Force Systems Command. Among other 
large projects that helped NaCom reg-
ister a three-fold increase in sales over 
the last 12 months were two multi-
building broadband LANs located at 
military institutions, and campus-wide 
LANs at medical, chemical and com-
mercial/industrial facilities (over 25 
projects in 15 states). For more infor-
mation call NaCom, (800) 848-3998. 
The Wollongong Group of Palo 

Alto and Advanced Computer Com-
munications of Santa Barbara recently 
announced their intention to merge the 
two companies. 

Wollongong has long been consid-
ered a leader in TCP/IP and OSI 
networking software products, espe-
cially in the area of network manage-
ment. ACC has established itself as a 
provider of network connectivity prod-
ucts and mainframe interfacing. 

Although final details were not avail-
able, it is expected that Roland F. 
Bryan (current President of ACC) will 
become chairman and chief technical 
officer of the new operation. Herbert J. 
Martin (president and CEO of Wollon-
gong) will maintain that title in the 
new company. 

New standby power unit 

Perma Power Electronics of Chi-
cago announced a 1200 VA version of 
its existing standby power system. The 
new product, the SPS-1200, protects 
against data loss and equipment dam-
age resulting from blackouts, sags and 
brownouts as well as high line volt-
ages, spikes, surges and RFI/EMI noise. 
The unit provides eight minutes of 

battery back-up at 1200 VA, 40 min-
utes at 200 VA. A chirping buzzer 
provides an audible indication when 
the system is on back-up, is overloaded 
or that the surge suppressor is inopera-
tive. The chirping changes into a rapid 
beeping sound during the last two 
minutes of back-up. For more informa-
tion call (312) 647-9414. 

—Greg Packer 
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HEADENDS 
AND FIBER OPTICS: 
WE'RE TYING 1TALL TOGETHER. 
When you think of the headend, think Magnavox. 
Not only do we supply the best line of compo-
nents in the industry, but we also supply the 
headend. Modulators. Demodulators. 
Even antennas and satellite receivers. 
We can supply all your headend 
equipment and even provide profes-
sional design assistance to bring it 
all together. 
Our headend commitment doesn't stop 

there. We're currently designing AM and FM 
transmissions that incorporate the latest 
in fiber optic and broadband 
technology. These are system 
components that will be found in 
the cable plants of tomorrow. 
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To find out more about this marriage of 
headends and fiber optics, contact your 
Magnavox representative. We'll show you 

how it's all tied together. 

MAGNAVOX 
+.11111.16litib 

CAP! SYSTEMS CO. 
100 Fairgrounds Drive, 
Manlius, NY 13104 

Call 1-800-448-5171 
(In New York 1-800-522-7464) 
(315) 682-9105 Fax: (315) 682-9006 

SEE US AT THE WESTERN SHOW. 
BOOTH NO. 1140. 
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CABLE SYSTEM DESIGN 

T
lie complexity of minimal cost cable 
system design has exploded in the 
last two years, and shows little sign 

of easing off. The most obvious and 
visible example is the introduction of 
fiber optic links, especially AM fiber. 
But as more of us take up the cry, 
"fiber is just another tool in your 
design toolkit," I thought it appropriate 
to examine that toolkit and see what's 
inside. 

Coaxial tools have become more 
flexible, and at the same time more 
complicated, with push-pull and paral-
lel hybrid (power doubling) being aug-
mented with the introduction of vari-
ations on parallel hybrid, including 

By David M. Fellows, Scientific-
Atlanta 

power quadrupling, and feedforward. 

Fiber 

I will save an in-depth study of the 
design options available with the fiber 
tools in the toolkit for a later date, but 
the current broad options include FM 
fiber and AM fiber. In both options, all 
products are not created equal! The 
challenges presented to an FM product 

Output Level at Equal Distortion 
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Figure 1 

designer are several: How to deal with 
sync-suppressed scrambled signals in 
order to reclamp the AM signal eventu-
ally desired at the hub end of the link; 
how to deliver a quality AM signal at 
the hub if shortcuts are taken in the 
AM modulators; and how to cost reduce 
the various signal conversions that 
take place. Each of the FM products 
on the market have taken a different 
approach to each of these challenges. 

In the AM world, the most basic 
difference in the current products avail-
able involves the decision to use an 
optical isolator or not. The designer 
who chooses to save the cost of an 
isolator, and the operator who uses his 
product, are betting that the fiber cable 
plant will not generate enough reflec-
tions and optical feedback into the 
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FOR YOUR dB DOWNS 

The Best "GAIN" In Town 

25 Models of Amplifiers 
15,000 UNITS IN STOCK 

550 MHz • 100dB RFI • UL APPROVED POWERING • 
BI-DIRECTIONAL • MULTI-PORT OUTPUTS • RACK MOUNT 

GAINS: 10-50dB "F" and HARDLINE 

Viewsonic s inc. 

-PRODUCTS WITH INTEGRITY 

170 Eileen Way. Syosset, NY 11791 
Call Toll Free: 800-645-7600 
In New York Call: 516-921-7080 
FAX: 16-921-2084 11 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

AMPLIFIER CALLBOOK 

The following companies have paid a 
fee to have their listing appear in the 
Amplifier Callbook. 

AUGAT 
AUGAT 
COMMUNICATIONS 
GROUP INC. 

Augat/Broadband . . . (206) 932-8428 
Engineering 
WATS(National)  (800) 327-6690 
2414 S.W. Andover St. 
PO Box 1110 
Seattle, WA 98111 
PERSONNEL: Randy Noland, Group 
Marketing Director; Kathy Herbert, Sales 
Accounts Manager; Sherwood Hawley, 
Applications Engineering Mgr. 
DESCRIPTION: Manufacturer of 
distribution amplifiers for CATV, SMATV, 
and LAN application. Our product line 
consists of: one and two-way apartment 
amplifiers, trunk and line extender amps, 
headend amplifiers, bi-directional data 
network amplifiers, and custom LAN 
headend racks. In addition, we also 
manufacture replacement electronics to 
upgrade existing CATV system amplifiers 
and distribute CATV replacement 
components to the industry.  

BLONDER-TONGUE 

-TODAY'S QUALITY IS TOMORROWS REPUTATION' 

Blonder-Tongue  (201) 679-4000 
Laboratories Inc. 
One Jake Brown Road 
Old Bridge, NJ 08857 
PERSONNEL: Isaac Blonder, Chairman 
of the Board; Ben Ibngue, President; 
Daniel Altiere, Senior VP & Operations 
Mgr.; Glenn Stawicki, Regional Sales 
Mgr.; Charles Fitzer, CATV National 
Accounts Mgr. 
DESCRIPTION: Full line of pre-
fabricated headends, antennas, 
downconverters, earth station receivers, 
low noise amplifiers, channel converters, 
modulators, demodulators, power supplies, 
off premise systems, scramblers, encoders, 
audio processors, signal processors and 
broadband amplifiers.  
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BradPTS  (812) 824-9331 
WATS(National)  (800) 999-2723 

5233 South Highway 37 
PO Box 272 
Bloomington, IN 47402 
PERSONNEL: Jack Craig, President; 
Jeff Hamilton, Executive Vice President; 
Robert Price, Senior Vice President 
REGIONAL OFFICES: General Office: 
1023 State Street, Schenectady, NY 12301, 
(518) 382-8000. Regional Offices: 701 
Parkway View Dr., Pittsburgh, PA 15205, 
(412) 787-3888; 110 Mopac Road, 
Longview, TX 75601, (214) 753-4334; 
4147 Transport St., Ventura, CA 93003, 
(805) 644-2598; 4630 Pacific Hwy, East, 
Ste. B-7, Fife, WA 98424, (206) 922-9011; 
150 Venus St., 7, Jupiter, FL 33458, 
(407) 747-1808; 5906 Breckenridge Pkwy, 
Suite 1, Tampa, FL 33610, (813) 623-
1721; 2010 Pine Terrace, Sarasota, FL 
34231; (813) 922-1551; 1255 Boston Ave., 
West Columbia, SC 29169, (803) 794-
3910; 112 East Ellen St., Fenton, MI 
48430, (313) 750-9341. 
DESCRIPTION: All makes/all models 
line amp sales and service. Trunk, line 
and distribution on Jerrold, S.A., 
Magnavox, C-COR and others. Full line 
of parts and replacement modules 
available. Additional services include sales, 
service and parts on all makes/all models 
of converters. Factory Qualified and/or 
Authorized service for Oak, Panasonic, 
Jerrold and Scientific Atlanta. 
Manufacturer and innovator of the CAT 
System (Computer Add Test). 

ceo 
ELECTRONICS INC 

C-COR Electronics Inc. .(814) 238-2461 
WATS(Nattonal)  (800) 233-2267 
60 Decibel Road 
State College, PA 16801 
PERSONNEL: Richard Perry, President/ 
CEO; Jack Andrews, VP/Finance-
Treasurer; Mark Robertson, VP/Operations 
& Manufacturing; ames Wonn, VP/Sales 
& Marketing; Richard Lundy, VP/ 
Engineering 
REGIONAL OFFICES: Fred Kimmer, 
509 Burgess Street, Philadelphia, PA 
19116, (215) 934-5654; Robert Freedlund, 
3404 Allendale Drive, Bloomington, IN 
47401, (812) 334-2661; Dan Trayler, 7275 
S. W. Alpine, Beaverton, OR 97005, (503) 
626-2727; Michael Crotta, 4967 Thornwood 
'Duce, Acworth, GA 30101, (404) 928-
6922; Jim Rushing, 555 Republic Drive, 
200, Plano, TX 75074, (214) 578-0071. 

DESCRIPTION: C-COR, founded 35 years 
ago, designs and manufactures high 

quality electronic equipment and power 
systems used in data communication and 
cable television systems throughout the 
world. Principal products include a variety 
of amplifiers, status monitoring, modems, 
passives, and power systems. C-COR 
offers a variety of professional services, 
including technical assistance from 
experienced Sales Engineers, System 
Design, Field Engineering Assistance, 
Technical Training, Equipment Repair, 
a 48-hour Emergency Repair Service, and 
a 24-hour Hotline. C-COR's headquarters 
is in State College, Pa., with production 
facilities in Altoona and State College, 
Pa. C-COR's Common Stock is listed in 
the NASDAQ National Market System 
under the symbol CCBL. 

JERROLD 
Jerrold  (215) 674-4800 
General Instrument 
WATS(National)  (800) 523-6678 
WATS(State)  (800) 562-6965 
2200 Byberry Road 
Hatboro, PA 19040 
PERSONNEL: George Safiol, President 
& C.0.0.; Hal Krisbergh, President, 
Jerrold Division; Anthony Aukstikalnis, 
VP-GM Subscriber Systems Div.; Lemuel 
Tarshis, VP-GM Distribution Systems 
Div 
REGIONAL OFFICES: 767 Fifth Ave., 
45th Floor, New York, NY 10153, (212) 
207-6300; 2611 Westgrove Road, Ste. 
108, Carrollton, TX 75006, (214) 248-
7931; 7100 E. Belleview Ave., Ste. 101, 
Englewood, CO 80111, (303) 740-6118; 
556 N. Diamond Bar Boulevard, Ste.106, 
Diamond Bar, CA 91765, (714) 860-3600. 
DESCRIPTION: Designer and 
manufacturer of full line of electronic 
CATV and SMA'FV equipment. 
Distribution systems: conventional, 
feedforward, power-doubling and 
Quadrapower(tm) amplifiers, taps and 
passives and accessory equipment. 
Subscriber systems: plain, pay and 
addressable Jerrold IMPULSE 7000 Series, 
STARCOM and TOCOM 5503-VIP 
converters, pushbutton response systems, 
addressable controllers and scrambling 
equipment. Headend systems: MATV and 
CATV satellite receivers, frequency agile 
headend modulators and encoders, 
processors, stero encoders and scrambling 
equipment; local area network; broadband 
distribution equipment; advanced status 
monitoring and point-to-point broadband 
modems. 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

AMPLIFIER CALLBOOK 

Lindsay Specialty . .(705) 324-2196 
Products 
50 Mary St. W. 
Lindsay ONT CANADA, K9V 4S7 
PERSONNEL: Santinder Singh, President/ 
CEO; Neil Evans, Sales Manager - 
Commercial Antenna; Dave Atman, 
Director of Marketing; Gord Zimmerman, 
Sales Manager - Domestic Antenna; Bill 
Bellamy, Ont. Sales Manager - Electronics 
REGIONAL OFFICES: Distributors: Kip 
Hays, 452 Ash Road, Kalispell, MT 
59903; Western CATV, 3430 Fujita 
Avenue, Torrance, CA 90505-4078; Signal 
Vision, 3 Wrigley, Irvine, CA 92718, (714) 
568-3196; Incospec Electronics, Inc., 4651 
Grandes Prairies Blvd., St.-Leonard 
Quebec, Canada, HIR 1A5, (514) 322-
5540; Channel One Video, Corp., 2965 
Bainbridge Ave., Burnaby, B.C., Canada, 
V5A 259, (604) 421-2288; Milsted Agencies, 
Ltd., 103-11151 Bridgeport Rd, Richmond, 
B.C., Canada, V6X 1T3, (604) 273-2877; 
Toner Cable Equipment, 969 Horsham 
Rd., Horsham, PA, 19044, (215) 675-2053; 
Jim Morton & Associates, 1956 Reservoir 
Dr., Carlisle, PA, 17013, (717) 243-4653; 
Interstate Cable, 6111 Porter Way, 
Sarasota, FL, 33582, (813) 371-3444; 
Mega Hertz Sales, 6940 S. Holly Circle, 
#200, Englewood, CO, 80112, (303) 779-
1717; Grunwald, Burns & Assoc., 109 N. 
Union, Fergus Falls, MN., 56537, (218) 
739-3961. 
DESCRIPTION: Lindsay is a quality 
manufacturer of CATV equipment and 
has been established for over 30 years. 
We specialize in system requirements for 
small, medium and large builds and 
rebuilds. Systems benefit from our wide 
range of trunk amplifiers, line extenders, 
apartment amplifiers, system passives 
and directional multitaps. Connectors 
and drop materials, coupled with full 
headend surveys and commercial antennas 
of superior quality, complete our line. 

MAGNAVOX 
reffarirm 
CATV SYSTEMS CO. 

Magnavox CATV (800) 448-5171 
Systems Co. 
WATS(State)  (800) 522-7464 

100 Fairgrounds Dr. 
Manlius, NY 13104 
PERSONNEL: D. Horowitz, Chairman 
& President; A. Kernes, Vice President 
of Sales; K. Weil, Marketing Director; 
M. Senken, Controller; R. Finnerty, 
Associate Director of Sales 
DESCRIPTION: Manufacturers of a full 
line of amplifiers in 330, 450, 550 & 600 
MHz configurations, including 
feedforward, powerdoubling and 
conventional technologies, line extenders. 
Also available: headend equipment, status 
monitoring, subscriber passives, 
connectors, taps (2, 4 & 8 way), and local 
area networks. 

Scientific 
Atlanta 

Scientific-Atlanta Inc. . .(404) 441-4000 
WATS(National)  (800) 722-2009 
One Uchnology Pkwy. 
Atlanta, GA 30348 
PERSONNEL: Sidney Ibpol, Chairman 
of the Board; John Levergood, Chief 
Operating Officer; William Johnson, Vice 
Chairman/CEO; Larry Bradner, Div. 
President/Broadband Comm. 
REGIONAL OFFICES: Boston: 220 
Ballardvale Street, Wilmington, MA 
01887; Dallas: 851 International Pkwy., 
Ste. 111., Richardson, TX 75081; Denver: 
61 Inverness Dr. East, Ste.100, Englewood, 
CO 80112; Fairlawn: 2100 Route 208, 
Fairlawn, NJ 07410; Indianapolis: 8755 
Guion Rd., Ste. G, Indianapolis, IN 46268; 
Los Angeles: 10039 S. Pioneer Blvd., P.O. 
Box 2668, Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670; 
St. Louis: Copper Bend South, 926 S. 59th 
St., Belleville, IL 62223. 
DESCRIPTION: Complete line of cable 
TV products including earth stations and 
receivers, low noise converter, headend 
electronics, distribution products, taps 
and passives, coaxial cable, set-top 
terminals, and status monitoring system. 

Texscan 
OUR TIME HAS COME 

Texsca n Corp.  (915) 594-3555 
WATS(National)  (800) 351-2345 
10841 Pellicano Dr. 
El Paso, TX 79935 
PERSONNEL: William H. Lambert, 
Chairman, CEO; George L. Fletcher, V.P. 

Corporate Marketing; Ray Pastie, V.P. 
Sales/Marketing; Jerry Laufer, Director 
of Engineering; Bert Henscheid, V.P. 
Research & Development 
DESCRIPTION: Manufacturer of CATV 
distribution equipment, taps and passives, 
MMDS downconverters, program 
automation equipmetn, automated 
commercial insertion systems and 
character gnerators. 

TRIPLE CROWN 7-(Ej 
ELECTRONICS 

Triple Crown  (416) 629-1111 
Electronics Inc. 
FAX (416) 629-1115 
WATS(National)  (800) 387-3205 
4560 Fieldgate Drive 
Mississauga, Ontario, L4W 3W6 
PERSONNEL: Charles Evans, President; 
Karl Poirier, Vice President; Brian Ward, 
Director of Marketing 
DESCRIPTION: 'friple Crown Electronics 
manufactures indoor and outdoor 
distribution amplifiers in most 
configurations and bandwidths for any 
application. Hotel impulse pay-per-view 
systems are available with or without 
video checkout and messaging and are 
designed to interface with any part of an 
existing installation. Complete pre-
packaged head end electronics are 
available as systems or indvidual satellite 
receivers, modulators, processors and 
stereo generators for all TV formats 
worldwide. 

-PRODUCTS WITH INTEGRITY" 

Viewsonics Inc (516) 921-7080 
WATS(National)  (800) 645-7600 
170 Eileen Way 
Syosset, NY 11791 
PERSONNEL: Abram Ackerman, 
President; Cynthia Brown, Sales/ 
Marketing Liaison 
DESCRIPTION: Manufacturers of install 
and headend equipment including amps, 
combiners, filters, splitters, couplers, 
connectors, attenuators, equalizers, test 
instruments, terminators, mis-matches, 
return loss bridges, detectors, grounding 
devices w/surge protection, AJB switch & 
VCR kits, MDU enclosures & the 
LOCKINATOR LOCKING SYSTEM. 
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CABLE SYSTEM DESIGN 

transmitting laser to degrade the sig-
nal level below design goals. To help 
ensure this, the number of channels 
carried per fiber is limited. Over time, 
as more products are introduced, more 
subtle differences will emerge. 

Coaxial amplifiers 

The main body of this article will 
deal with the coaxial tools in the 
system designer's toolkit. The basic 
technology options will be discussed; 
within each technology there are fre-
quency options and gain selections to 
be made. Push-pull hybrids (PP) are 
the first high gain amplifier stage to 
have been made linear enough for 
widespread cable application. As op-
erators desired more gain with less 
distortion for system upgrades, the 
parallel hybrid (PHd) was developed. 
This basically puts two push-pull am-
plifiers in parallel for approximately 
twice the output power. These gain 
blocks can, in turn, be put in parallel 
for more output (quadrupled, or PHd2). 
A different approach is taken with 

feedforward amplifiers (FF). In this 
amplifier, an error signal is developed 
in the hybrid chip, and subtracted from 
the output signal for low distortion. 

Distortion at Equal Output Level 

PP PHd AT PHd2 EE 

ref 5dB 8dB • 10dB +18dB 

Figure 2 

The challenge is to have stability over 
a wide temperature range. 
A comparison of the output power 

and distortion characteristics of these 
technologies is shown in Figures 1 and 

A system operator is 
usually making a choice 
of technology when the 

system is adding 
channels. 

2. Power and distortion trade off against 
each other at a 2-to-1 rate. There are 
typically two gain stages in an ampli-
fier, these comparisons assume that the 

first stage is push pull. In Figure 1, 
distortion is held constant and the 
power capability of each technology is 
shown. The column labelled AT is a 
proprietary parallel hybrid technology 
which allows higher output powers to 
be achieved. 

Figure 2 shows what happens when 
the output power is held constant, and 
the distortion is measured. Another 
parameter of interest is the power 
consumption of each technology, shown 
in Figure 3. This is the DC power 
consumed, with varying power supply 
efficiencies removed. 

Rebuilds and upgrades 

Since most of the major new builds 
in this country have been completed, a 
system operator is usually making a 
choice of technology when the system 
is adding channels. If a rebuild is being 
considered, a comparison between push-
pull and parallel hybrid is appropriate. 
Parallel hybrid's higher output power 
allows greater spacing, hence fewer 
amplifiers and less cost, but each 
amplifier costs more. When the com-
parison is done on station price alone, 
push-pull wins out, but when the 
installation and setup cost of each 
station is included in the analysis, this 
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Complete 
Remanufacturing Service 

25 OA OFF 
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Depend on BradPTS for 
fast quality remanufactur-

ing service. 
Complete 

service is available for all 
makes — all models of 
Receivers, Signal 
Processors, Modulators 
and Field Strength Meters. 
Call today for fast "Better 
Than Brand New", service! 

Call our Tampa Servicenter toll free. 

Or FAX your purchase order to: 
813-621-6617 

Offer Expires 2/28/89 

Call 
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free 
today! 
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CABLE SYSTEM DESIGN 

usually tilts the balance in favor of 
parallel hybrid, even in new builds. 
As an illustration, with parallel 

hybrid amplifiers an operator may 
need 20 percent fewer, but each one 
costs 30 percent more. This means 

push-pull is the 
choice. However, 
when the fixed cost 
of installing and 
sweeping an am-
plifier is added to 
both technologies, 
parallel hybrid 
may only cost 10 
percent more and 
should be the 
choice. 

If the cable plant 
is at all salvage-
able, the design ef-
fort centers around 
engineering a drop-
in upgrade. Here, 
the starting fre-
quency, the desired 
frequency, and ex-
isting technology 
all come into play. 
If "steps" in fre-
quency are defined 
as 300 MHz (35 

channels), 330 MHz (40 channels), 400 
MHz (54 channels), 450 MHz (62 chan-
nels), and 550 MHz (78 channels), then 
Table 1 shows the technology of choice 
when the existing system is push-pull, 
fully spaced. a 
ILE 

-CLIPS 
for proven quality 

and economy. 

Tower-the world's largest supplier. 
22 different sized cable clips. 

• Pre-assembled with plated, hardened, 
masonry nails  for hardwood, masonry 
and cement block. 

• Fits most cables from .10" to .63". 
Available in black, white and grey. 
For indoor and outdoor use. 

• Sure-fit for quick simple installation. 

• Tower cable clips distinctive design 
avoids damage to cable jacket. 

• Stocked by leading distributors such 
as Anixter, Midwest, Graybar, Merit, 
Rosco, The Drop Shop, Cable TV 
Supply, Signal Vision, TVC Supply, etc. EXCLUSIVE UNITED STATES IMPORTER 

Reader Service Number 46 

• Tower, Made in England — Major 
suppliers to the US CAN industry and 
the British Telephone Co. for many years. 

Write today for free samples and literature. 

WELDONE TRADING CO. INC. 

1401 Legendre Street W., Suite 106 
Montreal, Quebec H4N 2S2 
(514) 381-8861, 387-2503 

1-Step: 

2-Step: 

3-Step: 

4-Step: 

Upgrade Technology 

PHd Trunk, PHd Bridger, 
PP LE's 
FF Trunk, PHd Bridger, 
PHd LE's 
Hi-Gain FF Trunk, PHd2 
Bridger, PHd2 LE's 

or: Hi-Gain FF Trunk, FF 
Bridger, PHd LE's 
Probable No-Go, without 
respacing 

Table 1 

Note that in a three-step upgrade, 
the designer faces a choice of technolo-
gies. The feedforward bridger option, 
from Figure 3, consumes less power and 
probably costs less up front. 

Drop-in feeder upgradew'are being 
looked at closer in combination with 

D.C. Current 

PP PHd AT PHd2 EE 

ref + 37% + 37% + 124% + 84% 

Figure 3 

Lemco 
the 

tools 
of the 

trade 
Call for your free 

catalogue. 

(800) 233-8713 
Reader Service Number 47 
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THE WORLD Is A 
BARGAIN IF 

-ee You KNOW 
WHERE To 

Because 
of our quality 
brand selections of top-
grade products, we can offer 

stable prices in these times of 
up-and-down expenses. That 

means a consistent, predictable 
cost to install your system. To 
find out more, give us a call. 

Cable Services Company/Inc. 

2113 Ma dale Ave. • Williamsport, PA 17701 • 717-323-8518 • 800-233-8452 • In PA: 800-332-8545 
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an our 
Afford to 
Wait? 

Order now and start saving money for your system today! 
These incredible prices on Pico Quality Traps are guaranteed 
during this promotion orly! 
• Largest available inventory in stock 
• On time deliveries 
• The industry's only 5 year warranty 
• Lowest insertion loss—Highest return loss 
• 10000 Quaiity Control for outstanding performance 

Call Pico Today! At these prices, 
your system can't afford to wait! 

PRODUCTS INC. 
103 Commerce Blvd. 
Liverpool, NY 13088 
(315) 451-7700 
Fax # (315) 451-7904 
TELEX #646-228 

CALL TOLL FREE 

1-800-822-7420 
In New York State Call (315) 451-7700 
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CABLE SYSTEM DESIGN 

AM fiber backbones. Here the reach of 
each technology is of interest, and is 
shown in Table 2. This depicts the 
distance each technology can go, as-

The addition of fiber 
will add to the choices 

available. 
suming a typical 450 MHz system, 20 
amplifier trunk cascade, with the feeder 
contributing two-thirds of the total 
distortion. In this case, the relative 
distances a bridger and two-line exten-
der service area can reach is shown. 

Technology Range Comparison 

FF Bridger, FF LE's: 
PHd2 Bridger, PHd2 LE's: 
FF Bridger, PHd LE's: 
PHd2 Bridger, PHd LE's: 
PHd Bridger, PHd LE's: 
PHd Bridger, PP LE's: 
PP Bridger, PP LE's: 

Table 2 

.92 X 

.91 X 

.88 X 

.83 X 

.79 X 

.75 X 

Conclusion 

This article has 
given a brief over-
view ofthe technolo-
gies and tools in a 
system designer's 
toolkit, and dis-
cussed some of the 
tradeoffs between 
them. Some of the 
value of a full-line 
supplier of CATV 
equipment is in the 
help he can pro-
vide in guiding a 
system operator 
through the myr-
iad of choices avail-
able. 
The addition of 

fiber will add to 
the choices avail-
able, but the re-
maining coaxial 
plant will continue 
to present a chal-
lenge in the search 
for a least cost so-
lution to a rebuild 
or upgrade situa-
tion. 

CABLETEK CENTER PRODUCTS, INC. 
850 TAYLOR STREET, ELYRIA, OH 44035 
1-800-562-9378 • ELYRIA 216-365-3889 

NEW! AVCOM PSA-37D 

PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER 

WITH DIGITAL FREQUENCY READOUT 

AVCOM INTRODUCES THE NEW PSA-3713 PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER WITH 
DIGITAL FREQUENCY READOUT. AVCOM'S NEW PSA-37D Portable Spectrum 
Analyzer has a 4 digit front panel frequency readout controlled by a rotary frequency 
adjustment control. Frequency ranges that the PSA-37D cover are 0 to 500 MHz, 500 to 
1000 MHz, 950 to 1450 MHz, 1250 to 1750 MHz and 3.7 to 4.2 GHz. The PSA-370 Portable 
Spectrum Analyzer is lightweight, portable, battery operated, ideal for field test situations. 
A built-in DC block with a .18 VDC powers LNAs and BOCs with the flip of a switch. All 
other performance characteristics and features are the same as the PSA-35A which has 
become an industry standard for satellite communications work. $2475 

COM-96T 
The COM-96T Ku/C Band Recelver is compatible with all Ku and C Band LNBs and B0Cs 
operating in the 950 to 1450 MHz range, providing complete 4 and 12 GHz performance in 
one system. Highly stable oscillators eliminate frequency drift in this fully agile receiver, and 
allow operation over wide temperature ranges. Special threshold extension circuitry 
enhances video quality. Threshold peaking and triple IF filters allow the COM-96T to receive 
international transmissions. This double-conversion, high performance receiver sells for 6939. 

AVCOM 500 SOUTHLAKE BOULEVARD, RICHMOND, VA 23236 
Tel (804) 794-2500 FAX (11041 794-8264 Telex 701-545 

Reader Service Number 51 
 • 
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SIGNAL LEAKAGE SOFTWARE 

Signal leakage control via 
computer software 

I
f cable operators fail to be prepared 
for compliance with the FCC's leak-
age regulations (Title 47, Part 76) 

by July 1990 there will be more than 
just RF signals leaking from their cable 
systems—they 
could be hemorrhag-
ing money in the 
form of fines and 
otherpenalties. Man-
agement needs to 
realize this is a dead-
line for being in 
compliance, not the 
date a cable system 
should begin meas-
uring its leakage. 
The cable engi-

neering community 
understands this, 
thanks to the ef-
forts of the SCTE, 
the NCTA Engineer-
ing Committee, 
John Wong of the 
FCC and others 
who have been beat-
ing the drums of 
warning. But it is 
not clear whether 
management yet un-
derstands the seri-
ousness of signal 
leakage and compli-
ance with the FCC 
requirements. 

Drum roll, please 

One drum major 
for many years has 
been Robert Dickin-
son. His company, 
Dovetail Systems, re-
cently entered into 
a joint venture with 
Alpha Technolo-
gies, called Cable-
Trac, which will pro-
vide planes and pi-
lots across the coun- Long Systems' TT8 
try for airborne signal leakage testing 
and data collection. Dickinson chaired 
a panel on signal leakage at the recent 
Western Show but was disappointed 
with the publicity it generated. "Fiber 
optics and HDTV had the limelight and 

here we are back where we started 
from," Dickinson laments. "Nobody 
cares about leakage." 

Dickinson adds, "The deadline is 
getting closer and I'm afraid there are 

remote data terminal 
going to be numerous systems caught 
short." 

Does management, those who hold 
the purse strings, realize that funds 
must be allocated to purchase the tools 
their engineers need to detect leakage 

and determine Cumulative Leakage 
Index (CLI) levels over the next year? 
One important tool is commercially 
available computer software designed 
for CLI test data entry and reporting. 

The seriousness 
of this issue dic-
tates that manage-
ment avoid being 
"penny wise but 
dollar foolish." 
Some will wait un-
til the last minute 
and then scramble 
to find a good pro-
gram. Others will 
assign a technician 
whose hobby is play-
ing with computers 
to make up a pro-
gram, only to find 
out too late that it 
is inadequate to com-
plete the task. Still 
a few others will 
try to ignore the 
problem and hope 
it goes away only 
to end up in real 
trouble with the 
Feds. 

Side benefits 

One of the best 
methods of getting 
prepared is to pur-
chase a full-fea-
tured signal leak-
age control and CLI 
database manage-
ment software pro-
gram. System man-
agers need to real-
ize that a good leak-
age control program 
will offer much 
more than that. 
While such soft-
ware does cost 
money (one esti-

mate is it costs about $14 per system 
mile), it can cut customer service calls 
in half and actually improve the qual-
ity of the signal delivered to the home 
television set. 

According to IbIll Russell of 'Me-
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From signal leakage detection to easy CLI certification, the 
SNIFFER Ill now adds the power of microvolt display to the 
industry standard SNIFFER Leakage Detection System. The 
new microvolt display joins a host of other SNIFFER Ill features 

that will put you in total control of your signal leakage 
program. Get the details today. . . 
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SIGNAL LEAKAGE SOFTWARE 

communication Products Corp., devel-
opers of the CLIDE (Cumulative Leak-
age Index Data Easily) program, "It 
(leakage detection) is the most effective 
preventive maintenence that you can 
do in a cable system." 
An added benefit of the detailed data 

that signal leakage control software 
produces can be identifying signal 
theft. Russell adds, "People have found 
that CLI testing helps locate illegal 
activity because of the faulty hook-up 
or wiring done by non-cable system 
personnel. The illegal typically doesn't 
hook up in a manner that will give you 
a non-leaky signal so you pick them 
up when you go driving out." 
While all of these are true side 

benefits, the real task of CLI manage-
ment software is the organized input 
and manipulation of RF signal leakage 
information and the calculation, analy-
sis and generation of that data in an 
efficient and useful form, including the 
required annual FCC Cumulative Leak-
age Index and the quarterly monitor-
ing and maintenance performance re-
ports. 

According to Russell, "In order to 
properly manage CLI, they (cable sys-
tem managers) have to have some kind 
of software. The data very quickly 

buries you. lb be able to produce the 
report as well as create the forms for 
doing the drive-out, to keep track of all 
of this data, it just requires it." 
The best software for signal leakage 

outputting summaries and work orders 
and the whole nine yards. I think that's 
where the expertise is rather than in 
any particularly smart algorithms be-
cause the computations themselves al e 
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EECOMP's data entry screen showing real-time management information 

is one that massages the data to fairly rudimentary." 
produce a multitude of ways of analyz-
in it as well as eneratin re orts and g 
work orders. Says Dickenson, "This is 
not a difficult computational job. It's 
just a nuisance. The guy who wins the 
best program is the one who can do it 
most conveniently and effectively, and 
can gain the most out of it such as 

FREE CATALOG! 
The 1989 BUDCO catalog is here. Call us for your free 
copy. You'll find an 
expanded selection of 
identification, installation, 
and security products; and 
much more. 

BUDCO is a stocking 
distributor for: Lemco Tools, 
Aervoe-Pacific, Masterlock, 
MultiLink, Gilbert, W. H. Brady, 
and Tyton Corp. Great selection. 
Superior quality. Quick response. 
Fair prices. It all comes with the 
1989 BUDCO catalog. 

Look for us at the 
Texas Show. Booth #118. 

1-800-331-2246 
*IN OKLAHOMA, CALL COLLECT (918) 252-3420 / FAX: (918) 252-1997 

Buck() 
Reader Service Number 53 

P.O. Box 3065, Tulsa, OK 74101 

Leak-Manager 

Roy O. Ehman, director of engineer-
ing for Jones Intercable, developed a 
signal leakage program called "Leak-
Manager," which is sold by his com-
pany, EECOMP of Littleton, Colo. 
Leak-Manager can run on floppy disks 
but because of the inherent sluggish-
ness of floppies it is recommended that 
a hard disk be used. Leak-Manager 
offers six real-time on-screen displays 
which are updated as each entry is 
made. These displays are for leaks per 
mile, CLI infinity, CLI 3000 (if dis-
tances are being entered), six leak level 
categories, six leak "fix" categories, 
and a repair screen. 
The software also provides for multi-

ple unit entry modes for data obtained 
from several testing devices such as 
signal level meters or Sniffers. Leak-
Manager will generate six reports: a 
valid FCC log; repair work sheets 
sorted from highest leak levels; repairs 
by management "zones" on separate 
pages; a current summary; a program 
activity log showing dates, times, op-
erator, etc.; and a total file dump with 
individual record status and operator 
ID. Several thousand leaks can be 
handled within 384K of free memory 
with Leak-Manager. According to Eh-
man, 25 systems are currently running 
Leak-Manager. 

'LES' Is more 

Another commercially available pro-
gram is Leakage Evaluation System 
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What Is The Best Selling 
CLI Software? 

Right. 
The LES - Leakage Evaluation System. 

There are hundreds of systems coast to coast using LES. In fact, nearly 50% of the Top 50 
MSO's have operators with LES. Times Mirror has standardized on LES. And what program 
does Cablevision Systems - Woodbury, the nation's largest system use? Right again, LES! 

Five Good Reasons Why: 

1. Quality - LES is reliable. The one and only user reported 
"bug" was almost a year ago. 

2. Ease Of Use - Even our skeptics without a computer 
background have told us LES is easy to learn and use. 

3. Support - With your LES purchase you get one year's 
unlimited free technical support and upgrades to protect your 
investment. 

4. Features - Long Systems was the first to introduce a full 
featured CLI program in 1987. As the technology leader, LES 
contains many features not available anywhere else. 

5. Price - Surprise! LES is also the price leader, and our multi 
site licensing has heads turning. 

Now, what is the other guy using for CLI software? 
Right, once more! The emerging industry standard, 
The LES - Leakage Evaluation System. Call us today 
for a free demo disk and information. Long Systems 
is moving up in the world. Please note our new 
address and phone. 

Long Systems, Inc.  

8388 Vickers Street 
Suite 201 

San Diego, CA 92111 
(619) 278-2700 

Reader Service Number 54 



SIGNAL LEAKAGE SOFTWARE 

(LES) developed by Long Systems Inc. 
According to Harry Long, president, 
"Ours was the first full-featured soft-
ware package offered to the industry. 
We're now rapidly becoming the indus-
try standard because almost 50 percent 
of the top 50 MSOs have systems using 
our software. We are a very major 
player," Long claims. 
A user-friendly menu-driven pro-

gram, LES will do all that CLI software 
should do and more. It will automati-

cally convert any input mode to µV/m. 
In addition, LES provides a "break-
even analysis" telling you specifically 
which leaks to repair to bring your 
system to a break-even point with 
compliance thresholds. LES also has a 
pop-up calculator for on-screen conver-
sions and a pop-up frequency chart. 
Security of data is provided by pass-
word protection. LES is available in 
IBM or Apple Macintosh versions. 

Also, Long Systems now provides a 

CLIDE 
Control Leakage Index 

Data Easily 
A powerful solution to your 

system's CLI Management problems. 

Easy to use • Menu driven for ease of operation 
Wide selection of printed reports • Inexpensive 

CLIDE is a software program designed and developed by a cable 
TV engineer to aid CATV technicians in controlling RF signal 
leakage in their cable TV system. 

Get the facts before you 
buy. Remember, all software 
is -not created equal!" 

For details call 
(717) 267-3939 

Sold and supported by a company 
known for their genuine customer support! 

.4etea Telecommunication 
443w Products Corporation 

Chambersburg, PA 17201 
Reader Service Number 55 

remote data terminal, the TT8, which 
allows technicians to enter the leaks 
in the field using a handheld computer 
and then download the data directly 
into the host computer when they 
return from the drive-out. This can 
eliminate the time consuming and 
error-prone step of manually entering 
the data that was collected in the field 
and recorded on forms. 

According to Long, the $800 approxi-
mate cost is made up by the savings in 
time required to manually enter the 
data. Also, the new data is available 
on a same-day basis instead of when-
ever the data entry personnel get 
around to it. Long Systems has begun 
showing the 178 Remote Data Termi-
nal at recent NCTA CLI seminars. 

Ask CLIDE 

The Telecommunication Products' 
CLI software "CLIDE" is a menu-
driven tool for managing signal leak-
age data. Its screens guide the user 
through all data gathering and entry 
processes while the program is capable 
of converting, calculating and analyz-
ing the database to produce all the 
necessary forms and reports. Its opera-
tion appears smooth and effortless. 
The CLIDE program requires an 

IBM PC/XT/AT computer (or one that 
is fully compatible) with 640K RAM, 
MS-DOS, version 2.0 or higher, a hard 
disk drive with a single floppy diskette, 
and an 80 column printer. 

Given the importance and value of 
signal leakage data, cable systems 
need to consider ways of protecting 
themselves from the loss of data be-
cause of power surges or failures. One 
method is stream-tape systems that 
provide continuous back-up files on 
magnetic tape. These systems can be 
costly, up to $10,000, but are failsafe. 

But, short of being totally failsafe, 
data should be backed-up periodically 
and regularly. Russell of Telecommuni-
cation Products advises backing-up 
data at least daily. The company, 
which also markets computer-controlled 
ad insertion products, developed a 
simple technique for creating back-up 
data files that require as little as a 
half-hour's time per day. Called Back-
Pack, the technique is not a program 
but, rather, a concept or set of instruc-
tions for quickly accomplishing the 
task. According to Russell, the com-
pany will entertain inquiries about 
Back-Pack from systems concerned 
about signal leakage data storage and 
protection. • 

—George Sell 
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IN STOCK AT 
TONER 

Plated Solid Brass 
"F" Ports 

Full 5-550 MHz Bandwidth 

Tongue in Groove 
Housing with 
Neoprene Weather 
Gasket 

Stainless Steel 
Mesh Gasket 
For a Superior 

Precision Radiation Seal 
Die Cast 
Aluminum 
Housing 
with Corrosion 
Resistant 
Coating 

Stainless Steel 
Hardware for 
Longer Life 

All Electronic 
Components 
Protected by a 
Plastic Cover 

Aerial/Pedestal Mount 

Toner XMT Series 
2,4 and 8 way Multi-Taps 
Call Now For Prices and 
Immediate Shipment 

ICIrWr 
969 Horsham Rd. • Horsham. Pa. 19044 

Call Toll-free 800-523-5947 
in Pa. 800-492-2512 
FAX: 215-675-7543 
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CLI MEASUREMENT 

Advan 
measurem 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 

D
uring 1988 many CATV systems 
were leakage tested, using ground 
survey as well as fixed wing 

aircraft flyover testing methods. Engi-
neers and field technicians, however, 
experienced difficulties when trying to 
correlate the flyover test data with the 
ground survey results because of prob-
lems associated with distorted antenna 
radiation patterns, the high cruising 
speed of the aircraft and limited verti-
cal visibility. 

Rotary wing aircraft (helicopters) 
can significantly improve CLI flyover 
test results. 

Following is a description of the 
advantages of the helicopter survey, 
such as the application of antennas 
with good front/back ratios and high 
directivity, better control of the an-
tenna's radiation pattern, leakage iden-
tification by the triangulation method 
and advantages of the perfect vertical 

By Steven I. Biro, Biro Engineering 

ces in CLI flyover 
ents: the helicopter 

visibility from the helicopter cockpit. 

Test antennas and radiation patterns 

Aircraft have large reflective sur-
faces which can significantly affect the 
radiation pattern of the test antenna, 
as explained below. Figure 1 is the 
radiation pattern of the half-wave-
length dipole taken at the test range 
under "open space" conditions. 
When the same half wavelength 

dipole is mounted approximately 0.35 
wavelength from a large reflective 
surface, the radiation pattern breaks 
up into a multi-lobe configuration (see 
Figure 2.) The amplitude and angle of 
the side lobes are a function of the 
spacing between the dipole and the 
reflective surface as well as the shape 
of the metal body. 

Figure 3 shows the CLI flyover test 
dipole mounted on the bottom of the 
fixed wing airplane, less than 0.25 
wavelength from the fuselage. The net 
result is a diffuse, 
multi-lobe pattern 
configuration simi-
lar to that of Fig-
ure 2. 

No standard 
procedure 

There is no stan-
dard procedure to 
eliminate interac-
tion between the 
test antenna and 
the aircraft fuse-

lage. However, it is obvious that a 
multi-element antenna, mast-mounted 
in front of the helicopter, (Figure 4) is 
considerably removed from the airframe. 
Consequently, the radiation pattern of 
the high directivity antenna remains 
practically intact. 
The application of a multi-element, 

high front/back ratio antenna, such as 
the log-periodic antenna of Figure 5 
can further reduce, although not com-
pletely eliminate, the mutual coupling 
between the antenna and the airframe 
behind it. The good directivity of the 
multi-element log-periodic aerial, the 
single main lobe, and the reduced side 
lobes make the antenna the perfect tool 
for pinpointing the leakage source with 
the triangulation method. 

Figure 6a displays the radiation 
pattern of the log-periodic antenna in 
open space. The helicopter mounted 
antenna's radiation pattern (Figure 6b) 
is skewed and wider, but still superb 
compared to the radiation pattern of a 

Test dipole mounted on the bottom of the airplane 

Multi-element antenna mast-mounted to helicopter 
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CLI MEASUREMENT 

Figure 5 

Figure 6 

(a) (b) 

single dipole hung 
on the bottom of 
the fixed wing air-
craft, as shown in 
Figure 2. 
While the multi-

element test an-
tenna is always 
coaxially mounted 
on the helicopter, 
the dipole on the 
bottom of the fixed 
winged airplane 
can be either cross-
mounted (Figure 
3), or coaxially at-
tached as shown 
in Figure 7. Con-
sidering the high 

cruising speed of 
the fixed wing air-
plane, pilots prefer 
a coaxial dipole in-
stallation. That 
however, further re-
duces the efficiency 
of the flyover CLI 
testing as ex-
plained below. 

Figure 8 is a re-
production of the 
dipole's radiation 

characteristics. Signals from the front, 
the direction of travel, will not be 
received since the radiation pattern 
has a deep null in that direction. The 
signal pick-up is limited to the sides. 
Unfortunately, the symmetrical radia-
tion pattern cannot provide a definite 
answer as to which side. 

Vertical visibility and cruising speed 

From the fixed-wing airplane's cock-
pit the view is limited to the side and 
front of the aircraft. Neither the pilot 

Figure 7 

nor the CATV engineer is in a position 
to observe the terrain below. To circum-
vent the problems associated with the 
missing vertical visibility, the fixed-
wing airplane CLI flyover adapted the 
LORAN controlled signal recording 
technique. Yet, this enthusiastic reli-
ance on chart recorders has been disap-
pointing. The recorder cannot differen-
tiate between desired and spurious 
signals. For the recorder, every re-

Keep your crews 
from blowing a fuse 

Introducing the Smart Breaker from GTE 
Sylvania It's a new solid-state protector that 
prevents circuit damage and sharply reduces 
service calls resulting from current surges. The 
Smart Breaker opens to protect the circuit 
during a short-term overload condition and aut 
matically resets and restores service after-
wards. Moreover, the Smart Breaker 

will remain open during long-term 
overloads, and can be simply reset 
once the fault condition is removed. 

No more blown fuses No more 
unnecessary service calls No long-term 
annoying screen flashing No kidding. 

The Smart Breaker A smart ch 
From GTE Sylvania. 

SYLVANIA 5:13 
Control Devices 
Route 35, Standish, ME 04084 
207-642-4535 

Reader Service Number 58 
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THE NATIONAL SHOW 
IUS 'RUMS 51511 Ult. mar 

Pre-paid mail orders only. 
Price includes shipping. 
Send check with request to: 
NCTA 
Science & Technology Department 
1724 Massachusetts Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
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More Efficiency. 
In response to operators' concerns over 
shyrocketing utility costs, Lectro designed and 
delivered the first Super Efficient power supplies. 
Now, a complete line of Super Efficient products 
is available for you. 

More Modularity. 
Lecto features plug-in modularity so advanced, 
so simple that maintenance is a snap! Just ask the 
man in the bucket. 

More Designs 
Lecto has the most diversified product line in 
the business, ranging from 4 amp to 18 amp. 
You'll find products to meet every application. 

More Service. 
We've been powering cable systems for decades. 
we back up our service and warranties with field 
and factory support personnel. A satisfied 
customer is our most important asset. 

CALL 1-800-551-3790. 
In Georgia, call (404) 543-1904 

IF Loot ro 
More power to you 

Let-1m Products. Inc. 
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CLI MEASUREMENT 

A dipole's radiation characteristics 

Airplane with limited visibility 

PretrI ,11•1.evIr Alp 

„dr 

Helicopter with high visibility 

ceived aeronautical transmission on 
the test frequency, every harmonic of 
high power two-way radios and CB 
transmitters, any AC interference from 
high voltage transmission lines, or 
even static is a potential leakage 

signal. This is the 
same problem expe-
rienced in the early 
days of ground type 
leakage surveys, 
when the test car-
rier was unmodu-
lated or the vol-
ume control on the 
signal level meter 
had been turned 
down. 

During the heli-
copter flyover the 
pilot and the test 
engineer enjoy per-
fect vertical visibil-
ity. Cruising at a 
modest speed of 30 
to 35 miles per 
hour, they can visu-
ally follow high-
ways and avenues, 
or locate apart-
ment complexes 
and high rise build-
ings. Last but not 
least, the engineer 
can conveniently and reliably read the 
instrument, watch for the presence of 
the 1000 Hz tone-modulated test sig-
nal, record only the real leakage occur-

Leakage detected by triangulation, or two sharp turns over the 
source. 

Does your system 
comply with FCC 
leakage regulations? 
Now is the time to 
find out. The simplest, 
most effective, least 
expensive method to 
test for signal leakage 
is CableTrac's CLASS 
ICATV Leakage Aerial 
Survey System) 
"flyover.' service. 

It's the least expensive 
because it uses state-of-
theart signal tracking 
technology developed 
by Dovetail Systems. 

THE FCC 
IS READY. 

ARE YOU? 
It's the most effective because it graphic-
ally identifies leakage "hot spots" going 
far beyond a simple passlfail report. 

It's simple because you can now test in 
a Jay what otherwise would take weeks 
— without disrupting the work schedule 
of your staff. 

((-ÉJOCD PEI@ ritiOn 

CableTrac, Inc. 
19011 36th Ave. W. Suite A 

Lynnwood, WA 98036 
(206) 774.2100 

Reader Service Number 60 

The CableTrac report is 
ready for FCC filing and 
gives you additional cred-
ibility with the regulators 
through our independent 
"third party" status. 

CLASS service is ideal for 
gaining access to the areas 
hard to reach with a 
ground crew. And CLASS 
service is available virtually 
everywhere throughout 
North America. 

Call CableTrac today for 
additional information, 
Before July 1, 1990 
slips up on you. 

rences, and eliminate the spurious beat 
observations. A receiving antenna at 
an elevation of 3,000 feet above ground 
can pick up an enormous quantity of 
aeronautical transmissions, which, if 
unchecked, can skew the test results. 

Finding leakage by triangulation 

After confirming the existence of the 
leakage during the CLI flyover, wouldn't 
it be nice to identify and pinpoint the 
source of leakage? The high cruising 
speed and limited turn-around capabil-
ity of the fixed-wing airplane, com-
pounded with the diffuse radiation 
pattern of the half-wavelength dipole 
make the identification impossible. 
The helicopter approach, on the other 

hand, is eminently qualified for that 
assignment. The helicopter can turn 
quickly in a small circle, and drop to a 
much lower altitude in seconds. The 
highly directive, mass mounted an-
tenna is ideal for leakage source direc-
tion finding purposes. 

Figure 11 shows the triangulation 
directions during the flyover. Readings 
taken from the widely separated areas 
and directions may be considered time 
consuming, but the results are defi-
nitely beneficial. 

In another case, the same triangula-
tion technique was used, except that 
the helicopter was flying at 500 feet 
above ground due to relatively weak 
signal leakage. • 

A service of Dovetail Systems and Alpha Technologies 
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RF LEAKAGE TESTING 

RF lea 
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kage testing u 
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I
n an era of new system upgrades and 
re-franchising just around the cor-
ner, system engineers should be 

aware of the new FCC provisions of 
Sec. 76.611 which becomes effective 
July 1, 1990. In part, the   
provision will require that 
no system is to operate in the 
frequencies of 108 MHz to 137 
MHz and 225 MHz to 400 
MHz unless such system is in 
compliance with signal leak-
age performance criteria estab-
lished by Cumulative Leak-
age Index (CLI). The criterion 
is based on two types of tests, 
in which either one test satis-
fies the other. 

Measurement methods 

The first is ground meas-
urements, which we are more 
familiar with, and the second 
is a 1,500-foot flyover above 
average terrain. For an aver-
age sized system, flyovers can 
be done within a few hours. 
Its downsides are the inabil-
ity to accurately locate the 
origin of a leak, lack of imme-
diate repair, and the cost of 
specialized equipment includ-
ing a plane, a pilot and a 
daring CATV engineer. In 
addition, maintaining average 
flyover altitudes over sharp 
changes in terrain levels, sky-
scraper MDUs, and restricted 
flight areas can abate the CLI 
accuracy. 

Furthermore, ground sur-
veillance will still be required 
in the problem areas to cor-
rect RF leaks. Ground sur-
veillance, on the other hand, 
can pinpoint egress and be 
rectified with immediate re-
medial action. However, 
ground surveillance is not 
without its downsides either— 
it takes much more time to 
cover 75 percent of the sys-
tem, which could take days, 

By John Gutierrez, ComNet 
Engineering Co. 

weeks, or even months. In general, the 
flyover might be seen as an instantane-
ous measure of CLI at any given period. 
If flyovers can be coordinated with the 
regular ground leakage surveillance 

RF test chamber 

sing a 
ber 

team, CLI measurements can be as 
routine as a sweep maintenance pro-
gram. 
RF leakage is an inherent character-

istic of any CATV system, and this 
includes Local Area Networks 
(LANs). Broadband LANs are 
not specifically named in the 
provisions of Sec. 76.605(a)(12) 
probably because RF LANs 
weren't around at the time of 
the writing of the regulation. 
The first of the interactive 
broadband LANs were de-
signed as mid-splits, which 
are not active within the FAA 
communication frequencies of 
108 MHz to 137 MHz region, 
the prime intent of the FCC 
Part 76 for CATV mid-band 
use. 

Nevertheless, RF LAN own-
ers have complied with the 
provision by de facto adop-
tion. Taday's modern RF LAN 
systems are designed as a 
dual cable or high-split archi-
tecture and have use of the 
active FAA frequency designa-
tions. By design, it would also 
appear that LANs may also 
be embraced by the Sec. 76 
provision including any other 
type of RF cable communica-
tions system using the same 
aforesaid frequencies. While 
issues and consequences of 
CLI are better left to another 
treatise, our focus will be how 
to test broadband components 
for RF leakage as an initial 
step to assure CLI compli-
ance. 

The SEED chamber 

During the 1970s there was 
a lot of hoopla about building 
sophisticated broadband 
CATV networks having 
"megachannels," pay-per-
view, remote meter reading, 
institutional networks (I-
Nets), etc. While MSOs mar-
keted and vied for large fran-
chises, engineers were com-
ing to grips with the technical 
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problem of return path signal corrup-
tion due to RF ingress, let alone return 
amplifier noise and distortion accumu-
lations. In this instance, a major MSO, 
UA-Columbia (at the time), realized 
that CATV components would have to 
be evaluated for their shielding effec-
tiveness prior to a purchase decision. 
By selecting RF components with 

high shielding characteristics, system 
RF ingress and leakage could be mini-
mized by design. Many hardware ven-
dors often claimed high shield-
ing effectiveness, but the RF 
chamber quickly weeded out 
unacceptable components. 
CATV hardware components 
tested were drop cables, con-
nectors, traps, miniature split-
tors, taps, line passives and 
limited headend equipment. 
RF testing was done by 

using a custom built RF test 
chamber patterned after the 
Belden SEED" (Shielding Ef-
fectiveness Evaluation De-
vice). The Belden SEED was 
specifically designed to test 
the shielding effectiveness of 
braided coaxial cables. Al-
though the Belden SEED is a 
50-ohm device, 75-ohm CATV 
drop cable could be tested 
using special adaptors. The 
major downside of the Belden 
SEED was that it was physi-
cally impossible to test DCs, 
taps, connectors, pay traps, and other 
large physical signal passing compo-
nents. What was needed was an RF 
test chamber to test RF components in 
it SEED-like chamber. 

It was the late George Fishman, 
when at UA-Columbia, who engineered 
and built a version of the Belden SEED, 
transforming its appearance from a 
small ominous missile into an over-
sized "garbage can" often jeered at as 
a Smoky Mountain distillery. Having 
an opportunity to work with George 
and seeing his unusual RF test cham-
ber really work, you may wish to build 
this device to test CATV components 
for shielding effectiveness. 

Constructing the chamber 

The test chamber construction and 
dimensions are shown in Figure 1. The 
chamber stands 46 inches high and 28 
inches in diameter. In reality, the 
chamber is nothing more than an 
oversized 75-ohm air dielectric coaxial 
cable. The outer chamber wall is con-
structed of 26 gauge sheet metal. The 
rolled ends and bottom are sealed by 

solder. The removeable top lid is de-
signed to fit snugly enough to elimi-
nate outside RF fields from being 
picked up by the center conductor. 
The entry connector on the remov-

able lid should be an 'F' female to 
.500-inch aluminum cable of about 20 
inches in length. The other end of the 
aluminum cable will be the device 
under test (DUT). You will also need 
assorted .500-inch connector adaptors. 
The center conductor of the test cham-

ber is made from an eight-inch diame-
ter duct sheet 40 inches in length and 
is held suspended by two 3/4-inch ply-
wood disks. The center conductor should 
be suspended three inches away from 
either end of the chamber. The center 

It was the late 

George Fishman 

who engineered and 

built a version 

of the 

Belden SEED. 

conductor collects RF radiation from 
the DUT and is attached to an F-81 
barrel mounted in the outer shell. 

This is the RF output of the test 
chamber. Chamber termination is pro-
vided by a lead attached to the bottom 
of the center conductor into an F-81 
barrel which is also mounted to the 
outer shell and terminated by a 75-ohm 
terminator. Both leads to the center 
conductor are soldered. 

Set-up and testing 

When properly constructed, 
the chamber should isolate 
outside RF fields by better 
than 120 dB. The chamber 
provides highly repeatable 
analysis of shielding effec-
tiveness within -± 3 dB over a 
1 MHz to 600 MHz range. 
Physical location of the cham-
ber is not critical. lbsting is 
pretty straightforward and no 
calculations are required other 
than adding the gain of the 
post amplifier to the meas-
ured levels. 

Figure 2 shows the test 
set-up. The test equipment 
required will be a spectrum 
analyzer with either CRT 
beam storage or with a peak 
hold write function. An RF 
tracking generator with an 
RF output level of 0 dBm 

( + 48.75 dBmV). Non-storage spectrum 
analyzers are not recommended be-
cause of the slower than usual horizon-
tal time base speed used. Most tracking 
generators have a 50-ohm output im-
pedance and will require a 50 ohm-to-
75 ohm converter. 
The RF tracking generator produces 

an exact corresponding output fre-
quency as the spectrum analyzer sweeps 
across its bandwidth. An alternative 
to a tracking generator is to use a 
leveled CW/sweep generator, such as a 
Wavetek 1801C or equivalent. Since 
most CATV systems use the 1801 in 
the bench repair facility, the following 
test description will apply to the 1801. 
A well shielded and low noise 40 dB 

gain amplifier (noise figure less than 
6) is used as chamber post amplifier. A 
recommended post amplifier is a Wide 
Band Engineering A52/40 or equiva-
lent. The purpose of the post amplifier 
is to increase the input sensitivity of 
the spectrum analyzer while minimiz-
ing the effects of internal noise contrib-
uted by the spectrum analyzer which 
can mask the leakage measurements. 
Depending on your spectrum analyzer 
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RF LEAKAGE TESTING 

options, an X-Y recorder can plot the 
test results. Some spectrum analyzers 
may have a printer port for recording 
the output. You can use a Polaroid type 
camera to record your tests. 

Use quality materials 

It is very important that the RG-6 
test cables be of high grade and prop-
erly attached F-connectors be used. In 
personal experiences quad-shield cable 
was not always the best. It is recom-
mended that Belden 9058 be used. 

Before testing any components, you 
must first verify the RF integrity of 
your chamber construction. Ibrminate 
the RF signal input of the chamber. Set 
the spectrum analyzer reference to 
+ 60 dBmV at the top graticle. With 
the 40 dB gain amplifier connected 
between the chamber and the spectrum 
analyzer, the spectrum analyzer new 
reference level will now be + 20 dB. 
That is, + 20 dBmV at the post ampli-
fier input would yield the 60 dBmV 
reference at the amplifier output. (If 
you use a spectrum analyzer with 
dBm's, setting it initially for a 0 dBm 
reference would now change to a -40 
dBm reference.) 

Set the spectrum analyzer start-stop 
frequencies from 1 MHz to 500 MHz (50 
MHz/Div), i-f bandwidth of 10 kHz, 
video filter on, and sweep set to about 
1 Div/5 or 10 seconds. 
Assuming that you are set at 10 

dB/Div and have 10 vertical divisions 
on your graticle, the bottom line would 
represent -70 dB below the reference 
level. Reducing the spectrum analyzer 
input attenuator by five notches (typi-
cally 10 dB/step) results in the bottom 
line on the graticle to now represent a 
-120 dB below the reference level. A 
well constructed chamber should offer 
greater than 115 dB of isolation. 

If you experience difficulty achiev-
ing this expected isolation, focus your 
attention on the lid not making a good 
seal. The main cable entry or the F-81 
barrels can also cause the problem. All 
nearby FM and TV stations should be 
unmeasurable when the RF chamber 
is well sealed. Use aluminum foil duct 
tape to seal around the chamber entry 
locations. 

Verify system tightness 

The next step is to verify that the 
.500-inch cable connections do not leak. 
Ibrminate the DUT end of the .500-
inch cable and close the chamber. 
Connect the RF generator directly to 
the spectrum analyzer input. Set spec-

trum analyzer reference for + 60 dBmV 
at the top graticle line, then set the 
output level of the generator at + 60 
dBmV. Some fine tuning of the genera-
tor's attenuator may be required to set 
the level at the top line. Set the 1801 
for line sweep and adjust the sweep 
width to fill the desired bandwidth 
edges. Remove the generator output 
lead from the spectrum analyzer and 
connect the lead to the chamber signal 
input. Connect the spectrum analyzer 
to the chamber's post amplifier, and 

ing effectiveness of greater than 90 dB 
should be considered acceptable. Any 
component with less than 60 dB of RF 
isolation should be absolutely ruled 
out. It was interesting to observe the 
test results of distribution taps that do 
not use the RF mesh gasket and house 
splitters that don't use conductive epoxy. 

Why test for shielding effectiveness? 

By using the test chamber, you will 
be in a better position to choose your 

RF Test Chamber Set-Up 

Wavetek 1801C 
CW/Sweep Generator 

+60 dBmV Reference Signal 
5-500 MHz 

99 

KiSpectrum Analyzer (Storage) 

+40 dB Gain Post Amplifier 

75 Ohm Terminator 

Figure 2 

• 

reduce the input attenuator of the 
spectrum analyzer by 50 dB. Be sure 
to use the scope's storage mode. If all 
is well, you should see the same 
response seen in the pre-test above. If 
not, check your connectors— they must 
be wrench tight! 

'lb test components in the chamber, 
let's assume you will test a two-way 
house type splitter. Attach the splitter 
to the .500-inch cable using appropri-
ate fitting adaptor(s). Make sure the 
output legs are properly terminated 
and wrenched down snugly. 

Using the same equipment settings 
described in the paragraphs above, you 
should see the effects of component 
radiation. As a general rule, any new 
component having a measured shield-

RF components wisely and to obviate 
future RF leakage problems. In addi-
tion, you will be able to offer your 
vendor welcomed technical improve-
ments. If you are planning to upgrade 
your present system, you can use the 
RF chamber to test presently used 
components for possible continued use. 
You'll get a first hand observation of 
the importance of good cable installa-
tion practices for a signal tight system. 
Feeder distribution and subscriber drops 
account for about 80 percent of total 
radiation discrepancies found. With 
the new FCC provisions regarding CLI 
just around the corner, it seems to 
make good sense to begin a QC evalu-
ation program as an integral part of 
your CLI reporting. • 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

HELP WANTED 

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS 

50,000 subscriber cable system located in 
the suburbs of Philadelphia is searching 
for self-motivated individuals to assume 
responsibility for system maintenance. Large 
MS0 offers competitive wages and com-
prehensive benefits. If you are looking for 
a company that will offer you a challenge 
and opportunity for advancement, send a 
resume to: 

CED 010189 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

TECHNICIANS 

Sweep Technicians, Line Technicians & 
Service Technicians needed in affluent 
area of Birmingham, AL. Only experienced 
Techs need apply. Must have ability to 
resolve outages, line problems and service 
calls. Interested parties submit resumes to: 

Mountain Brook Cable 
1 Office Park Circle 

Birmingham, AL 35243 

Or call 205-879-5089 and ask for Rick 
Hurst. 

EOE 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
MANAGER 

Management responsibility for Headend, 
AML, Inventory, Design and Construction. 
Major 1,800-mile cable system. Formal 
training or equivalent cable experience 
necessary. FCC license helpful. 

CED 020189 

EOE 

TECHNICIAL SUPERVISOR 

50,000 subscriber cable system located in 
the suburbs of Philadelphia is searching 
for self-motivated individuals to assume 
responsibility for system maintenance. Large 
MS0 offers competitive wages and com-
prehensive benefits. If you are looking for 
a company that will offer you a challenge 
and opportunity for advancement, send a 
resume to: 

CED 010189:1 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

Leader in the placement of Cable Television Professionals 
Call toll free 1-800/433-2160; In Texas call collect 817/599-7623. 

TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT 

1. VP ENG, TX, $60K 
2. DIR ENG, E, $55K 
3. DIR ENG, MW, $40K 
4. DIR ENG, TX, $40K 
5. TCH MGR, SW, $34K 
6. TCH MGR, SW, $32K 
7. FLD ENG, MW, $30K 
8. PL MGR, NE, $30K 
9. TCH MGR, E, $30K 

10. INST MGR, E, $30K 

CH TCH, SE, $30K 
CH TCH, SE, $28K 
CH TCH, NE, $31K 
MGR TCH, E, $25K 
TCH MGR, W, $32K 
CH TCH, E, $30K 
TCH MGR, W, $38K 
CH TCH, W, $35K 
HDEND MICRO, SE, $24K 
CONST MGR,NE, $30K 

TECHNICIANS 

LN TCH, E, $25K 
LN TCH, E, $13/hr 
LN TCH, E, $12/hr 
LD TCH, E, $23K 
LN TCH, MW, $10/hr 
LN TCH, NE, $12/hr 
HDEND TCH, W, $30K 
LN TCH, W, $12/hr 
LN TCH, SE, $10/hr 
SW TCH, S, $23K 

JIM YOUNG ASSOCIATES 
One Young Plaza 1235 Ranger Highway Weatherford, TX 76087 

Call for information about these and many other opportunities nationwide. 

SENIOR TV CABLE CONVERTER 
DESIGN ENGINEER 

Spectradyne Inc., a high technology growth oriented company located in Richardson, has 
an opening for a Senior Design Engineer with experience in MATV/CATV system and 
equipment design. 

Position involves product development and design for TV converter units and headend 
equipment. Requirements include a BSEE or equivalent and five or more years experience 
in TV cable converter box design. MATV/CATV field and equipment design experiences a 
plus. Must have good communication skills. Salary commensurate wth qualifications and 
experience. 

Spectradyne offers an excellent benefit package. Send resume and salary history to: 

SPECTRADYNE INC. 
Human Resources 
1501 N. Plano Road 

Richardson, TX 75083 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

BaketScott a co. ExEctruvE SEARCH 
1259 Rouie 445 Parsappany. NJ 07054 201 2611155 

Specialiats in the COMMUNICATIONS 
INDUSTRY 

CABLE TV,'BROADCAST TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
DIVISION DIVISION 

POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT ALL LEVELS OF 
MANAGEMENT. COAST TO COAST 

Cal or monte tr, CONFIDENCE 
FU PAID 

'IVE DON'T TALK CABLE. WE KNOW CABLE" 

PRINCIPALS DAVID ALLEN & JUDY BOUER 

EQUIP. FOR SALE/RENT  

EMERGENCY ALERT 
SYSTEMS 

by 
Idea/onics 

69 channels 14 day delivery 
compatible with all headends 

under $3,000 
(701) 786-3904 

24 channel units also available. 

HOW TO RESPOND TO A BLIND BOX: 

CED (Blind Box No.) c/o CED, 600 So. Cherry Street, Suite 400, Denver, CO 80222. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE/RENT 

Bucket Trucks—Used 
TeIsta, Versa-Lift, Digger Derricks-10 in 
Stock. 30 other Utility Construction Trucks. 

"1* Buy and Sell" 
Opdyke, Inc. (Philadelphia Area) 
3123 Bethlehem Pike (215) 721-4444 
Hatfield, Pa. 19440 

AERIAL BUCKET TRUCKS 

Large selection geared for CATV 
STANDARD TRUCK 8. 
EQUIPMENT CO. 
1155 Hill St. S.E. 
Atlanta, GA 30315 

Phone: 1-800-241-9357 BUCKET TRUCKS 

WANTED: 
SURPLUS CABLE EQUIPMENT 

Jerrold, Oak, Hamlin & Scientific 
Atlanta equipment. 
Highest Prices Paid 

Cable Equipment Brokerage Co. 

(818) 709-3724 

BUSINESS DIRECTORY 

VIDEO SUPPLIES 
CABLES • CONNECTORS • CANARE • BELDEN • SwITCHCRAFT • DA s. TIES • 
BATTERIES. NEuTFKK • 601NTERFACE BOXES • TAPE • SOO OWE TAPE LABE S •GAFFERS 

TAPE • CASES • PATCH BAYS • LIGHTS • ACOUSTIC FOAM 
. FORMS • MICROPHONES • SONEx • STANDS • MOUNTS 
• WIND SCREENS • ZEPPELINS • FIBRE OPTICS • RACKS 
• DUCT .REELS .TESTERS •FILTERS•CHEMFCALS• TOOLS 
• ON AIR LIGHTS • DEGAUSSERS • INTERFACE DEUCES 
•HEADPHONES•CLIPS•SWITCHES•CAMb S vHS CABLE 

MARKERTEK VIDEO SUPPLY 
145 Ulsier Ave Saugertes NY 12477 U SA 

TOLL 
FREE l -800-522-2025 

In NY: 914-246-3036 

WANTED: 
ADVANTEK CATV Sweep Systems 

Models CR CT2000 or CR'CT4000 

We buy and sell refurbished AVANTEK Sweep 
Systems. 

Repair, align and calibrate AVANTEK Test 
Equipment. Upgrading from CR/CT2000 to CFI' 
CT4000 (440 MHz) 

DYNASTIE ELECTRONICS INC. 
8596 Boul, Pie IX, Montreal, P.O. H1Z 4G2 

Call Ralph: (514) 725-8549 
FAX: (514) 725-5637 

White Sandi 
Jumper Cables 

Custom connectors and cables for all aspects of CATV 

Gilbert AHS All types of cable from 
Magnavox Belden 

Pyramid F59-81 Times 
LRC and others Comm Scope 
Quick delivery on all colors with lengths from 6" to 15 

Write or call: (602) 581-0331 
335 West Melinda Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85027 

IMM 

CABLE SYSTEM 
SURVEY CO. 
MAPPING • DESIGN • AS-BUILTS 
COMPLETE DRAFTING SERVICES 

UPGRADE YOUR MAPS BEFORE YOU 
TRY TO UPGRADE YOUR SYSTEM 

17 Peddler's Row 518 North Main Street 
Newark, DE 19702 Tekonsha, MI 49092 
(302) 368-2436 (517) 767-4185 

Why settle for ONLY 
Processing? 

SI MYROCK AVE WATERFORD. CT 062135 

203-443-7675 

TRY US!! 

Serving the Cable TV industry 
with over 5,000 line products 

"NATIONWIDE" 
(419) 394-7890 

NT'L 800-826-4710 

cg. _C. cS.pEÂnuart 5SjilociaiEs, lino. 
dba/SAI Engineering 

1301 McKinley Rd., RO. Box 2288, St. Marys, OH 45885 

(... 
CONTRACT ,.......__ 

CABLE TV 
IN S TA L LE RS 

CONTRACT INSTALLERS, INC. 

UHF Radio Equipped Trucks • Uniformed Installers 

HOUSE INSTALLATIONS 
Aerial Underground Pre wire 
APARTMENT INSTALLATIONS 

Post wire Pre-wire Commercial Building 
Tap Audits 

Install or Remove Traps and/or Conveners 
Drop change over tor System Rebuilds 

LENNY FISCHER P.O. Box 1584 
(414)582-7087 Appleton. Wisconsin 54913-1564 

NaCom  
BUILDING COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS THROUGHOUT AMERICA 

• Installations (including fiber optics) 
• Converter exchanges, PPV, audits, special projects 
• MDU, SMATV, & LAN Pre/postwiring 
• Strand mapping, engineering, signal leakage 
• Design (AutoCAD) 
• Aerial/underground construction 

1900 E. Dublin-Granville Rd., Columbus, Ohio 43229 
614/895-1313 • 800/848-3998 • FAX 614/895-8942  
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WHAT'S AHEAD 

SCTE 
p. 

 • 

February 15 The Florida 
Chapter, South Florida Group 
will present a technical 
seminar on "System Design 
and Powering." The chapter 
will also review BCT/E 
Category II. Call Dick Kim, 
(813) 924-8541, for details 
and location. 
February 15 The 

Delaware Valley Chapter will 
meet at the Williamson 
Restaurant, Route 611 and 
Blair Mill Road in Horsham, 
Pa. The meeting discussion 
will focus on "Developing 
in-house training programs." 
Call Diana Riley, (717) 764-
1436 for info. 
February 22 The Great 

Lakes Chapter will host a 
technical seminar. Call 
Daniel Leith, (313) 549-
8288, for info on place and 
subject matter. 

February 22-24 Texas 
Cable Show, San Antonio, 
Texas. The SCTE will sponsor 
technical sessions and 
administer BCT/E 
examinations. Call the Texas 
Cable Television Association, 
(512) 474-2082, for info. 
February 25 The Rocky 

Mountain Chapter will host 
a technical seminar at the 
ATC National Training 
Center, 2180 S. Hudson St., 
Denver, Colo. The topic will 
be "Installation 
'froubleshooting" and will 
include both lecture and 
hands-on demonstration. Call 
Rikki Lee, Media Director, 
(303) 792-0023. 
February 28 Satellite Tele-

Seminar Program will be a 
review course for BCT/E 
Certification Category VI 
(terminal devices) featuring 

William Cohn and Mike Long 
of Zenith Electronics Corp. 
The program will air from 
noon to 1 p.m. Eastern time 
on Satcom F3R transponder 7. 
March 12-14 Razorback 

Chapter will sponsor a 
technical seminar at the 
L'ARK Show, Convention 
Center, Hot Springs, Ark. 
Ibpics include: "Sweep 
Systems" with Terry Bush 
of Wavetek, "Terminal 
Devices" with Jim Farmer 
of Scientific-Atlanta, "Signal 
Leakage and CLI" with Ibm 
Polis of Communications 
Construction, and "Satellite 
Signals" with Paul Beeman 
of Viacom Networks. BCT/E 
examinations will be 
administered in all 
categories. Call Jim 
Dickerson, (501) 777-4684, 
for info. 

ELECTRONICS I-NA 

February 21-23 C-COR 
Electronics' "state of the 
art" seminars are three-day 
events designed to instruct 
relatively new technicians 
in basic theory, installation 
and maintenance of cable 
TV systems. Attendance is 
limited to a maximum of 
three persons from one 
system. The fee is $195. 
February 21-23 C-COR 

Electronics Technical 
Seminar will be held in 
Charlottesville, Va. Call 
Teresa Harshbarger, (800) 
233-2267 Ext. 326, for details 
or to register. 
March 21-23 C-COR 

Electronics Technical 
Seminar will be held in 
Orlando, Fla. Call Teresa 
Harshbarger, (800) 233-2267 
Ext. 326, for details. 

TRADE SHOWS February 13-14 The 
Georgia Cable Television 
Association will hold its an-
nual convention at the Omni 
International Hotel, Atlanta, 
Ga. Call the GCTA, (404) 
252-4371, for info. 
February 22-24 The 

Texas Cable TV Association 
will hold its 29th annual 
convention and trade show 
in San Antonio, Texas. Call 
(512) 474-2082 for details. 

CED 
Please send your schedule 

of events to: 

CED Event, 600 S. Cherry 
Street, Suite 400, Denver, 
CO 80222, (303) 393-7449. 

mu 
February 27-March 1 

Arizona State University will 
hold a seminar in Tempe, 
Ariz., on Fiber Optic 
Communications. The 
seminar is designed for 
technical personnel who 
require an understanding of 
optical waveguide 
communications. 
Demonstrations and lab 
sessions are included to allow 
for hands-on experience. The 
course fee is $795. Call the 
Center for Professional 
Development, (602) 965-
1740, for info on program 
content or enrollment 
procedure. 

net 
February 14-15 The 

NCTA CLI seminar will be 
held at the Atlanta Airport 
Hilton. The seminar focuses 
on signal leakage and 
compliance with the FCC's 
cumulative leakage index 
(CLI) regulations. Call the 
NCTA Science and 
Technology Department, 
(202) 775-3637, for pre-
registration. 

Corn \e± 
March 8-9 ComNet 

Engineering is sponsoring a 
seminar at the Marriott 
Airport Hotel, Austin, Texas, 
which focuses on the technical 
aspects of broadband theory 
pursuant to 802.7, MAP/ 
TOP, and NCTA standards. 
The seminar is intended for 
technicians and engineers 
involved with the design, 
analysis, or maintenance of 
broadband systems. The fee 
is $795. Call John Gutierrez, 
(512) 892-2085, to register 
or for additional info. 
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IN THE NEWS 

C-COR demonstrates its 
fiber-to-coax amplifier 
C-COR Electronics has announced 

a conceptual model of a fiber-to-coax 
amplifier. C-COR's objective for exhib-
iting the product at the Western Show 
in December was to determine industry 
requirements in a fiber-to-coax ampli-
fier and to evaluate the response to its 
product. The optical bridger station, 
which will probably be an AM modu-
lated product, will convert light to RF. 
Current plans are to integrate status 
monitoring into the product along with 
a low frequency return path to elimi-
nate the need for a reverse amp. C-COR 
has not quoted a delivery date. 

Keeping future needs in mind, C-
COR is also looking at the possibility 
of incorporating a transmitter and 
receiver into the product to allow for 
light-to-light as well as light-to-RF 
capabilities. This would enable the 
amplifier to have a truly redundant 
optical path with intelligent switching. 
Development work is continuing on 
both FM and AM modulation. For more 
details call (814) 238-2461. 

In other fiber-related news, Norland 
Products Inc. has introduced the 
Norland Fiber Acceptance lbst Kit for 
testing optical fibers. The test kit uses 

Norland Products fiber test kit 

a one-meter pigtail connector and 
Norland UVC optical splices to attach 
bare fibers to test equipment. This 
enables a fiber acceptance reading to 
be made within seconds with any 
OTDR or test meter. 

Applications such as cable accep-
tance testing and fiber continuity test-

shown by Philips Laboratories. Dem-
onstrated in New York to the technical 
press, the Philips HDTV system, known 
as HDS-NA (High Definition System 
for North America), is compatible with 

PLD-1300R RWG (ridge wavelength) laser diode module from PCO 

ing can be done using Norland's test 
kit. For more details call (201) 545-
7828. 
PCO Inc., a subsidiary of Corning 

Glass Works, announced a ridge 
waveguide (RWG), single-mode laser 
module, the PLD-1300R. The module 
features RWG construction and con-
sists of a InGaAsP laser diode and a 
rear facet InGaAs PIN diode to monitor 
the laser's output. The laser diode is 
coupled to a single-mode fiber by 
means of a special PCO-designed len-

Qintar AVM-7060 agile modulator 

sing system. Nominal output power 
into single-mode fiber is 300 microwatts. 
This coupling system maintains stable 
operation over a temperature range of 
0 to 60 degrees centigrade without need 
for thermo-electric cooling. Delivery of 
volume quantity is scheduled for the 
first quarter of 1989. Call (818) 700-
1233 for more info. 

Philips demos HDTV 

The first demonstration of high defi-
nition television (HDTV) hardware for 
U.S. satellite transmission has been 

existing television in the U.S. The 
system is characterized by wide screen 
capability (16:9 ratio), delivery of 1,050 
lines of television information per frame 
time, transmission of video signals' 
without introduction of motion arti-
facts and compact disc digital audio 
sound. 
The Philips HDS-NA system is de-

signed to accommodate all modes of 
television transmission including broad-
cast, cable and satellite. It uses no 
frame store for signal processing, re-

quires only a single conventional FSS 
or DBS transponder, and uses simpli-
fied hardware. Philips will begin field 
testing the HDTV satellite feeder sig-
nal in 1989 as part of a joint effort with 
Hughes Communications, a subsidiary 
of Hughes Aricraft Company. For de-
tails call (615) 521-4499. 

Closer to home 

On more familiar thoughts, Qintar 
Inc. has introduced the model AVM-
7060 frequency agile audio/video modu-
lator with adjacent channel compatibil-
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IN THE NEWS 

R.L. Drake Co.'s 40-degree LNB 

ity. Fully agile, the AVM-7060 offers 
output channel selection of VHF 2 
through 13, midband A through I, 
superband J through W, A-1 through 
A-6, and hyperband AA through WW 
Also offered is a front panel FCC offset 
switch for FCC required 12.5 kHz or 
25 kHz offsets and a rear panel switch 
for standard, HRC and IRC offsets. The 
AVM-7060 delivers a full + 60 dBmV 
output. For additional information call 
(800) 252-7889 or (805) 523-1400. 
The R.L. Drake Company offers a 

new 40-degree low noise block con-
verter (LNB) which uses high electron 

viewing in the field of the cable trace, 
and the propagation velocity factor is 
shown on a liquid crystal display. A 
range switch allows selection from 200 
to 10,000 feet of cable length, with 
pulse width automatically optimized 
with each range. The Model 1456 
operates on AC power with an optional 
DC power supply. For more info call 
(503) 256-3417. 
Viewsonics has introduced the Drop 

Expander Amplifier as a way to solve 
long drop, new drop or increased TV set 
loading without breaking into house 
outlets. The power adapter uses the 
30V or 60V power available at one of 
the unused two line ports at the tap and 
the signal from the "F" tap port. Eight 
models are available with 10 dB and 
20 dB gains and some with self-
contained four-way splitters. Prices 
start at $29.50 each. Call (800) 645-
7600 for details. 

Allied has added to its range of light 
duty hammers with the Model 715 and 
725 Hy-Rams. The hammers mount on 
skid steers, mini-excavators and rub-

-Mstre—e—, 

MOrIF t 149, 
RADAR ENGINEERS 

1.4 IN , . .0 OM 40.1 

I 
r) 

-r. 

Radar Engineers' Model 1456 

mobility transitor (HEMT) technology 
to capture weak signals. The C-band 
LNB receives incoming satellite sig-
nals with frequencies of 3.7 GHz to 4.2 
GHz and converts them to the interme-
diate frequency range of 950 MHz to 
1450 MHz that's accepted by the block 
satellite TV receiver. With the new 
unit, priced at $229, Drake now offers 
a complete line of LNBs, including 60-, 
50-, and 40-degree models. Call (212) 
686-2666 for more details. 

Designed to locate faults in buried 
primary cable, Radar Engineers has 
introduced the Model 1456 Radar Fault 
Locator. A 31/4 X 4-inch CRT permits 

ber tire backhoes for various breaking 
applications. Both hammers feature 
Allied's hydraulic design and a nitro-
gen gas charge, allowing the hammers 
to operate using a minimum of oil fed 
by the carrier pump. The model 715 is 
rated in the 550 ft. lbs. impact energy 
class, while the 725 Hy-Ram is rated 
at 750 ft. lbs. For more info call (216) 
248-2600. 

For convenient message-taking, In-
terface Technology Inc. has intro-
duced NotePad to its interactive voice 
response system, Cable-IT. Subscribers 
and technicians dictate messages to 
NotePad when all available customer 

service representatives (CSRs) are busy 
or the office is closed. Using a recording 
method, Cable-IT digitizes and stores 
messages for later transcription and 
action. NotePad provides 24-hour serv-
ice to all callers. For details call (314) 
434-0046. 

Allied's Hy-Ram® Model 715 

Testing, testing 

Not to be forgotten, many of the test 
equipment manufacturers are intro-
ducing new and improved methods to 
check system reliability. Tektronix 
Inc. has announced the 2402 IbkMate, 
a software and hardware product that 
offers waveform processing, storage, 
and communication capabilities. When 
linked with any Ibktronix 2400 Series 
digital oscilloscopes, the 2402 lets users 
perform waveform analyses and store 
over 500 waveforms, logging date and 
time information with the waveform 
data. The 2402 IbkMate is compatible 
with all 2400 Series digital oscillo-
scopes, including the 300 MHz, 500 
MS/s 2440. Users can make immediate 
waveform comparisons, establish pass/ 
fail waveshape tests or view derived 
functions, such as FFT, on the scope 
screen. For details call (800) 426-2200. 
A new spectrum analyzer with built-

in digital-radio test functions has been 
developed by Hewlett Packard. The 
HP 8592A Option H52 covers 50 kHz 
to 22 GHz frequency ranges, with the 
option to extend the frequency to 25 
GHz. The analyzer has four built-in 
agency masks (limit lines for measure-
ment results) available in 4 GHz and 
6 GHz for the U.S. and 13 GHz for the 
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In THE NEWS 

Tektronix Model 2402 Tek Mate 

United Kingdom and West Germany. 
HP 8592A Option H52 also is capable 
of storing up to 12 additional custom, 
user-created masks. 
The digital-radio analyzer offers a 

transient-analysis monitor mode that 
records any significant (>35 kHz) 
frequency shifts in the transmitted 
digital-radio signal; a frequency-
response measurement that allows a 
signal to be established as a reference 
on the display; the ability to create 
custom masks at one frequency for use 

H-P's mass-memory module 

measurement 
printer. 

Also available 
from Hewlett 
Packard is an ac-
cessory module 
that adds 128 kby-
tes of internal mem-
ory to the HP 
8561A and HP 
8562A/B portable 
spectrum analyz-

in another; and the capability to send 
results directly to a 

and execution of downloadable programs. 
'lb help use test and measurement 

equipment in remote locations, Hewl-
ett Packard has designed a portable, 
self-contained, AC power supply. The 
HP85901A power source operates us-
ing an internal battery, an external 
battery or a 12-V DC supply. It pro-
duces AC power at either 115-V or 
230-V output, and provides up to 
200-W continuous and 230-W maxi-
mum power. Operating time typically 
exceeds one hour at 100-W continuous 
load. Call (800) 752-0900 for more info. 

Offered by Performance Cable TV 
Products is the Model 1200 Perform-
ance Universal 12V Battery lbster. 
The battery tester determines the con-
dition of deep cycle, high capacity 
storage batteries used in standby, un-
interruptable and back-up power sup-
plies. The hand-held tester shows the 
condition of a battery while it is 
subjected to an 80 ampere load for 10 
seconds. The LED readout reveals the 
battery's internal impedance, deter-
mining its ability to hold a charge. 

Regular testing of batteries is facili-
tated by two added features: pin jacks 
to accommodate an auxilliary voltme-
ter and an automatic timer which 
provides a reference for the tests For 

H-P's portable power source 

ers. The HP 
85620A mass-mem-
ory module pro-
vides capabilities 
such as unattended 
operation and auto-
mated measure-
ments without a 
computer. The mod-
ule plugs into the 
rear panel of the 
analyzer and al-
lows for storage 

details call (404) 443-2788. 
B&K-Precision, a division of Maxtec 

International Corp., has introduced an 
oscilloscope in the 60 MHz category. 
The portable Model 2160 offers 1 mV 
per division vertical sensitivity, V-
mode for viewing two signals unrelated 
in frequency, dual time base and a 
unique curve-trace style component 
tester for out-of-circuit tests on a vari-
ety of components. The user can select 
from 22 calibrated sweep time ranges 
on the main time base and 19 cali-
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IN THE NEWS 

1988 which was the final goal Mr. 
Anixter wished to see accomplished 
before retiring, 

Scientific-Atlanta announced the 
creation of two business units within 
its broadband communications busi- 
ness division. David Fellows has been 

position, joined the division in mid-
November. Merk's background includes 
technical management positions with 
AT&T Bell Telephone Research Labo-
ratones, Motorola, ITT Telecom, Star-
Tel and Harris. Also within Jerrold, 
Dave Wachob has been named direc-
tor of advanced technologies. Wachob 
will direct market research, strategic 
planning and business development for 
Jerrold's advanced technologies. 

Zenith Cable Products, a division 
of Zenith Electronics Corp., has named 
Robert G. Cunningham as vice presi-
dent of sales. Cunningham has been 
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named vice presi 
dent and general 
manager, distribu- 
tion, headend and 
earth station sys- 
tems. Steve 
Nussrallah is the 
new vice president 
and general man- 

ager, subscriber sys- 
tems. Both are re-
sponsible for the 
marketing, research 
and field service for 
units. 
Bob Price of BradPTS 

elected to serve on 
of the Society of 
Engineers. Price, senior 
will work out of Area 
Chuck Merk has 

subscriber systems 
Instrument Corp. as 
engineering. Merk, 
thony Aukstikalnis 

.nra 1..« 

J 

Chuck Merk 

and development 
their individual 

has been 
the national board 
Cable Television 
VP of BradPTS, 

12. 
joined the Jerrold 
division of General 

vice president of 
who succeeds An- 
in the engineering 

Zenith Cable Prod-
ucts' national ac-
counts manager 
since 1987 and suc-
ceeds Charles 
"Chick" Eissler 
who is retiring at 
the end of the year. 
Two individuals 

have joined Mid- . 

Performance Cable TV Products' hand 
held battery tester 

brated ranges on the delayed-sweep 
time base. Each sweep time range is 
fully adjustable between calibrated 
ranges. Call (312) 889-1448 for info. 

People news 

Alan B. Anixter retired at the end 
of 1988 as the first and only Chairman 
of the Board of Anixter Bros. Inc. 
Anixter Bros. was founded in 1957 by 
Alan and William Anixter. Itel Corp. 
acquired the company in 1986. Anixter 
Bros. surpassed $1 billion in sales for 

west CATV, a di- Robert G. Cunningham 
vision of Midwest 
Corp., in sales positions. James Kazda 
comes to Midwest from Magnavox 
CATV Systems. Michael Cooke also 
joins Midwest in their southern region. • 

—Kathy Berlin 
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Made to last, because cable television is now a lasting 
proposition. Made to last, because we both know it's just 
good business to protect valuable equipment inside quality 
enclosures. 

Ours are made to outlast the equipment inside. Ours 
average 25 years in use. Buy today, don't think about 
replacement until 2014. 

No mystery about why they last. Our nine-step 
finishing process generates a high gloss weather-fighting 

Reliable Electric/Utility Products 

finish that resists corrosion and the onslaughts of acid rain, 
pollutants and other atmospheric contaminants. 

All of those good things, plus security against 
unauthorized entry and greater mounting space for enclos-
ing passive and active equipment. In a word, reliable. And, 
aftemll, our name is Reliable...far and away # 1 in pedestals 
for CATV. 

For more information contact Reliable Electric/Utility 
Products or your authorized distributor. 

11333 Addison Street/Franklin Park, IL 60131/312-455-8010 
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The Future Is Here! 
ANIXTER FIBER OPTIC 

lailEg LUX 
AM CABLE TV SgTEJA 
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o UM SIMI 

The ANIXTER Fiber Optic Laser Link AM CATV System 
AT&T and Anixter Cable-TV have joined forces 
to bring you — today — the most exciting tech-
nological advancement in the cable-TV indus-
try. And, we're proud to say it's the only system 
that is truly "Made in U.S.A." 

It's Anixter's Fiber Optic Laser 
Link AM CATV System — a major 
breakthrough for cable TV in tne 
transmission of multiple AM 
analog television channels over 
long distances. Following exten-
sive, highly successful field tests, initial instal-
lations of the Laser Link System will be made 

this year by many MSO's. Major features and 
benefits include: 

• Easy installation and maintenance 
• Compatible with existing CA-R/ 
networks 
• Low start-up costs 
• Reduced maintenance costs 
• Easy network upgrades 
• Improved signal quality and 

reliability 

For more 
your area. 

information, call the Anixter office in 

C A BIL EllEt 
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS: ANIXTER CABLE-TV, 4711 Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076 (312) 677-2600 — Telex 289464 
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